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SOPHIE velocimetry of Kepler transit candidates
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ABSTRACT

While giant extrasolar planets have been studied for more than two decades now, there are still some open questions such as their
dominant formation and migration process, as well as their atmospheric evolution in different stellar environments. In this paper, we
study a sample of giant transiting exoplanets detected by the Kepler telescope with orbital periods up to 400 days. We first defined a
sample of 129 giant-planet candidates that we followed up with the SOPHIE spectrograph (OHP, France) in a 6-year radial velocity
campaign. This allow us to unveil the nature of these candidates and to measure a false-positive rate of 54.6±6.5 % for giant-planet
candidates orbiting within 400 days of period. Based on a sample of confirmed or likely planets, we then derive the occurrence rates
of giant planets in different ranges of orbital periods. The overall occurrence rate of giant planets within 400 days is 4.6±0.6%.
We recovered, for the first time in the Kepler data, the different populations of giant planets reported by radial velocity surveys.
Comparing these rates with other yields, we find that the occurrence rate of giant planets is lower only for hot jupiters but not for
the longer period planets. We also derive a first measurement on the occurrence rate of brown dwarfs in the brown-dwarf desert with
a value of 0.29±0.17%. Finally, we discuss the physical properties of the giant planets in our sample. We confirm that giant planets
receiving a moderate irradiation are not inflated but we find that they are in average smaller than predicted by formation and evolution
models. In this regime of low-irradiated giant planets, we find a possible correlation between their bulk density and the Iron abundance
of the host star, which needs more detections to be confirmed.

Key words. Planetary systems; binaries: spectroscopic; Techniques: radial velocities; Techniques: spectroscopic; Techniques: pho-
tometric

1. Introduction

Twenty years after the discovery of the first extrasolar giant
planet around a main sequence star (Mayor & Queloz 1995), not
all questions about extrasolar giant planets (EGPs) have been
answered. Their formation, migration and evolution are far from
being fully understood. As an example, both the well-adopted
core – accretion model (e.g. Mordasini et al. 2009b) and the
latest results from the disk – instability model (e.g. Nayakshin
2014, 2015) are able to reproduce the observed correlation of

? Based on observations made with SOPHIE on the 1.93-m telescope
at Observatoire de Haute-Provence (CNRS), France

giant-planet formation rates with the metallicity of host star
(Santos et al. 2001), hence reopening the question about their
dominant formation process. Another example is the inflation of
some giant, highly irradiated planets that could not be modelled
with reasonable physical ingredients (e.g. Almenara et al. 2015).
Different physical processes are currently proposed to explain
their large inflation (see e.g. Baraffe et al. 2014, for a review) but
this question is still not completely solved. Even the definition
of what is a giant planet is still an open question, in both bor-
ders: towards the lower mass planets (Hatzes & Rauer subm.)
and the brown dwarf regime (Schneider et al. 2011; Chabrier et
al. 2014). When the orbital obliquity is put in the picture, it raises
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even more questions and complexity in the planet formation and
evolution (Winn et al. 2010; Hébrard et al. 2010; Triaud 2011;
Dawson 2014).

At a time when small planets in the habitable zone are found
(e.g. Jenkins et al. 2015), the characterisation of EGPs is still of
high importance to answer the aforementioned questions. More-
over, their formation process being tightly connected, it is im-
portant to understand the formation processes of the large planets
before exploring the one of the smallest ones. A lot of constraints
about EGPs have already been brought by radial velocity (RV)
surveys (e.g. Santos et al. 2001; Udry et al. 2003; Howard et
al. 2010; Mayor et al. subm.; Adibekyan et al. 2013; Dawson &
Murray-Clay 2013). However, these planets do not have radius
measurement (except for a few of them, e.g. Moutou et al. 2009),
which does not allow one to understand their density diversity,
nor their atmospheric physical properties.

The regime of transiting EGPs receiving a moderate or low
irradiation is still poorly explored, with only five objects well
characterised (mass and radius significantly measured) with or-
bital periods longer than a month (Santerne et al. 2014). These
planets rarely seen in transit1, paving the way between the hot
jupiters and the solar system giants can bring unprecedented con-
straints to understand the physics of the atmosphere, the forma-
tion, and the migration of such planets. In this context, the Kepler
space telescope (Borucki et al. 2009) has detected giant-planet
candidates with orbital periods as long as several hundreds of
days (Coughlin et al., in prep.), hence probing this population of
low-irradiation planets.

Giant transiting exoplanets are easily mimicked by false pos-
itives (e.g. Brown 2003; Torres et al. 2005; Cameron 2012), mak-
ing difficult the interpretation of the candidates without the es-
tablishment of their nature. Spectroscopic follow-up can easily
reveal blended multiple stellar systems (Santerne et al. 2012b;
Kolbl et al. 2015), and high-resolution imaging (e.g. Lillo-Box et
al. 2014) can unveil close-by companions. However, to firmly es-
tablish their planetary nature, one has to detect their Doppler sig-
nature or use statistical (also known as planet-validation) meth-
ods (see Santerne et al. 2014, for an illustration of both meth-
ods). To correctly interpret the transit detections it is therefore
needed to performed follow-up observations, especially for the
population of giant exoplanets.

In this paper, we present the result and the interpretation of
a 6-year RV campaign with the SOPHIE spectrograph (Obser-
vatoire de Haute-Provence, France) of a complete sample of gi-
ant transiting candidates detected by Kepler within 400 days of
orbital periods. This paper completes and extends the work pre-
sented in Santerne et al. (2012b). In Section 2, we define the
giant-planet candidates sample detected by Kepler and selected
for our RV follow-up programme. In Section 3, we present the
performed spectroscopic observations, their analysis and the na-
ture of the candidates that are discussed case by case in the Ap-
pendix A. In Section 4, we computed the false-positive rate of
Kepler exoplanet giant-planet (EGP) candidates within 400 days
and compare it with previous estimations. In Section 5, we mea-
sure the occurrence rates of EGPs and brown dwarfs (BD) in dif-
ferent ranges of orbital periods that we compare with the values
determined in other stellar populations (e.g. the solar neighbor-
hood). In Section 6, we discuss some physical properties of these
EGPs and the ones of their host stars. Finally, we make a sum-
mary of the main results of this paper and draw our conclusions
in Section 7. The spectroscopic data are listed in the appendices
B and C.

1 Their transit probability is at the level of 1% or below.

2. The giant-planet candidates sample

To select the EGP candidates, we used the list of Kepler ob-
jects of interest (KOI) successively published in Borucki et al.
(2011a), Borucki et al. (2011b), Batalha et al. (2013), Burke et
al. (2014), Rowe et al. (2015), Mullally et al. (2015), and Cough-
lin et al. (in prep.). The latest release corresponds to the candi-
dates detected based on the full dataset of the Kepler prime mis-
sion (from quarter Q1 to Q17). These candidates are listed in the
NASA exoplanet archive2, together with their orbital and transit
parameters. We used the cumulative KOI table as of 2015-06-05.
In this table, there are 8826 KOIs. We first removed all the KOIs
that were already identified as false positives using the Kepler
data. These false positives are mostly background eclipsing bi-
naries (EBs) and background transiting planets that produce an
in-transit astrometric signal, called centroid effect (Batalha et al.
2010; Bryson et al. 2013). Among all the KOIs, 4661 are not
obvious false positives and are labelled as planet candidates in
the catalog. These candidates have a host star magnitude in the
Kepler bandpass (Kp) ranging from 8.2 to 19.5, with a median
of 14.6.

From this list of 4661 candidates, we kept only the 2481
ones that transit a host star with a magnitude Kp < 14.7. This
was chosen to match the maximum magnitude for which the
SOPHIE spectrograph (see Section 3) could reach a RV photon
noise better than 20 m.s−1 for slow-rotating stars, in a maximum
of 3600s of exposure time (Santerne et al. 2013b). Such preci-
sion is the minimum needed to significantly detect the RV signal
of a Jupiter-mass planet with orbital periods of up to a few tens
of days (e.g. Santerne et al. 2011b, 2014).

To select the candidates that are compatible with an EGP, we
kept the KOIs that have a reported transit depth (δ) between 0.4%
and 3%. Very few EGPs have been found so far with a transit
depth below 0.4% and most of them are transiting evolved stars,
e.g. KOI-428 (Santerne et al. 2011a), WASP-72 (Gillon et al.
2013), WASP-73 (Delrez et al. 2014). On the other limit, only
one EGP has been found with a transit depth greater than 3%,
KOI-254 (Johnson et al. 2012), which M dwarf host represents
a small fraction of the KOIs (Dressing & Charbonneau 2013).
We are therefore confident that those criteria select the majority
of the EGPs transiting FGK dwarfs. We did not select the giant-
planet candidates based on their estimated radius because this
value strongly depends on the 40% uncertain estimated radius
of the host (Huber et al. 2014). The complete selection of can-
didates based on their estimated radius is therefore uncertain.
Moreover, the transit depth is a directly measured observable,
and as such more reliable than the estimated planetary radius.
By selecting candidates based on their transit depth, however,
one might have some contamination from low-mass EBs or small
planets transiting small stars.

We finally select among the giant-planet candidates all the
ones with an orbital period (P) of less than 400 days. This in-
sures that at least three transits were observed during the entire
duration of the Kepler prime mission. By applying the three se-
lection criteria (Kp < 14.7, 0.4% < δ < 3%, and P < 400 d), we
find 129 KOIs on 125 target stars. They are displayed in Fig. 1
and listed in Table 1, together with their various ID, their main
orbital and transit parameters (period, depth, and scaled distance
to star), as well as their host properties as determined by Huber
et al. (2014).

Santerne et al. (2012b) used the same criteria in terms of
magnitude limits and transit depths, but the candidate periods
were limited to 25 days. The new sample extends the sample for
2 http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
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periods up to 400 days and contains three times more candidates
than the previous study.
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Fig. 1. Planet candidates detected by the Kepler telescope in the Q1 –
Q17 dataset. Their transit depth is displayed here as a function of their
orbital period. The size of the marker is relative to the magnitude of the
host. The grey region in the upper panel represents the selection criteria
used to define the giant-planet candidate sample (see text). The lower
panel is a zoom to this selected population of candidates.

3. Unveiling the nature of the candidates

3.1. SOPHIE observations and reduction

We observed the candidate sample with the SOPHIE spectro-
graph (Bouchy et al. 2009c) mounted on the 1.93 m telescope
at the Observatoire de Haute-Provence (France). SOPHIE is a
fibre-fed high-resolution stable spectrograph dedicated to high-
precision radial velocity (RV) measurements (Perruchot et al.
2008; Bouchy et al. 2009c, 2013). The observations were done
as part of a large programme dedicated to Kepler targets and
funded by the French Program of Planetology3 from 2010-07-14
to 2015-07-15.

During these six observing campaigns, this programme col-
lected more than 1000 spectra on 154 different targets, spread
over more than 370 night, cumulating more than 640 hours of
open-shutter time. Each target was observed between two and
51 different epochs, with a typical precision of about 20 m.s−1.

Most observations were performed using the high-efficiency
(HE) mode of SOPHIE with an instrumental resolution of ∼
39,000. For a few targets brighter than Kp = 12, we observed

3 programme IDs: 10A.PNP.CONS, 10B.PNP.MOUT,
11A.PNP.MOUT, 11B.PNP.MOUT, 12A.PNP.MOUT,
12B.PNP.MOUT, 13A.PNP.MOUT, 13B.PNP.HEBR, 14A.PNP.HEBR,
14B.PNP.HEBR, 15A.PNP.HEBR.

them using the high-resolution mode (HR), which has an instru-
mental resolution of ∼ 75,000 and a better light scrambling (Per-
ruchot et al. 2011), providing a better precision. All spectra were
reduced using the online pipeline. We computed the weighted
cross-correlation function (CCF) using a G2 mask (Baranne et
al. 1996; Pepe et al. 2002). This mask has been optimised for
solar-type stars which is the main population observed by Ke-
pler.

When necessary, we corrected the CCFs affected by the
Moon background light following the procedure described in
Baranne et al. (1996). We then measured the RV, bisector span
and full width half maximum (FWHM). All the measurements
are reported in Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3 and analysed in the Ap-
pendix A. The errors on the RV are estimated using the method
explained in Bouchy et al. (2001) and in the appendix A of
Boisse et al. (2010). For the bisector and FWHM, we used the
photon noise factors listed in Santerne et al. (2015). These spec-
troscopic diagnostics are used to reveal the presence of contam-
inating stars, therefore likely false positives that might be the
source of the transit event (Santos et al. 2002; Torres et al. 2005).
Several stars presenting a ∼ 100m.s−1 scatter in FWHM, includ-
ing the RV constant star HD185144 (Santerne et al. 2014), we
concluded it is due to the insufficient thermal control of the in-
strument which introduces slight changes in focus (Courcol et
al. 2015). For this reason, we used the FWHM as a vetting tool
only if the variation is much larger than 100 m.s−1.

We corrected the RV from the CCD charge transfer ineffi-
ciency (Bouchy et al. 2009a) using the calibration described in
Santerne et al. (2012b). Following Santerne et al. (2014), we also
correct instrumental drifts in the RV using the ones measured
on the constant star HD185144 on the same nights. The RV we
used for this correction are listed in Table C.1. This allowed us to
reach a rms down to 13 m.s−1 over more than two years, on stars
as faint as Kp = 14.5, which is equivalent to the photon noise.

3.2. Stellar atmospheric analyses

3.2.1. Stellar atmospheric parameters

To support the determination of the nature of the candidates
showing no significant RV variation (within 3-σ, see section
3.3.3), we performed a detailed spectral analysis of the targets4.
This allowed us to improve the upper limits on the candidate
mass and to identify evolved stars, that are hosts of false pos-
itives. Some spectra have a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) too low
for a detailed spectral analysis. Among the 125 candidates hosts,
we selected 12 stars with no significant RV variation and a S/N
high enough to analyse their SOPHIE spectra. We derived the
atmospheric parameters of those 12 stars after correcting for
their RV shifts and the cosmic-ray impacts. We subtracted the
sky contamination (using the spectra of fiber B) from the target
spectra (in fiber A), after correcting for the relative efficiency of
the two fibers. To derive the atmospheric parameters, namely the
effective temperature (Teff), surface gravity (log g), metallicity
([Fe/H]), and microturbulence (ξt), we followed the methodol-
ogy described in Sousa et al. (2008) and Tsantaki et al. (2013).
This method relies on the measurement of the equivalent widths
(EWs) of Fe i and Fe ii lines and by imposing excitation and ion-
ization equilibrium.

The analysis was performed assuming local thermodynamic
equilibrium using a grid of model atmospheres (Kurucz 1993)

4 The spectral analysis of bona-fide exoplanets are presented in dedi-
cated papers.
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and the radiative transfer code MOOG (Sneden 1973). The iron
lines lists for this analysis were taken from Sousa et al. (2008)
for the hotter stars (>5200 K) and from Tsantaki et al. (2013) for
the cooler ones. The EWs were measured automatically with the
ARES 2.0 code (Sousa et al. 2015). To ensure accurate measure-
ments of the EWs, we excluded any lines with errors larger than
20% of their absolute values. We corrected the observed log g
using the asteroseismic calibration of Mortier et al. (2014). The
derived parameters are reported in Table 2 and discussed case
by case in the Appendix A. We finally updated the stellar funda-
mental parameters using the Dartmouth stellar evolution tracks
of Dotter et al. (2008).

In Table 2, we also list the spectroscopic parameters of 25
planet hosts derived by our team and published in previous pa-
pers (e.g. Almenara et al. 2015; Bonomo et al. 2015). These
stellar parameters were derived using either the MOOG (as de-
scribed above) or the VWA software. Comparison between the
two on some targets have shown no significant differences (e.g.
Santerne et al. 2014). These stellar parameters are also available
in SWEET-Cat5 (Santos et al. 2013). For the other candidates
or planet hosts, we used the spectroscopic parameters found in
the literature (e.g. Huber et al. 2014). For some targets we used
an ESPaDOnS6 (Bonomo et al. 2015) or HARPS-N7 co-added
spectrum (Hébrard et al. 2014). In total, we thus have 37 stars
from our sample for which we could derive precise parameters
from a spectroscopic analysis.

We determined the υ sin i? of the single-line spectra using
the average width of the SOPHIE CCF and the relations in the
Appendix B of Boisse et al. (2010). We estimated the (B-V) of
the host stars based on their atmospheric parameters reported
by Huber et al. (2014) and the calibration from Pecaut & Ma-
majek (2013). We did not use the observed (B-V) because it is
affected by unknown interstellar extinction, which would intro-
duce systematic noise. The method of Boisse et al. (2010) finds
an uncertainty of 1 km.s−1 that we conservatively increased by
20% to account for the errors in the Teff and in the (B-V) cal-
ibration. For fast rotating stars (υ sin i? & 10 km.s−1), we fitted
the CCF with a rotation profile as described in Santerne et al.
(2012a) to determine their υ sin i?. We list their measured values
and uncertainties in the Table 3.

3.2.2. Comparison with Huber et al. (2014)

We compared the results from the spectral analyses we per-
formed in the context of this spectroscopic follow-up of Kepler
giant-planet candidates with the ones of Huber et al. (2014), de-
rived based on color photometry. In Fig. 2, we compare the Teff ,
log g, and [Fe/H] of the 37 stars, derived by spectroscopy with
the ones independently reported by Huber et al. (2014).

We find an agreement between the spectroscopic and pho-
tometric Teff with a systematic offset of ∆Teff = Teff

Spectro −

Teff
Huber+14 = −51 ± 298 K. The log g values are very noisy

and no systematic offset is found, with ∆log g = log gSpectro −

log gHuber+14 = -0.01 ± 0.04 cm.s−2. However, for the [Fe/H]

5 The SWEET-Cat is available at: http://www.astro.up.pt/
resources/sweet-cat/
6 CFHT programme 12BF24 (PI: Deleuil)
7 OPTICON programme IDs: OPT12B_13, OPT13A_8, OPT13B_30
(PI: Hébrard) ; TNG programme IDs: A28DD2 (PI: Santerne)
8 The values and errors reported in this paragraph correspond to the

mean and its uncertainty computed as σ/
√

N − k f , with σ the standard
deviation, N the number of points, and k f the number of free parameters
(Gott et al. 2001). Here, k f = 1.
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Fig. 3. Same as lower panel of Fig. 1 but the marks indicate the nature of
the candidates: BD stands for brown dwarfs, EB for eclipsing binaries,
CEB for contaminating binaries and No Var for the unsolved cases that
show no significant variation in radial velocity.

some stars seems to have a lower photometric metallicity com-
pared with the spectroscopic one. The systematic offset is
∆[Fe/H] = [Fe/H]Spectro − [Fe/H]Huber+14 = 0.17 ± 0.04 dex. This
systematic offset perfectly agrees with the value found by the
massive low-resolution spectroscopic survey of the Kepler fields
performed with LAMOST (Dong et al. 2014). We find that this
offset in the stellar metallicity seems to depend on the stellar
effective temperature. If we divided our list of targets in two
subsamples (see Fig. 2), one for stars cooler or hotter than the
Sun, this systematic offset is ∆[Fe/H]cool = 0.09 ± 0.06 dex and
∆[Fe/H]hot = 0.22 ± 0.05 dex. Stellar rotation, higher for the hot
stars, might be one of the reasons of this discrepancy.

This Teff – [Fe/H] trend might also be an artifact of the spec-
troscopic method, either used for our analyses or to calibrate the
photometric values in Huber et al. (2014). Torres et al. (2012)
already pointed out some systematic effects in the determination
of the spectroscopic parameters, especially for stars hotter than
6000 K. We expect these systematics to be particularly strong at
relatively low S/N (typically < 50), which is the regime of S/N
for the spectra of most of the Kepler targets.

Note that Wang & Fischer (2015) proposed a correction of
the metallicities from the Kepler input catalog (Brown et al.
2011) using the spectroscopic data from Buchhave et al. (2014).
Since Huber et al. (2014) used the same spectroscopic data to
calibrate their metallicities, this correction is no longer valid.

3.3. Nature of the candidates

The nature of the candidates is unveiled in the case by case in
the Appendix A, reported in Table 1 and displayed in Fig. 3. We
present below a summary of the different populations of candi-
dates.

3.3.1. Bona-fide planets and brown dwarfs

In the sample of 129 giant-planet candidates, 30 of them are
bona-fide planets already established and characterised by other
spectroscopic facilities (e.g. Latham et al. 2010; Endl et al.
2011; Gandolfi et al. 2013), by transit timing variation analyses
(e.g. Ofir et al. 2014), and by the “multiplicity-boost” validation
(Rowe et al. 2014). Except for a few cases, we did not observe
them with SOPHIE, relying on the candidate nature that has been
secured in the respective papers. In this sample, our team estab-
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lished and characterised 18 EGPs and brown dwarfs that were
already published in previous papers of this series.

The distinction between EGPs and brown dwarfs has been
widely discussed (e.g. Chabrier et al. 2014), and remains uncer-
tain except if we would know the formation history of these ob-
jects. With a mass of ∼ 18 MX, Kepler-39 b (Bouchy et al. 2011)
is somewhat arbitrarily considered as a brown dwarf. Consider-
ing it as a planet would not change significantly the results of
this paper, except for Section 5.3. The two other massive sub-
stellar companions in our sample (KOI-205 b (∼ 40 MX) and
KOI-415 b (∼ 62 MX): Díaz et al. 2013; Moutou et al. 2013) are
very likely to be brown dwarfs. Finally, the case of the 78 MX-
companion to KOI-189 has been classified as a very-low-mass
star by Díaz et al. (2014b). This leads to a total number of bona-
fide EGPs in our candidate sample of 45 and 3 brown dwarfs.
All the references are provided in Table 1.

3.3.2. Eclipsing binaries and contaminating eclipsing binaries

Among the 129 candidates, we detected 63 EBs showing up to
three different sets of lines in the spectra. The spectroscopic ob-
servations, analyses and conclusions are described in the Ap-
pendix A or in Santerne et al. (2012b). When 2 or 3 sets of lines
is detected in the spectra, we fitted the cross-correlation function
with two or three Gaussian profiles. For these cases, we esti-
mated the RV photon noise using the following equation:

σRV [km.s−1] = Ai ×

√
FWHM [km.s−1]

CTRS [%] × S/N
, (1)

with AHE = 3.4 and AHR = 1.7 for both instrumental modes of
SOPHIE. The S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio per pixel com-
puted by averaging the flux in the 200 pixels at the center of the
spectral order #26 (i.e. at about 550nm) and CTRS is the con-
trast of the averaged line profile. This photon noise estimate has
been calibrated on a set of standard stars, following the same
procedure as described in Bouchy et al. (2005).

Among those 63 EBs, 48 are spectroscopic binaries showing
one or two set(s) of lines (hence an SB1 or SB2). In most cases,
we observed them only two or three times, which is not enough
to fully characterise the mass and eccentricity of these binaries.
To estimate the companion mass of an SB1, we assumed a cir-
cular orbit at the transit ephemeris and no significant RV drift.
Several caveats in our analyses might significantly change the
reported companion masses. First, the circular orbit assumption
is not reasonable for binaries with an orbital period longer than
about 10 days (Halbwachs et al. 2003; Raghavan et al. 2010).
Second, the primary mass estimate from Huber et al. (2014) that
we used might be affected by the presence of a stellar compan-
ion. Finally, if the orbital periods of these binary are twice the
ones detected by Kepler, the reported masses are also wrong.

For SB2 binaries, we used the slope of their RV correlation
to measure the binary mass ratio (Wilson 1941). As for the SB1,
we observed most of them only very few times which limits the
possibility of determining their mass and eccentricity.

These spectroscopic binaries are stars eclipsing the target.
Their eclipse depth is likely not diluted by a substantial third
light, otherwise, we would have detected it in our spectroscopic
data. They are able to mimic a giant-planet candidate because
they have a grazing eclipse with a depth compatible with the one
of an EGP. A few binaries are stars with an EGP-like radius,
which identification is impossible from the light curve only, un-
less they present a deep secondary eclipse (as in Zhou & Huang
2013) or a large beaming, ellipsoidal, or reflection effect.

In this sample of EBs, we detected 16 eccentric systems
(2 already characterised in Santerne et al. 2012b, and 14 new
ones described in the Appendix A) that present only a secondary
eclipse, the primary eclipse invisible from Earth (Santerne et al.
2013a). Two other candidates are secondary-only EBs in more
complex multiple stellar systems. These numbers are fully com-
patible with the predictions of Santerne et al. (2013a).

We also found 15 stellar systems that either present three
stellar components in the spectra, or SB2 with RV that are not
anti-correlated, revealing the presence of a third, unseen star in
the system. Those candidates, most likely triple systems, have an
eclipse depth severely diluted by the target star. In these cases,
even a relatively deep eclipse might mimic the transit depth of
a planet. Moreover, if the EB is eccentric, only the primary or
secondary eclipse could be visible. Triple systems might be dif-
ficult to identify by spectroscopy because the brightest star in the
system is not the eclipsed star. Moreover, if the eclipsing sys-
tem is physically bound with the target star, they are most likely
blended in both photometry and spectroscopy. Using the varia-
tion of line-profile (the bisector and the FWHM, see Santerne
et al. 2015), we identified some triple systems with relatively
faint companions compared with the target star. However, if the
eclipse host contributes to less than about 5% of the total flux
of the system (magnitude difference more than 3, or mass ratio
smaller than ∼0.5), we would not be able to detect the second
set of lines in the cross-correlation functions, nor its impact on
the target line-profile shape. If such systems are present in our
sample, we would not be able to identify them as false positives.
Therefore, the actual number of diluted EBs might exceed what
we found.

In the Table 1 and in the rest of the paper, we will refer to
“eclipsing binaries” (or EB) the 48 systems with an undiluted
eclipse depth. We will also refer to “contaminating eclipsing bi-
naries” (or CEB) the 15 ones with a diluted eclipse depth, which
are either triple systems or background EBs.

Note that, among the 63 EBs we detected, 54 are already in-
cluded in the Kepler EB catalog (v3)9 of Kirk et al. (in prep). The
other 9 are unveiled by our observations and were not previously
identified as such based on the Kepler light curve. In this cata-
log, we found two candidates listed as EB but our observations
do not support this statement. In previous versions of the catalog,
some bona-fide exoplanets were also listed (as discussed already
in Santerne et al. 2012b).

3.3.3. No variation cases

For 18 giant-planet candidates, we found no significant RV, bi-
sector, nor FWHM variation. The nature of these candidates re-
mains uncertain: they might be planets that have too low a mass
for our RV precision or they might be diluted EBs with a large
flux ratio between the eclipse host and the target star, which
make them undetectable in our spectroscopic data.

Assuming these candidates are planets, we derived their
upper-limits in mass. For that, we analysed the data with the
MCMC algorithm of the PASTIS software (Díaz et al. 2014a).
We used an uniform prior for the RV amplitudes (between 0
and 100 km.s−1), for the systemic RV (between -100 km.s−1 and
+100 km.s−1), and for the argument of periastron (between 0 ◦
and 360 ◦). For the eccentricity, we used a Beta distribution as
prior as recommended by Kipping (2013). We fixed the periods
and epochs of transit to the ones found by Kepler. When only

9 The Kepler EB catalog is available at: http://keplerebs.
villanova.edu
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two or three different observed epochs were available, we fixed
the eccentricity to zero. When enough RV were available, we
fitted a Keplerian orbit. If sub-giant planet candidates were de-
tected in the light-curve of the same system, we also included
them in the model, even if their RV contribution is expected to
be negligible. The choice of the model (circular vs eccentric) as
well as the number of planets are described in the Appendix A
together with the derived upper-limits. We report these upper-
limits on the mass of the candidates, assuming they are planets,
in the Table 4.

Among the 18 unsolved cases, one has a mass constraint
which is still compatible with a brown dwarf (KOI-2679.01) and
another one has a mass constraint compatible with a low-mass
star (KOI-3783.01). Those two cases are giant-planet candidates
transiting fast rotating stars for which precise RV measurements
are difficult to obtain.

3.3.4. Particular cases

Some candidates we observed have masses that were already
constrained by spectroscopy or TTV analysis. Our mass con-
straints are fully compatible except in two cases. The first case is
KOI-1353.01. Assuming a circular orbit, we find a planet mass
of 1.55 ± 0.34 MX while Schmitt et al. (2014b) reported a mass
of 0.42 ± 0.05 MX for the same planet based on a TTV anal-
ysis. Our mass constrain is therefore significantly higher (at the
3.3-σ) than the one found by TTVs. At least three reasons could
explain this discrepancy: first, we find a host which is also more
massive at the 3.7-σ level, second, the star is active which might
have impacted significantly our RV or the transit times (Barros
et al. 2013; Oshagh et al. 2013), and finally this planet might
be significantly eccentric even if a low eccentricity has been re-
ported by Schmitt et al. (2014b). For this case, more data and a
better precision are needed to firmly conclude.

The second case is KOI-372.01 for which the mass was re-
cently reported in Mancini et al. (2015) based on RV observa-
tions with the CAFE spectrograph. They found a RV amplitude
of 132 ± 6 m.s−1 while our SOPHIE HR RV show no signifi-
cant variation with a rms of 24 m.s−1. The analysis of the SO-
PHIE spectra and their comparison with the CAFE observations
will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Demangeon et al., in
prep.). We considered this case as unsolved.

Lastly, KOI-3663 b / Kepler-86 b, previously validated statis-
tically by Wang et al. (2013), reveals some line-profile variations
correlated with the RV data (See appendix A.41). More observa-
tions are needed to conclude on this case, and KOI-3663 b might
not be a planet but a triple system. Without further evidence, we
consider it as a planet in the rest of this article.

4. The false-positive rate

Based on the results of our spectroscopic survey, we can mea-
sure the false-positive rate of the Kepler giant-planet candidates,
an extension of the previous rate 34.8 ± 6.5 % measured by San-
terne et al. (2012b) for EGPs within 25 days orbital period.

4.1. The giant-planet false-positive rate

Among the 129 selected KOIs, we identified 34.9 ± 5.2 % of
planets, 2.3 ± 1.3 % of brown dwarfs, 37.1 ± 5.4 % of EBs,
11.6 ± 3.0 % of CEBs, and 14.0 ± 3.2 % of unsolved cases,
assuming a Poisson noise (see Fig. 4).

The unsolved cases are not EBs nor brown dwarfs, otherwise
a large RV variation would have been detected. They could be
either planets with a mass lower than what can be detected with
SOPHIE or a stellar or planetary companion eclipsing a different
star than the target one. In this later case, if the flux ratio between
the target and the eclipse host is low enough, it is not possible
to detect its contribution on the spectra, either by detecting its
impact on the target line-profile shape (Santerne et al. 2015), or
by detecting directly its line in the spectrum. This CEB could
be either bound or chance-aligned with the target star. Following
Santerne et al. (2012b), we assumed that the unsolved cases are
composed by planets and CEBs with the same ratio as the ob-
served one. This means that 75 ± 11 % of these unsolved cases
are assumed to be planets, and 25 ± 6 % are likely faint CEBs.

We then find that the giant-planet candidates sample is com-
posed by 45.3 ± 5.9 % of planets, 2.3 ± 1.3 % of brown dwarfs,
37.2 ± 5.4 % of EBs, and 15.1 ± 3.4 % of CEBs. This repartition
of the nature of the giant-planet candidates is displayed in (Fig.
4). This gives a giant-planet false-positive rate of 54.6 ± 6.5 %.
Depending on the nature of the unsolved cases, the false-positive
rate has a lower limit of 51.2 ± 6.3 % (if all unsolved cases are
planets), and an upper limit of 65.1 ± 7.1 % (if they are false
positives). Note that this value does not account for the false pos-
itives (about 50% of the total number of EGP transit detection)
already identified by Kepler team.

If we repeat this analysis by dividing the sample in two, one
for candidates with periods of less than 25 days (i.e. an updated
value for the sample of Santerne et al. 2012b) and one for the
candidates with periods longer than 25 days, we find that the
false-positive rate is 53.4 ± 8.5 % and 56.4 ± 10.1 %, respec-
tively. Note that the value for the short-period sample is higher
than the one reported in Santerne et al. (2012b) for two reasons:
(1) new candidates have been found on stars that were not ob-
served by Kepler in 2012 and (2) we included in this study the
candidates that were flagged with a poor vetting flag in Borucki
et al. (2011b) and rejected from the Santerne et al. (2012b) sam-
ple.

The false-positive rate is however not uniform over orbital
periods. If we split the sample in three for candidates with pe-
riods of less than 10 days, between 10 and 85 days, and be-
tween 85 and 400 days (see Section 5 for the reasons of this sub-
samples selection), we find false-positive rates of 46.7 ± 9.3 %,
68.6 ± 12.9 %, and 50.2 ± 12.1 % (respectively). The false-
positive rate is therefore the lowest for short-period candidates
and the highest for intermediate period ones.

4.2. Comparison with other false-positive rate estimates

The false-positive rate of the Kepler mission is a key element
that describes the reliability of the Kepler candidates catalog
for statistical analyses. Together with the pipeline completeness
(Christiansen et al. 2013, 2015), this information is needed to
accurately assess the underlying occurrence of planets, down to
Earth-size planets in the habitable zone. The latter is the main
objective of the Kepler prime mission (Borucki et al. 2009;
Batalha 2014).

By modelling the expected distribution of planets and bina-
ries in the Kepler field of view, Morton & Johnson (2011) found
that the median false-positive probability among the Borucki et
al. (2011b) candidates was as low as 5%. This value was not
supported by spectroscopic observations of a sample of 44 giant
candidates which revealed a false-positive rate as high as 34.8 ±
6.5% (Santerne et al. 2012b), nor by the narrow-band GTC pho-
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tometry of four small candidates in which two were found to be
false positives (Colón et al. 2012).

Later on, Fressin et al. (2013) performed a new modelling of
the expected population of planets and EBs in the Kepler field
of view, based on the Batalha et al. (2013) candidate list. They
found a median value of 9.4%, with a higher rate (29.3 ± 3.1 %
within 25 days) for the giant-planet candidates which is com-
patible with the measurement of 34.8 ± 6.5% (Santerne et al.
2012b). This median value was then revised by Santerne et al.
(2013a) from 9.45% to 11.3% by accounting for secondary-only
false positives.

Recently, Désert et al. (2015) found a false-positive rate as
low as 1.3% (upper-limit of 8.8% at 3-σ) based on the Spitzer
near-infrared photometry of 51 candidates. However, this small
set of candidates were selected to be representative of the KOI
list from Borucki et al. (2011b), and not a well defined sam-
ple. As pointed out by the authors, the extrapolation of the false-
positive rate, from this small sample which represents 1.1% only
of the planet candidates known today, to the entire sample of
candidates, should be done with caution. Note that among these
51 Spitzer targets, 33 of them are orbiting in multiple systems
that are known to have a very low a-priori probability of being
false positives (Lissauer et al. 2012, 2014). The 18 remaining
ones are relatively small planets, and only two are EGPs10.

Using high-resolution spectroscopy and RV, we find that
more than half of the giant-planet candidates are actually not
planets. This value is significantly higher than all the other val-
ues reported so far. This value is however difficult to compare
with the previous ones for two main reasons: (1) the list of can-
didates are different – we used the Q1 – Q17 candidate list from
Coughlin et al., in prep., while most of the aforementioned stud-
ies used the Q1 – Q6 candidate list from Batalha et al. (2013),
with half as many candidates – and (2) the selection criteria are
also different. As an example, Fressin et al. (2013) selected as
giant-planet candidates all transit detections with an expected
radius between 6 and 22 R⊕, while our selection criteria is based
on the observed transit depth (see Section 2). Therefore, we will
not compare directly the numbers, but qualitatively discuss the
differences and similarities found. Since the work of Fressin et
al. (2013) is the most up-to-date simulation of the entire cata-
log of candidates, we will focus on the comparison between our
observations and their results.

Fressin et al. (2013) predicted a false-positive rate of
17.7 ± 2.9 % for all the giant planet candidates within 418
days11. This value is significantly lower than our observational
value. However, Fressin et al. (2013) did not consider the fact
that EBs might mimic the transit of an EGP. The underlying rea-
son is that such false positives have a V-shaped transit (i.e. an
impact parameter b & 1) and can be easily rejected. Some graz-
ing planets, like CoRoT-10 b (Bonomo et al. 2010) or KOI-614 b
(Almenara et al. 2015), also present the same V-shaped transit.
Since those V-shaped candidates actually are in the catalogs, this
scenario of false positive should be considered, as it is done in
Morton (2012).

By not considering EBs as an important source of false pos-
itives, Fressin et al. (2013) overestimated the occurrence rate of
EGPs in the Kepler field of view. Since they used this occur-
rence rate of EGPs to estimate the amount of planets transiting
a physical companion to the target star, they also overestimated

10 These two EGPs are KOI-12 b and KOI-13 b. None of them is a false
positive.
11 Note that no giant-planet candidate has been found between 400 and
418 days.

the abundance of this false-positive scenario. This scenario being
the main source of false positives in the Kepler list of candidates
(according to Fressin et al. 2013), it has an impact on all the
population of planets.

Not all the EBs we identified are member of the Kepler EB
catalog (14% are missing - Kirk et al., in prep) and two (KOI-
1271.01 and KOI-6132.01) members of this catalog were not
confirmed by our data to be EBs. The completeness of this cat-
alog, used to estimate the fraction of false positives involving
stellar systems, is thus lower than expected and the fraction of
false positives composed by stellar systems is underestimated in
the Fressin et al. (2013) analysis.

As an illustration, Fressin et al. (2013) predicted that among
all target stars observed by Kepler, there are 4.7 triple systems,
8.0 background EB, and about 24.5 planets transiting physical
companion to the target star that mimic EGPs. By observing only
125 stars among the bright half of the candidates, we found 15
candidates that we considered as CEBs. They are likely bound
with the target stars (hence triple systems) because they have a
systemic RV similar to the target one12. This number of triple
systems is three times larger than the one predicted by Fressin et
al. (2013), for all the candidates. Hence, we predict roughly six
times more triple systems than predicted13. On the other hand,
we found no clear evidence for planets transiting a physical com-
panion to the target star. They might be however among the un-
solved cases. Therefore we observe a higher rate of triple sys-
tems than false positives made of planets, which is the opposite
of what Fressin et al. (2013) predicted. The aforementioned rea-
sons might explain this discrepancy. Note that only 66% of the
EGP candidates were released in Batalha et al. (2013), which
might also explain this difference with Fressin et al. (2013).

4.3. Extrapolation towards smaller planet candidates

Even if our spectroscopic observations bring no constraints to
the large sample of small-planet candidates detected by Kepler,
we can use the EGPs as a reference to qualitatively extrapolate
the false-positive rate of small planets.

4.3.1. Undiluted-depth eclipsing binaries

The populations of small-planet candidates should be much less
contaminated by EBs. Grazing eclipses (by stars or the rare
brown dwarfs) can produce any transit depth but their occur-
rence rate is expected to decrease for transit depths below 1%
(Santerne et al. 2013a). Therefore, this source of false positives
should completely disappear towards shallower candidates.

4.3.2. Diluted-depth eclipsing binaries and transiting planet

Shallower transits produce lower S/N events at a given stellar
magnitude, and the false-positive diagnoses are expected to be
less efficient for shallow transits, e.g., the duration of the tran-
sit ingress and egress or the presence of a secondary eclipse
is poorly constrained if the primary transit S/N is low. There-
fore, false positives that mimic small planets are more difficult
to screen out compared to the large ones.

12 As discussed in Bognár et al. (2015), this seems not to be the case of
KOI-3783.01.
13 This assumes that there is the same rate of triple systems mim-
icking giant-planet candidates around targets brighter and fainter than
Kp =14.7, and there are ∼equal numbers of stars in these categories.
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In addition, the dilution ratio also impacts the analysis. A
planet candidate transiting a star of magnitude mt with an ob-
served depth of δt can be mimicked by an eclipse of depth δc on
a contaminating star of magnitude mc such as:

mt − mc = 2.5 log10

(
δt

δc

)
(2)

Decreasing δt is achieved by decreasing δc and/or increasing mc:
i.e. fainter false-positive hosts and/or smaller companions. Those
fainter hosts could be either smaller or farther away stars that are,
in both cases, more common, as previously discussed by Brown
(2003).

4.3.3. The false-positive rate of small planets

By combining both effects discussed in Section 4.3.2, we
thus expected that the total number of false positives invoking
diluted-depth transits or eclipses increases towards smaller can-
didates and that we should be less efficient to rule them out.
However, the false-positive rate is defined as the relative frac-
tion of false positives against bona-fide planets among the candi-
dates. Thus, decreasing the transit depth of the candidates corre-
sponds to explore smaller planet populations that are more com-
mon according to planet-formation synthesis (e.g. Mordasini et
al. 2009b; Nayakshin 2014) and the results from radial velocity
surveys (e.g. Howard et al. 2010; Mayor et al. subm.). There-
fore, even if the absolute number of false positive increases by
decreasing the transit depths, the relative value (i.e the false-
positive rate) might not necessarily increase.

We discussed previously that the absolute number of false
positives is expected to increase towards smaller planet candi-
dates. As pointed out by Latham et al. (2011) and Lissauer et al.
(2011), however, about one third of the candidates smaller than
Jupiter are found in multiple systems, in agreement with the first
results of RV surveys (e.g. Bouchy et al. 2009b; Mayor et al.
subm.). Furthermore, those multiple candidates have a very low
apriori probability of being false positives (Lissauer et al. 2012,
2014). Therefore, our predicted increase of false positives to-
wards small planet candidates should be mostly concentrated on
the candidates that are not in multiple systems. Any physical in-
terpretation on the nature of these small-and-single, unconfirmed
candidates might thus lead to wrong conclusions.

4.4. Comparison between giant-planet and false-positive
host properties

Several studies have tried to infer some planet – star properties
correlation, such as with the effective temperature of the host
star (e.g. Howard et al. 2012), or its metallicity (e.g. Buchhave
et al. 2014; Wang & Fischer 2015), as they provide direct tests
to planet-formation theories. However, if the false positives are
not accounted for and have a different host parameters distri-
bution, they might alter the underlying correlation. To test this,
we display in Fig. 5 the cumulative distributions of the effective
temperature and iron abundance of the planets and false positives
hosts as well as all the Kepler targets observed during Q1 – Q16.
Note that we considered here as planets only the 45 ones that
have been well established in our sample. The stellar parameters
are from Huber et al. (2014).

We find that most stars hotter than 6500 K host false posi-
tives and very few host EGPs. This might be an observational
bias since planets around hot, fast-rotating, and active stars are
more difficult to find and characterise than those around Sun-like
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the effective tem-
perature (top panel) and the iron abundance (bottom panel) for all the
Kepler targets (solid and thick line), the secured EGPs in our sample
(solid line), and the false positives identified by our spectroscopic sur-
veys (dashed line). The stellar parameters are from Huber et al. (2014).

stars. We also find relatively few EGPs orbiting stars cooler than
the Sun and that the giant planets preferentially orbit metal-rich
stars, which confirms the RV results (e.g. Sousa et al. 2011, see
also Section 6.3).

We computed the Anderson – Darling (AD) test14 between
the distributions of the giant-planet and the false-positive hosts
with the Kepler targets and candidates host (p-values listed in
Table 5). We find that the distributions of stellar effective tem-
perature and iron abundance between the target stars and candi-
date hosts (all KOIs) are different15. This is also the case between
the giant-planet hosts and both the target stars and the candidate
hosts. However, the distributions of [Fe/H] and Teff are not sig-
nificantly different between the false-positive hosts and the target
stars. Those results are expected since the fraction of binaries is
relatively constant in the regime of stars we are the most sensi-
tive to (Teff between 5000 K and 6500 K and [Fe/H] between
-0.4 dex and 0.4 dex ; Raghavan et al. 2010).

By comparing the distributions of stellar properties for dif-
ferent samples of stars hosting either EGPs, false positives, can-
didates or just field stars, we show that the presence of false pos-
itives have two main implications. First, the determination of the
occurrence rate of EGPs as a function of the stellar properties

14 The Anderson – Darling test is recommended by Hou et al. (2009)to
estimate the probability that two random variables are drawn from the
same underlying distribution. It is more sensitive to the differences in
the wings of the distribution, whereas the Kolmogorov – Smirnov (KS)
test is mostly sensitive to its median. Both tests are non parametric and
distribution free. The AD test is more computational expensive than the
KS test.
15 We consider as significantly different all p-values smaller than 1%.
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based on the candidates list cannot be correct with ∼ 55% false
positives. Then, one may overestimate the occurrence of small
planets orbiting metal-rich stars, if a significant fraction of the
false positives are made of EGPs transiting stellar companions
to the target star (as claimed by Fressin et al. 2013). On the other
hand, if small planets are mostly mimicked by EBs, their metal-
licity distribution might not be significantly different than the
field stars. Therefore, the determination of the planet occurrence
rate as a function of the stellar host properties, without screening
out the false positives, should be done with caution, as it might
lead to wrong results.

5. Giant-planet occurrence rates

In this Section, we analyse the secured and likely EGPs in our
sample. The first information we can derive from this cleaned
sample is the occurrence rate of EGPs.

5.1. The occurrence rate of giant planets within 400 days

To measure the occurrence rate of planets, we need to determine:
(1) a reference stellar sample, (2) the number of transiting plan-
ets in this reference stellar sample, and (3) the various correc-
tions that should be applied, such as the number of non-transiting
planets and the planets missed by incompleteness of the pipeline.
We discuss these points below.

5.1.1. The stellar reference sample

The Kepler prime mission focused on solar-like stars (Huber et
al. 2014), we thus define our stellar reference sample to match
the properties of such stars. Our transit-candidate selection is bi-
ased toward dwarf hosts, and is quite insensitive to sub-giant and
giant hosts around which jovian planets have transit depth shal-
lower than 0.4%. Thus, we need to determine how many FGK
dwarfs Kepler observed.

In previous works that attempt to measure occurrence rates
of planets (e.g. Howard et al. 2012; Petigura et al. 2013), the ob-
served atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g) were used to select
solar-like dwarfs, to fit the historical Morgan – Keenan classifi-
cation of stars (Morgan & Keenan 1973). Using these selection
criteria, it is however difficult to make the distinction between
main-sequence and sub-giant stars in the regime of early G- and
F-type stars. For example, a star with Teff = 5000 K and log g
= 4.1 cm.s−2 (at solar metallicity) is a sub-giant while another
star with the same surface gravity but with a Teff of 6500 K is
still in the main-sequence. Because of their large radius, planets
transiting sub-giants and giant stars are more difficult to detect.
Thus, a stellar reference sample composed by a substantial frac-
tion of evolved stars might lead to underestimation of the planet
occurrence rates (unless this effect is taken into account). This
problem does not occur for late G-, K-, and M-type stars be-
cause their lifetime in the main-sequence is longer than the age
of the universe. Since both the Teff and log g vary during the
evolution of stars in the main-sequence and beyond, they are not
the best parameters to select a stellar reference sample.

To determine our stellar reference sample, we chose the stel-
lar mass and radius as selection parameters, The mass of stars
does not change significantly during their evolution, except at
very late stages. The mass is also the fundamental parameter
used in planet-formation synthesis (e.g. Mordasini et al. 2009a)
since it is expected to scale with the mass of the disk, for the
mass range considered here (Andrews et al. 2013). During the

main sequence and sub-giant phases, the stellar radius increases
in a strictly monotonic way. These reasons make the stellar mass
and radius better parameters to select a stellar sample composed
only by main-sequence stars. This requires to define the radius
of stars at the end of their main-sequence life.

We used the latest version of the STAREVOL stellar evolu-
tion code (Charbonnel & Palacios 2004; Lagarde et al. 2012,
Amard et al., in prep.), with the solar composition following
Asplund et al. (2009). The metallicity is fixed to a solar value
(Z = 0.0134) and the mixing length parameter calibrated to a
solar model taken as αMLT = 1.702. We determined the end of
the main-sequence when the Hydrogen abundance in the core is
X(H i) < 10−7. The main parameters of solar-type stars at the end
of the main sequence are listed in Table 6. We adopted the stellar
radius listed in this table as the maximum value to select dwarf
stars. Figure 6 displays all the Kepler targets, candidate host, and
the bright giant-planet hosts in the M? – R? space. The adopted
maximum radius for the dwarf stars is also represented.
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Fig. 6. Stellar mass – radius diagramme of the targets observed by Ke-
pler during the quarters Q1 – Q16 (black dots), the candidate hosts
(white circles) and the bright giant-planet hosts (red circles). The data
are from Huber et al. (2014) except for the giant-planet hosts which are
taken from the Table 7. The size of the mark for the two latter samples
corresponds to the Kepler magnitude. The grey region displays the se-
lected dwarfs. Note that one secured EGP transits a star bigger than 2.5
R� (KOI-680) and is not represented here.

During the Kepler prime mission, a relatively small fraction
of dwarf stars were observed with M? < 0.7 M� (10.0%) and
M? > 1.4 M� (3.9%). By selecting only the dwarfs that have a
magnitude Kp < 14.7, only 6.2% of them are smaller than 0.7
M� and 9.1% are more massive than 1.4 M�. By selecting the
bright dwarfs in the range 0.7 – 1.4 M�, which corresponds to
a spectral type F5 – K5 (Cox 2000), we selected 84.8% of the
observed bright dwarfs. Because a relatively small amount of
bright low-mass or massive dwarfs have been observed by Ke-
pler, measuring the occurrence rate of EGPs around those stars
will be strongly limited by small-number statistics.

To determine our stellar reference sample, we selected the
Kepler targets that have a magnitude Kp < 14.7, a mass in the
range M? ∈ [0.7; 1.4] M�, and a radius smaller than the ones
listed in the Table 6. We used the stellar parameters of Huber et
al. (2014) and found a total number of bright, solar-type dwarfs
observed by Kepler of 58831. In spite of the large uncertainties
on the stellar masses (∼ 20%) and radii (∼ 40%) in the Huber et
al.’s catalog, the total number of dwarfs is expected to be statis-
tically accurate.

Note that if we select the stellar reference sample based on
Teff ∈ [4410; 6650] K and log g ∈ [4.0; 4.9] cm.s−2, we find
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a number of 59873 bright dwarfs observed by Kepler16. Thus,
selecting the stellar reference sample based on Teff and log g or
stellar mass and radius does not change significantly our results.

5.1.2. Sample of transiting planets

Once the reference sample has been well defined, we need to
determine how many EGPs in total are transiting those stars. In
our giant-planet candidate sample, there are 45 secured transit-
ing planets and 18 candidates that could be either planets or false
positives. Since we expected the majority of the latter to be plan-
ets, we consider them as ”likely planets”. We report in Table 7
the transit, planet and stellar parameters of these 63 objects, from
literature values. When planets have been analysed in different
papers, we kept as adopted values the most updated or complete
analysis of the systems. Similarly, we adopted the stellar param-
eters from, e.g. Torres et al. (2012) or Santos et al. (2013), when
available, because those studies used higher-S/N data than in the
discovery papers, leading to more reliable results. By default,
when no detailed analysis of the photometric or spectroscopic
data have been reported, we used the transit and planet param-
eters provided in NASA exoplanet archive17 and the stellar pa-
rameters from Huber et al. (2014). The parameters in Table 7 are
thus heterogeneous.

5.1.3. Survey corrections

We identified six corrections that have to be accounted for to
derive the occurrence rates of EGPs within 400 days, based on
our data. We call them CT , CR, CL, CS , CD, and CC . We describe
and discuss them below.

– CT : correction for the geometric transit probability (the up-
per script T refers to transit probability). Following Howard
et al. (2012), for each planet transiting a star of radius R?

with a semi-major axis a, there are a/R? times more planets
(both transiting and non-transiting). Therefore, we defined
the correction for the transit probability such as CT = a/R?.
This parameter is directly measured on the light curve and
does not rely on the stellar parameters.

– CR: correction for the probability that the planet host be-
longs to the stellar reference sample or not (the upper script
R refers to the reference sample). To estimate this correction,
we bootstrapped 1000 times the planet-host mass and radius
within their uncertainty, assuming they follow a Gaussian
distribution. Then, we apply our reference sample criteria,
defined in Section 5.1.1, and determined CR as the fraction
of hosts that satisfy the reference sample cirteria. The values
of CR ranges from 0% for evolved stars like KOI-680 (Alme-
nara et al. 2015), to 100% for well-characterised solar-like
dwarfs such as KOI-1 (aka TrES-2; Huber et al. 2014).

– CL : correction for the likelihood of the object to be a planet
or not (the upper script L refers to planet likelihood). The
majority of the EGPs considered here have been well estab-
lished using various techniques (CL = 1). For the candidates
for which we detected no significant RV variation, we failed
in ruling out all false-positive scenarios, as already discussed
in Sections 3.3.3 and 4. However, we estimated in Section 4
that about 75% of them should be planets, so CL = 0.75.

– CS : correction to the selection criteria used to define the tran-
siting EGP sample (the upper script S refers to the selection

16 This corresponds to F5 – K5 dwarfs according to Cox (2000).
17 http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu

criteria). Depending on the stellar and planetary radii, the
transit depth of EGPs might be lower than 0.4% or larger
than 3%. These selection criteria were defined to include the
majority of planets, but a fraction might have been missed,
mostly grazing planets. To estimate this correction, we sim-
ulated 105 mock planetary systems. The stellar mass and ra-
dius were chosen uniformly within our definition of solar-
type dwarfs (see Section 5.1.1)18. The orbital inclination was
drawn from a Sine distribution, which corresponds to a uni-
form distribution of both the inclination and longitude of as-
cending node. The period was fixed to 10 days which is close
to the median of the giant-planet periods and we considered
circular orbits. Then, we assumed a radius distribution of
EGPs that corresponds to the observed one (based on EGP
radius listed in the NASA exoplanet archive). This radius
distribution is an asymmetric Gaussian such as Rp = 1.19+0.18

−0.21

RX. We used the JKTEBOP code (Southworth 2008) assum-
ing the limb darkening coefficients from Claret & Bloemen
(2011) to simulate the transit light curve and determine the
transit depth. Finally, CS is defined as the fraction of plan-
ets with transit depth in the range [0.4%; 3%] over the total
number of transiting planets. We determined this correction
per bin on stellar mass that we displayed in Fig. 7. The mean
value of CS over all stellar masses is 77%, with values rang-
ing from 37% for the lowest mass stars in our reference sam-
ple to 91% for Sun-like stars.

– CD: correction to the non-uniform distribution dwarf stars
(the upper script D refers to dwarfs distribution). We have
more chances a priori of finding a transiting planet among the
most abundant population of stars, i.e., stars with mass in the
range 1 – 1.1 M�). However, the distribution of giant-planet
hosts might be (and actually is) different. To completely ac-
count for this effect, we would need to explore all the stel-
lar parameters (at least the mass and [Fe/H]) simultaneously,
but we do not have a stellar reference sample large enough
for that. So, for a first-order correction, we considered only
the distribution of stellar masses. We defined CD as the nor-
malised distribution of dwarf masses in the stellar reference
sample. This distribution is displayed in Fig. 7. The values
of CD range from 0.25 to 2.14.

– CC: correction to account for the detection pipeline com-
pleteness, i.e. the number of transiting planets missed by the
detection pipeline (the upper script C refers to the complete-
ness). This has been thoroughly studied in Christiansen et al.
(2013, 2015). In particular, they found that the detection effi-
ciency of EGPs transiting bright, solar-type dwarfs is better
than 95% over orbital periods up to 400 days (Christiansen
et al., private communication) based on the Q1 – Q17 data.
Therefore, we assigned a value of CC = 0.95 for all EGPs in
our sample.

The values of the all correction factors, but CC which is con-
stant, are provided in Table 8.

5.1.4. The occurrence rates and their uncertainties

The occurrence rate is defined as the ratio between the number of
transiting planets, nt, corrected by the six aforementioned effects

18 While the maximum stellar radius is defined based on the evolution
tracks (see Table 6), we determined the minimum stellar radius as the
lower envelope of the Kepler targets.
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Fig. 7. Correction factors to compensate for the candidates selection
(CS – upper panel) and the non-unformity distribution of the dwarfs
stars (CD – lower panel).
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The main uncertainty is based on the fact that we are dealing
with relatively small number statistics. This occurrence rate is
based only on 63 transiting planets (secured and likely). Thus,
we consider that our uncertainty is dominated by a Poisson noise
that scales with the number of detected transiting planets (nt),
and we define the occurrence rate uncertainty, σO, such as:

σO = O

√
nt

nt
. (4)

Applying the two latter equations in the entire sample, we
find that the occurrence rate of EGPs within 400 days is 4.6 ±
0.6 %.

We computed the occurrence rates in different bins of orbital
periods, as in Fressin et al. (2013). Tables 6, 7, and 8 provide
all the values needed to derive the occurrence rates of EGPs in
different ranges of orbital periods. Our derived values are dis-
played in Fig. 8 and listed in Table 9. This shows that the overall
occurrence rate of EGPs increases towards longer orbital peri-
ods. However, this increase is not monotonic. We can clearly see
the pile-up of hot jupiters at about 5 days followed by a sharp de-
crease in the occurrence rate for planets with orbital periods in
the range 10 – 17 days. The occurrence rate in this period range
is one order of magnitude lower than the one at 5 days. Then, the
occurrence rate increases up to about 85 days before reaching a
plateau up to 400 days.

These variations of the occurrence rate highlight the under-
lying populations of hot jupiters, period-valley giants and tem-
perate giants that were already pointed out by RV surveys more
than a decade ago by, e.g. Udry et al. (2003). These populations
of giant planets, especially the pile-up of hot jupiters, were how-
ever not confirmed by previous analyses of the Kepler detections
(Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013). The reason for that is
the presence of false positives that have a different period distri-
bution and dilute the underlying distribution of planets.

5.2. Comparison with other yields

We compare now our results with the two major estimates of
the giant-planet occurrence rates: the one of Fressin et al. (2013)
that is also based on Kepler photometry (using only the Q1 –
Q6 results), and the one of Mayor et al. (subm.) that is based
on HARPS and CORALIE RV. All analyses were performed on
similar stellar populations (FGK dwarfs) located in different re-
gions: a few hundreds of parsec above the galactic plane for the
Kepler field of view (FOV) and in the solar neighborhood for
HARPS and CORALIE. However, the selection of the EGPs is
slightly different between the analyses: while we selected EGPs
based on their deep transit, Fressin et al. (2013) selected all plan-
ets with an expected radius in the range 6 – 22 RX, and Mayor
et al. (subm.) considered the limit for the runaway accretion of
50 M⊕ to select EGPs. These differences in the definition of what
is an EGP is clearly a limitation for this comparison, and thus, it
should be interpreted with caution.

To compare our results with the ones of Mayor et al. (subm.),
we re-compute the occurrence rates of EGPs in their period
ranges and masses above 50 M⊕. We used their detection lim-
its to correct for the missing planets and derive the occurrence
rates. We assumed an uncertainty which follows a Poisson noise
on the number of detected planets, as in equation 4. Our deter-
mination of the Mayor et al. (subm.) occurrence rates for the
different ranges of periods is reported in Table 9. We also report
in this table the values from Fressin et al. (2013). In this table, we
report both the values in each bin of periods and the cumulative
values.

We find no significant difference (within less than 1-σ) be-
tween our estimation of the EGP occurrence rates and the one
using Mayor et al.’s data, in all the bins. The values of the oc-
currence rate integrated within 400 days are also compatible be-
tween the three analyses.

To further compare the results between the three studies, we
computed the occurrence rates for each population of EGPs: the
hot jupiters with orbital periods of less than 10 days, the period-
valley giants with orbital periods between 10 and 85 days, and
finally the temperate giants with orbital periods between 85 and
400 days. We also compare the values found in the literature for
the occurrence rate of hot jupiters. All these values are listed in
Table 9, and plotted in Fig. 9.

The four occurrence rates of hot jupiters based on the Kepler
data (i.e. Howard et al. 2012; Santerne et al. 2012b; Fressin et
al. 2013, and this work) are fully compatible, in spite of differ-
ences in the candidate or planet selections, and stellar reference
sample. The reported values are in the range 0.4 – 0.5 % for FGK
dwarfs. However, this value seems to be systematically different
with the values measured independently by RV in the California
Planet Survey (Wright et al. 2012) and the Swiss-led planet sur-
vey (Mayor et al. subm.). The latter values are also fully com-
patible with the estimates from the CoRoT space mission, in
both galactic directions (towards the center and anti-center of
the galaxy Santerne 2012; Moutou et al. 2013). In spite of their
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large uncertainties, these four estimates reported an occurrence
rate of ∼ 1 %, hence about twice more hot jupiters than in the
Kepler field (see Fig. 9). Bayliss & Sackett (2011) reported a
hot jupiter occurrence rate as low as 0.10+0.27

−0.08 % from the ground-
based SuperLupus survey. This is however based on very small
statistics, since only one hot jupiter has been established in this
survey, with two other candidates. Therefore, this result is diffi-
cult to interpret and to compare with other transit surveys, which
detected several tens of planets.

This difference, if real, might be explained by various effects.
First, it might be an overestimation of the Kepler pipeline com-
pleteness. This is quite unlikely since hot jupiters present high-
S/N transits and thus are easily detected. Even though they would
have been missed by the Kepler detection pipeline, they would
have been found by the Planet Hunters community (Fischer et
al. 2012). Then, it might be an overestimation of the numbers of
dwarfs in the reference sample. If the log g of the Kepler targets
are systematically overestimated, there would be a large fraction
of giant and subgiant stars in our reference sample. As discussed
in section 3.2.2, we have no evidence for this systematic bias in
the log g. Finally, the discrepancy with RV results could come
from an overestimation of the hot Jupiter population in RV sur-
veys, due to the minimum mass parameter rather than the true
mass. Some low-mass stars with low inclination (as in Díaz et
al. 2012; Wright et al. 2013) could contaminate the sample. This
is however quite unlikely since they would produce line-profile
variations (Santerne et al. 2015) that were monitored by Mayor
et al. (subm.).

If this difference between the occurrence rates of hot jupiters
found by Kepler and other instruments is real, it should have a
physical origin. The metallicity of the host star is well known to
drive the formation rate of EGPs (e.g. Santos et al. 2001). There-
fore, if the different stellar populations probed by these surveys
have significantly different metallicities, it should have an impact
on the number of EGPs found. The median metallicity of dwarfs
in the solar neighborhood has been found to be of about -0.08
dex (Sousa et al. 2008) and ∼ 0 dex for both CoRoT pointing
directions (Gazzano et al. 2010; Cortés et al. 2015). The me-
dian metallicity of the Kepler dwarfs in our reference sample is
-0.18 dex using the values from Huber et al. (2014) or -0.03 dex
from LAMOST (Dong et al. 2014). The difference of metallic-
ity of about 0.15 – 0.2 dex between the Kepler dwarfs (using
the metallicities from Huber et al. 2014) and the ones from the
solar neighborhood and the CoRoT fields could well explain a
factor of two in the occurrence rates of EGPs, as predicted by
e.g. Fischer & Valenti (2005).

Recently, Wang et al. (2015) suggested that the difference
of hot jupiters between the solar neighbourhood and the Kepler
FOV might be explained by the difference of stellar multiplicity
rate, hence affecting their formation rate. To test that, we can use
the fraction of detached EBs as a proxy of the stellar multiplicity
rate. Using the results of Raghavan et al. (2010), Santerne et al.
(2013a) estimated a fraction of EBs with transit depth deeper
than 3% in the solar neighbourhood to be 0.53 ± 0.14%. In the
Kepler FOV, it has been estimated to be 0.79 ± 0.02 % using the
second version of the Kepler EB catalog (Slawson et al. 2011).
In the CoRoT fields, the value is 0.94 ± 0.02% (Deleuil et al., in
prep.). Therefore, if the stellar multiplicity rate was the reason of
the difference in the occurrence rate of hot jupiters, there should
be even less of those planets in the CoRoT fields, which seems
excluded. If the multiplicity affects the formation rate of EGPs,
it is probably a second-order effect compared with the stellar
metallicity.

The occurrence rates of period-valley giants also show about
a factor of two between our value and the ones of Mayor et al.
(subm.) and Fressin et al. (2013). With only one independent
estimation of the occurrence rate outside the Kepler FOV, this
difference might be only the results of small numbers statistics
and thus is not significant.

In the population of the temperate EGPs, the three values
are fully compatible. The occurrence rate in the Kepler FOV is
not lower by a factor of two compared with the solar neighbor-
hood. Note however that this population of transiting planets is
the most difficult one to establish by RV, since the expected am-
plitudes are lower than for shorter periods planets. As a result,
only half of the Kepler objects used to compute the occurrence
rate in this period range are well established19.

5.3. Occurrence rate of brown dwarfs in the brown-dwarf
desert

We identified three transiting candidates that have a mass in
the brown dwarf regime. These objects have orbital periods of
less than a 400 days and thus are rare members of the so called
brown-dwarf desert (Armitage & Bonnell 2002). The orbital pe-
riods probed by Kepler and our observations correspond to the
”driest region” of this desert (Ma & Ge 2014; Ranc et al. 2015).
In spite of their very low number, we can derive a first measure-
ment of their occurrence rate. We followed the same procedure
as for EGPs, with the same stellar reference sample (see Section
5.1.1). We list in Table 10 the adopted parameters of these brown
dwarfs and in Table 11 their occurrence correction factors, sim-
ilar to the ones described in section 5.1.3. We derived an overall
occurrence rate of brown dwarfs within 400 days of orbital pe-
riod to be as low as 0.29 ± 0.17 %20. Therefore brown dwarfs are
about 15 times less common than EGPs in the considered range
of periods.

This value is fully compatible with the one derived by Csiz-
madia et al. (2015) based on the CoRoT data. Note however that
the brown dwarfs detected by CoRoT have orbital periods of less
than 10 days, while in our sample, they have periods between 10
and 170 days. This difference is most likely due to small number
statistics.

6. The physical properties of giant planets and their
hosts

In this section we analyse in more details the physical properties
of the 63 EGPs (secured and likely) in our sample and discuss
them in the context of the other planets characterised so far, using
the physical properties listed in Table 7.

6.1. Mass and density of giant planets

Our spectroscopic survey of Kepler giant-planet candidates pro-
vides mass constraints to 40 giant exoplanets (15 well charac-
terised and 25 upper limits). The 23 remaining planets were
characterised by other means (e.g. other spectroscopic facilities
or TTVs analysis) published in the literature. Combined with
the radius measured by Kepler, this allows us to derive the bulk
density of these exoplanets. We display their bulk density as a

19 For comparison, in the population of hot jupiters more than 80% of
the objects are secured.
20 Since no brown dwarfs were found with orbital period longer than
200 days, the same value would be found for brown dwarfs within 200
days of orbital period
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function of their mass in Fig. 10, similarly as in Hatzes & Rauer
(subm.).

As expected, the large majority of the EGPs in our sample
follow the same trend as pointed out in Hatzes & Rauer (subm.):
the bulk density of EGPs strongly correlate with their mass.
This is a direct consequence of the fact that the radius of EGPs
and brown dwarfs is nearly constant (within ∼ 30%) over two
decades in mass, provided they are mostly made of hydrogen
and helium (Guillot 2005).

However, three objects that we considered as EGPs in our
sample are clearly outliers in this diagram. We annotate their
name in Fig. 10. First, there is the case of KOI-410.01 which has
a radius (according to Rowe & Thompson 2015) of 4.9 RX for a
mass upper-limit of 3.4 MX (Bouchy et al. 2011). This gives to
this candidate an extremely low density of less than 0.02 g.cm−3.
Therefore, KOI-410.01 is either a unique case of extreme in-
flation for a hot jupiter or, most likely, it is not a planet but a
CEB. Kepler-63 b (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2013) and KOI-221.01
(this work) are well above the giant-planet branch. These two ob-
jects are most likely low-mass planets contaminating our giant-
planet sample. These three outliers with no mass determination
are probably not EGPs and will not be considered in the rest of
the discussion.

Using all the planets well characterised so far, we find an
empirical lower envelope from the density – mass diagram of
planets (see Fig. 10). This lower envelope is of the functional
form:

ρlower [ρX] =

√√ M1.5
p

2.23

2

+

 0.04
M0.5

p

2

, (5)

with Mp the planet mass expressed in MX. This form was de-
fined using all exoplanets with a mass constrained at better than
1-σ. Considering only those constrained at better than 3-σ does
not change the form of this lower enveloppe.

Assuming this lower density envelope for exoplanets, we
find that Kepler-63 b and KOI-221.01 have lower limits in mass
of 0.035 MX (11 M⊕) and 0.019 MX (6.2 M⊕), respectively.
For a given mass, we expect to find close to this limit objects
which have the highest fraction of hydrogen and helium (i.e.
lowest fraction of heavy elements), highest irradiation level and
youngest age of the sample (see Guillot 2005). Evaporation also
plays a role and could explain the functional form of Eq. (10) at
least in the small mass domain (see Lopez et al. 2012; Owen &
Wu 2013).

Applying the same lower density envelope to all the EGPs
in our sample for which we only have a upper-limit constraint,
we can estimate their minimum mass and thus their minimum
RV amplitude. This can be used then to determine the precision
needed by future follow-up observations to characterise these
objects. We list in Table 12 the minimum mass we find for these
candidates and planets together with their minimum RV ampli-
tude assuming a circular orbit.

Finally, from the population of giant and low-mass planets
in this M – ρ diagram, five objects seem not to follow the global
trend: Kepler-51 b, c, d (Masuda 2014), Kepler-79 d (Jontof-
Hutter et al. 2014), and Kepler-87 c (Ofir et al. 2014). These
planets are very low-mass low-density planets. No modelling of
their internal structure has been reported in the literature so far.
We believe that determining the internal structure of such low-
density planets might be challenging for current models but this
would allow us to better understand the nature of these particu-
lar objects. We note, however, that these five planets have been
characterised thanks to TTV analyses, which might be biased in

the presence of an unseen (i.e. non-transiting) companion or in
the presence of stellar activity (Oshagh et al. 2013; Barros et al.
2013). Some cases of TTV-mass determination were revealed to
be systematically lower than RV mass determination as pointed
out by Weiss & Marcy (2014). To date, very few objects have
been characterised independently by both techniques (Weiss et
al. 2013; Barros et al. 2014; Bruno et al. 2015). A RV follow-up
of these very low-mass low-density planets might reveal a com-
pletely different nature for these objects.

6.2. Radius vs. irradiation

The radii of EGPs largely depends on the irradiation level that
they receive which regulates the rate at which they cool down
and contract (Guillot et al. 1996). This is controlled both by their
atmosphere and interior radiative zone, with a higher irradiation
implying a warmer atmosphere and a slower contraction. How-
ever, some EGPs, like KOI-680 (Almenara et al. 2015), exhibit
a radius that cannot be explained by conventional models, up to
about 2 RX. The reason for this inflation of EGPs is yet not com-
pletely understood. Different physical processes are proposed
such as mechanisms driven by stellar flux heating, tidal heat-
ing, or Ohmic dissipation (see Baraffe et al. 2014, for a review).
To identify the inflation mechanism, but also to further under-
stand how the atmosphere controls the contraction, we need to
characterise EGPs over a large range of physical properties. By
exploring a sample of giant transiting exoplanets up to orbital
periods of 400 days, we probed planets receiving a large range
of stellar insolation flux. This insolation flux is defined as:

S eff = σsb a−2 Teff
4 R2

? , (6)

with σsb = 5.6704 × 10−5 the Stefan – Boltzmann constant, a
the semi-major axis of the planet, and Teff and R?, the effective
temperature and radius of the host star.

We display in Fig. 11 the measured radius of EGPs from our
sample as a function of the stellar insolation flux they received.
In this figure, we make the distinction between the secured and
likely exoplanets and show the other EGPs21 detected and char-
acterised by ground-based observatories like Super-WASP (Pol-
lacco et al. 2006), HAT (Bakos et al. 2004), and from the CoRoT
space telescope (Baglin et al. 2006).

First, we can see that thanks to ∼ 4.5 years of observa-
tion, Kepler was able to explore EGPs receiving about 100
times less flux from their stars than the ones found by ground-
based observatories, hence paving the way between hot jupiters
and the solar system giants. The least irradiated object in our
sample is KOI-1411.01 (likely a planet) with an insolation of
S eff ≈ 6.8 × 105 erg.cm−2.s−1. This is only 13 times more
than received by Jupiter. Among the non-Kepler detections, only
CoRoT-9 b (Deeg et al. 2010) is an EGP with an insolation below
107 erg.cm−2.s−1.

Then, as already pointed out by Demory & Seager (2011),
there is a clear lack of inflated EGPs receiving a moderate ir-
radiation (see Fig. 11). Only KOI-3681.01 shows a radius of
about 2 RX for an insolation of ∼ 107 erg.cm−2.s−1, but has
of a large uncertainty. However, our preliminary results show
that the stellar host is not a F-IV star as reported by Huber et
al. (2014) but a dwarf with a radius of about half the value re-
ported in Table 7. Thus this planet is much smaller and less ir-
radiated than it appears here. All planets with an insolation of
S eff < 108 erg.cm−2.s−1 have a radius smaller than ∼1.2 RX (see

21 We selected as EGPs all objects listed in NASA exoplanet archive
with a radius larger than 0.3 RX.
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Fig. 11. Top panel: radius of giant planets as a function of their stellar
insolation flux S eff . The open circles are the secured planets, the open
squares are the likely ones and the dots are the non-Kepler objects. The
solid line represent the best model of eq. 7 and the greys regions rep-
resent the 1-, 2-, 3-σ (from dark to light grey) confidence interval for
this best model, as described by the covariance matrix provided in eq.
8. Bottom panel: normalised cumulative distribution (CDF) of the ra-
dius of giant planets listed in Table 7 for objects receiving more (dashed
thick line) or less (solid thick line) insolation flux than 108 erg.cm−2.s−1.
The prediction from Mordasini et al. (2012b) is shown for comparison
(age of 5 Gyr - solid thin line). This prediction is for planet with orbit
> 0.1AU, which correspond to 1.4×108 erg.cm−2.s−1 for a Sun-like star.

Fig. 11). A few objects show a radius of ∼0.5 RX for an inso-
lation of S eff ≈ 108 erg.cm−2.s−1, but they are likely of different
composition than H – He gas giants.

In Fig. 11 (lower panel), we display the cumulative his-
tograms of the EGP radius (both likely and secured planets) for
the ones receiving more or less insolation than 108 erg.cm−2.s−1.
The Anderson – Darling test gives a p-value at the level of
2×10−4 that they have the same distribution. This clearly shows
that the atmosphere of EGPs receiving a high insolation are dom-
inated by different physical processes than the low-insolation
ones.

Fitting all the planets displayed in Fig. 11, we find that the
distribution of EGP radius might be modelled as a function of
the insolation flux with the following relation:

Rp = as × (S eff)bs + cs , (7)

with as = 1.895 × 10−4, bs = 0.371, cs = 0.772, and the follow-
ing covariance matrix, derived by bootstrapping the planets 105

times22:

(8)

cov(as, bs, cs)

=

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
3.59 × 10−8 −5.46 × 10−6 −6.31 × 10−6

−5.46 × 10−6 1.08 × 10−3 1.14 × 10−3

−6.31 × 10−6 1.14 × 10−3 1.67 × 10−3

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ .
This shows that EGPs in the Kepler field with moderate and

low irradiation (S eff < 108 erg.cm−2.s−1) tend to have a radius of
cs =0.77 ± 0.04 RX. This value is smaller than the one predicted
by Mordasini et al. (2012b) of ∼1 RX. Computing the Anderson
– Darling test between the two distributions23, we find a p-value
that they are similar at the level of 5 × 10−3. This means the
two distributions are significantly different. The main difference
resides in the fact that Mordasini et al. (2012b) predicted a pile-
up of EGPs at about 1 RX, while the observed distribution is
nearly uniform between 0.6 RX and 1.2 RX. Note however that
the radius uncertainty is relatively high and might explain this
discrepancy.

One might argue that our selection criteria might have bi-
ased this value, but given the absence of inflated planets in
the regime of moderate irradiation, we might only have missed
EGPs with transit depth shallower than 0.4%. If they exist, they
would be even smaller than our selected ones, hence increasing
the discrepancy. The choice of the functional form might also
bias this value. Computing the median radius for planets with
S eff < 108 erg.cm−2.s−1, we find a value of 0.865 ± 0.05 RX(see
Fig. 11), still compatible with cs. This would indicate that the
mean radius of EGPs receiving a moderate or low irradiation is
smaller than the one predicted in Mordasini et al. (2012b). The
precise characterisation and modelling of these objects (as done
in e.g. Havel et al. 2011) receiving a low irradiation should allow
us to better understand the physics of the atmosphere of EGPs
and provide new insights to planet formation.

6.3. Planet – host properties

One of the main ingredients of EGP formation is the metallicity
of the disk (e.g. Mordasini et al. 2012a; Nayakshin 2015). The
correlation between the fraction of giant-planet hosts and their
metallicity was revealed early in the solar neighborhood (Santos
et al. 2001), and revised as the number of detections increases
(Fischer & Valenti 2005; Johnson et al. 2010; Sousa et al. 2011;
Mortier et al. 2013). Using our sample of secured giant transiting
exoplanets, we might test this correlation in the Kepler field of
view.

For homogeneity, we used only the metallicity reported for
all the Kepler targets by Huber et al. (2014) for both exoplanet
hosts and field stars, selecting only the dwarf stars that respect
the criteria defined in Section 5.1.1. We then compute the frac-
tion of transiting giant-planet hosts as a function of iron abun-
dance (Fig. 12). The planet-metallicity correlation is clearly vis-
ible in the Kepler giant-planet sample. We fitted this correlation
with a power law of the form:

log10 ( f ([Fe/H])) = aF × [Fe/H] + bF , (9)

with aF = 1.82, bF = −2.77, and the following covariance ma-
trix, obtained by bootstrapping 1000 times the values within their

22 Note that Jupiter and Saturn were also included in the fit. They do
not change significantly the results
23 This was done by drawing a statistically-large number (in this case
105) of planets from the interpolated distribution of Mordasini et al.
(2012b) at 5 Gyr.
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uncertainties:

cov(aF , bF) =

∥∥∥∥∥ 0.097 −0.003
−0.003 0.007

∥∥∥∥∥ . (10)

Our value of aF is fully compatible with all the values reported
for the solar neighborhood in the aforementioned papers. Since
we are using here transit hosts, the value of bF cannot be com-
pared directly with RV results. Indeed, our value of bF integrates
the transit probability over the entire sample.
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Fig. 12. Fraction of dwarf stars transited by a giant planet as a function
of the stellar iron abundance. The solid line is the best model found and
the grey regions represent the 1-, 2-, and 3-σ confidence intervals (from
dark to light grey).

We also explored the correlation between the occurrence of
planets and the mass of the host. This correlation is well estab-
lished in RV detections but we failed in confirming it. Assuming
a correlation with a functional form of f (M?) = aM MbM

? (as
in, e.g. Johnson et al. 2010; Mortier et al. 2013), we find that
bM = 1.9 ± 1.3. We are limited here by a lack of precision and a
too small sample.

Finally, we search for a possible correlation between the den-
sity of EGPs and their host star metal content, directly from the
observational data and independently of any model. A correla-
tion between the core mass and the stellar metalicity has been
proposed earlier on the basis of a comparison between theoreti-
cal interior models and observations of transiting planets (Guil-
lot et al. 2006; Burrows et al. 2007; Miller & Fortney 2011;
Moutou et al. 2013). Except for highly-irradiated planets, the
bulk density of the planet might be used as a proxy of their core
mass (for the same age, a planet with a massive core will have
a higher density than a planet with no core). We hence selected
the objects in our giant-planet sample with a stellar insolation
S eff < 109 erg.cm−2.s−1 (Fig. 13)24.

We fitted this correlation with a model of the form:

log10 ρp = aρ × [Fe/H] + bρ , (11)

with ρp the density of the planet expressed in Jupiter unit,
aρ = 1.07, bρ = −0.47, and the following covariance matrix,
obtained by bootstrapping 1000 times the values within their un-
certainties:

cov(aρ, bρ) =

∥∥∥∥∥ 0.24 −0.03
−0.03 0.01

∥∥∥∥∥ . (12)

24 If we limit to S eff < 108 erg.cm−2.s−1, we don’t have enough well
characterised planets to search for a correlation. None of the planets in
our sample with S eff < 109 erg.cm−2.s−1 exhibits a radius larger than
∼1.2 RX. Thus we can consider that this sub-sample of planets are not
significantly inflated.
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Fig. 13. Correlation between the bulk density of giant planets receiving
a moderate irradiation as a function of the iron abundance of their host
star. The solid line is the best model found and the grey regions repre-
sent the 1-, 2-, and 3-σ confidence intervals (from dark to light grey).

This corresponds only to a hint of correlation at the 2.2-σ level.
Note that if we removed the two low-mass EGPs in the Kepler-
51 system (see Section 6.1), this significance drops to 1.3-σ. To
confirm this possible correlation, it is important to characterise
more EGPs in this regime of low irradiation.

7. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we studied the physical properties of giant exo-
planets orbiting within 400 days of period. For that, we used
the latest catalog of Kepler transit candidates (Coughlin et al.,
in prep.) in which we defined sample of EGP candidates (see
Section 2) as the 129 candidates having a transit depth between
0.4% and 3%, a period up to 400 days, and a host star brighter
than Kp = 14.7. These 129 objects orbit 125 different stars. We
performed an extensive RV follow-up of these candidates using
the SOPHIE spectrograph on the 1.93-m telescope of the Obser-
vatoire de Haute-Provence during 6 observing seasons. This al-
lowed us to unveil the nature of the candidates and we found that
45 bona-fide planets (30 already known and 15 new ones char-
acterised by our team), 3 sub-stellar companions that are likely
brown dwarfs, 63 multiple stellar systems (SB1, SB2, and SB3)
out of which 48 are eclipsing binaries and 15 are more complex
stellar systems. Finally, for 18 objects, we rejected that they are
grazing EBs or brown dwarfs, but we could not establish their
planetary nature. For these, we were able to put an upper-limit
on their mass.

We then derived a false-positive rate of 54.6 ± 6.5 % for the
EGPs, with a value ranging from 51.2 ± 6.3 % to 65.1 ± 7.1%
depending on the true nature of the unsolved cases (see Section
4). This value is significantly higher than all the previously de-
rived values (Morton & Johnson 2011; Santerne et al. 2012b;
Fressin et al. 2013). We argued that this higher rate of false posi-
tives could have a significant and non-uniform impact on the var-
ious planet populations derived by Fressin et al. (2013). We also
showed that the absolute number of false positives is expected to
increase towards candidates with a smaller radius.

In section 4.4, we compared the properties of the false-
positive, giant-planet, candidates hosts with the ones of the target
stars. We found no statistical difference between the metallicity
distribution of false-positive, candidate hosts and the target stars,
while there is a difference between giant-planet host properties
and other categories. This implies that either the fraction of can-
didate host (in which a majority of candidates are smaller than
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Neptune) does not depend on metallicity or – more speculatively
– there is a substantial fraction of false positives among the cata-
log of planet candidates. Therefore, the nature of the candidates
should be carefully scrutinised before inferring exoplanet prop-
erties, that can then be used to constrain planet formation mod-
els.

Thanks to our spectroscopic survey of the giant-planet can-
didates detected by Kepler, we cleaned this sample from false
positives. This allowed us to derive an occurrence rate of EGPs
orbiting F5 – K5 dwarfs within 400-day periods of 4.6 ± 0.6%.
By computing this occurrence rate as a function of orbital peri-
ods, we recovered the three populations of giant planets already
identified by RV surveys in the solar neighborhood (e.g. Udry et
al. 2003): the hot jupiters orbiting with periods of up to 10 days,
the period-valley giants with periods between 10 and ∼ 85 days,
and the population of temperate giants with periods longer than
∼ 100 days. We note that these populations of giant planets, in
particular the pile-up of hot jupiters, were not recovered in previ-
ous studies of the Kepler candidates (Howard et al. 2012; Fressin
et al. 2013). This was only possible because we rejected from our
sample more than half of the candidates as false positives, which
have a different period distribution.

The occurrence rate of hot jupiters in the Kepler field seems
systematically lower by a factor of ∼2 compared with other sur-
veys. Even if this difference is not statistically significant, it
could result from the EGP – host metallicity correlation (e.g.
Santos et al. 2001; Fischer & Valenti 2005). This lower occur-
rence rate of hot jupiters compared with, e.g. the HARPS and
CORALIE RV survey (Mayor et al. subm.), has no counterparts
for EGPs with orbital period longer than ∼ 85 days. The reasons
for these differences, if real, might be caused by the mechanisms
forming only hot jupiters.

In the section 5.3, we provided an estimate of the formation
rate of brown dwarfs in the brown-dwarf desert, at the level of
0.29 ± 0.17 % for orbital periods of less than 400 days.

Finally, in section 6, we studied the physical properties of the
EGPs in our sample and the ones of their host stars. We find that
EGPs receiving an insolation lower than S eff < 108 erg.cm−2.s−1

are not inflated and exhibit a median radius of ∼ 0.8 RX. This
confirms the results of Demory & Seager (2011), with more ob-
jects receiving a moderate irradiation and that were all filtered
out by spectroscopic means. Interestingly, we find that the radius
distribution of EGPs with a moderate irradiation is significantly
different from the one predicted by Mordasini et al. (2012b).
These planets are found to be, in average, smaller than predicted.
The detailed characterisation of the internal structure of these
moderate-irradiation planets should provide new constraints to
planet formation and evolution theories. In particular, we find
a hint of correlation between the bulk density of these planets
and the metallicity of the host stars. This correlation needs how-
ever to be confirmed with more planets in this regime. We also
confirm that the EGP – host metallicity correlation previously
found by RV surveys (e.g. Sousa et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2012;
Mortier et al. 2013) holds for the transit exoplanet population in
the Kepler field. This suggests that similar formation processes
are at work in both fields, at least for EGPs.

To probe any relation between the occurrence of EGPs and
the properties of the stellar field, it is mandatory to explore more
stellar populations. Measuring the abundance of α-elements of
the hosts could also provide information about the galactic pop-
ulations these planet hosts belong to (Adibekyan et al. 2012).
Different stellar populations are currently observed by the K2
mission (Howell et al. 2014) and will be explored by the upcom-
ing space missions TESS and PLATO. This will give us a unique

opportunity to further probe the difference of properties of planet
population in different stellar environments. This would, how-
ever, require a deep characterisation of the stellar fields, which
will be possible thanks to the GAIA mission. Similar studies
using the ground-based photometric surveys like SuperWASP
(Pollacco et al. 2006) and HAT-Net (Bakos et al. 2004) could
also provide us unprecedented constraints on EGP formation and
migration, but the calibration of the detection limits might be
challenging because of the lack of uniformity in the data. Note
that TESS (Ricker et al. 2015) and PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014)
will be observing much brighter stars than the Kepler targets.
Hence we will have access to better RV precision with the SO-
PHIE spectrograph, allowing us to do a similar work on the pop-
ulations of smaller planets, down to hot super-Earths and warm
neptunes (Courcol et al. 2015).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] we derived by spectroscopy with the ones derived photometrically by Huber et al. (2014) for the
37 targets listed in Table 2. Open and filled circles are for stars hotter and cooler than the Sun (respectively). The log g of the giant host KOI-5976
is not displayed here for the clarity of the plot.
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Table 1. The sample of Kepler candidates from the Q1 – Q17 dataset that respect all the criteria defined in Section 2.

KIC KOI Kepler Period Depth a/R? Kp Teff log g [Fe/H] nature reference
ID ID ID [d] [%] [K] [cm.s−2] [dex]

11446443 1.01 1b 2.471 1.42 8.39+0.03
−0.03 11.3 5850+50

−50 4.46+0.03
−0.03 -0.15+0.10

−0.10 planet OD06
10666592 2.01 2b 2.205 0.67 4.71+0.00

−0.00 10.5 6350+80
−80 4.02+0.01

−0.01 0.26+0.08
−0.08 planet Pá08

10748390 3.01 3b 4.888 0.43 16.72+0.05
−0.05 9.2 4777+93

−91 4.59+0.01
−0.04 0.32+0.10

−0.14 planet Ba10
6922244 10.01 8b 3.522 0.94 7.67+0.20

−0.20 13.6 6225+114
−158 4.17+0.06

−0.05 -0.04+0.12
−0.16 planet Je10

5812701 12.01 – 17.855 0.92 19.99+0.02
−0.02 11.4 6635+142

−214 4.19+0.14
−0.33 -0.04+0.25

−0.36 planet Bou15
9941662 13.01 13b 1.764 0.46 4.34+0.04

−0.04 10.0 9107+257
−425 3.87+0.23

−0.15 0.07+0.14
−0.65 planet Sh11

10874614 17.01 6b 3.235 1.08 7.54+0.00
−0.00 13.3 5640+99

−110 4.24+0.05
−0.05 0.34+0.10

−0.16 planet Du10
8191672 18.01 5b 3.548 0.75 6.43+0.01

−0.01 13.4 6290+105
−120 4.07+0.04

−0.05 0.04+0.10
−0.16 planet Ko10

11804465 20.01 12b 4.438 1.67 8.09+0.00
−0.00 13.4 5953+105

−123 4.17+0.14
−0.13 0.08+0.13

−0.14 planet Fo11
9631995 22.01 422b 7.891 1.06 15.08+0.49

−0.49 13.4 5853+95
−134 4.32+0.10

−0.14 0.20+0.10
−0.16 planet En14

6056992 51.01 – 10.431 2.83 15.69+1.10
−1.10 13.8 – – – CEB Sa12

11554435 63.01 63b 9.434 0.40 25.81+5.80
−5.80 11.6 5650+98

−113 4.55+0.01
−0.11 0.07+0.14

−0.13 planet SO13
6462863 94.01 89d 22.343 0.57 27.30+0.06

−0.06 12.2 6098+101
−127 4.25+0.13

−0.14 -0.02+0.12
−0.16 planet We13

5780885 97.01 7b 4.885 0.76 7.75+0.21
−0.21 12.9 6027+75

−75 3.97+0.02
−0.02 0.10+0.10

−0.10 planet La10
8359498 127.01 77b 3.579 1.17 10.34+0.01

−0.01 13.9 5705+107
−145 4.50+0.02

−0.12 0.36+0.08
−0.15 planet Ga13

11359879 128.01 15b 4.943 1.15 11.03+0.19
−0.19 13.8 5514+89

−109 4.46+0.05
−0.14 0.36+0.08

−0.15 planet En11
11974540 129.01 – 24.669 0.74 29.15+1.00

−1.00 13.2 6748+150
−245 4.25+0.11

−0.34 -0.14+0.24
−0.34 EB This work

7778437 131.01 – 5.014 0.68 8.96+0.01
−0.01 13.8 6475+169

−250 4.35+0.07
−0.41 0.21+0.15

−0.43 ? Sa12
9818381 135.01 43b 3.024 0.80 8.76+0.40

−0.40 14.0 6022+116
−138 4.26+0.05

−0.06 0.32+0.10
−0.20 planet Bo12

8506766 138.01 – 48.938 0.75 31.51+1.10
−1.10 14.0 7061+207

−317 4.08+0.18
−0.29 -0.22+0.28

−0.36 EB This work
9651668 183.01 423b 2.684 1.87 8.60+0.14

−0.14 14.3 5970+155
−169 4.52+0.03

−0.27 -0.18+0.25
−0.28 planet En14

11391018 189.01 – 30.360 2.26 41.96+0.97
−0.97 14.4 4939+152

−125 4.54+0.06
−0.57 -0.06+0.32

−0.26 EB Dí14
5771719 190.01 – 12.265 1.17 14.90+0.14

−0.14 14.1 5654+161
−156 4.22+0.20

−0.23 0.21+0.17
−0.25 CEB Sa12

7950644 192.01 427b 10.291 0.99 19.75+0.95
−0.95 14.2 6190+155

−190 4.47+0.05
−0.30 -0.24+0.26

−0.30 planet Hé14
9410930 196.01 41b 1.856 1.10 5.82+0.16

−0.16 14.5 5657+110
−109 4.44+0.05

−0.05 -0.08+0.15
−0.14 planet Sa11

2987027 197.01 – 17.276 1.09 36.58+0.04
−0.04 14.0 5085+165

−131 4.50+0.08
−0.66 0.00+0.30

−0.26 ? Sa12
10666242 198.01 – 87.242 1.82 117.73+5.50

−5.50 14.3 5671+97
−121 4.50+0.03

−0.14 0.28+0.10
−0.18 EB This work

6046540 200.01 74b 7.341 0.87 17.56+1.00
−1.00 14.4 6056+112

−154 4.19+0.05
−0.04 0.36+0.08

−0.20 planet Hé13
6849046 201.01 – 4.225 0.78 12.38+0.03

−0.03 14.0 5649+98
−129 4.42+0.05

−0.16 0.48+0.08
−0.20 planet Hé+

7877496 202.01 412b 1.721 1.05 5.34+0.05
−0.05 14.3 6195+150

−211 4.41+0.06
−0.36 0.12+0.18

−0.32 planet De14
10619192 203.01 17b 1.486 2.18 5.66+0.00

−0.00 14.1 5624+88
−114 4.43+0.04

−0.05 0.30+0.10
−0.16 planet Dé11

9305831 204.01 44b 3.247 0.74 8.02+1.30
−1.30 14.7 5763+101

−115 4.15+0.05
−0.05 0.26+0.12

−0.14 planet Bo12
7046804 205.01 – 11.720 1.04 27.42+1.70

−1.70 14.5 5215+168
−136 4.56+0.04

−0.13 -0.16+0.34
−0.28 BD Dí13

5728139 206.01 433b 5.334 0.51 6.97+0.02
−0.02 14.5 6057+163

−197 4.35+0.11
−0.27 -0.12+0.24

−0.30 planet Al15
10723750 209.01 117b 50.790 0.59 37.51+2.30

−2.30 14.3 6466+150
−239 4.37+0.07

−0.34 -0.04+0.22
−0.34 planet Ro14, Br15

11046458 214.01 424b 3.312 0.62 11.21+0.32
−0.32 14.3 5523+170

−143 4.44+0.09
−0.25 0.02+0.24

−0.24 planet En14
3937519 221.01 – 3.413 0.42 10.60+0.08

−0.08 14.6 5332+172
−140 4.61+0.03

−0.12 -0.42+0.38
−0.28 ? This work

10616571 340.01 – 23.673 2.50 14.32+0.01
−0.01 13.1 5774+96

−137 4.33+0.09
−0.17 0.38+0.08

−0.18 EB Sa12
11442793 351.01 90h 331.601 0.84 161.60+21.80

−21.80 13.8 6238+195
−227 4.38+0.10

−0.26 -0.40+0.28
−0.30 planet Ca14

11442793 351.02 90g 210.603 0.42 143.07+0.55
−0.55 13.8 6238+195

−227 4.38+0.10
−0.26 -0.40+0.28

−0.30 planet Ca14
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Table 1. Continued.

KIC KOI Kepler Period Depth a/R? Kp Teff log g [Fe/H] nature reference
6603043 368.01 – 110.322 0.73 51.60+0.24

−0.24 11.4 9274+264
−417 4.15+0.12

−0.34 0.07+0.14
−0.63 EB Z&H13

6471021 372.01 – 125.629 0.80 111.63+0.02
−0.02 12.4 5838+116

−118 4.53+0.02
−0.11 -0.08+0.15

−0.14 ? De+

3323887 377.01 9b 19.271 0.70 36.84+4.30
−4.30 13.8 5779+110

−128 4.49+0.03
−0.16 0.12+0.10

−0.14 planet Ho10
3323887 377.02 9c 38.908 0.62 54.34+5.60

−5.60 13.8 5779+110
−128 4.49+0.03

−0.16 0.12+0.10
−0.14 planet Ho10

5449777 410.01 – 7.217 0.45 13.54+3.30
−3.30 14.5 6266+171

−207 4.38+0.10
−0.26 -0.40+0.26

−0.30 ? Bo11
6289650 415.01 – 166.788 0.49 190.00+80.60

−80.60 14.1 6063+159
−182 4.35+0.13

−0.24 -0.34+0.30
−0.28 BD Mo13

8219673 419.01 – 20.131 0.85 26.05+1.10
−1.10 14.5 6003+148

−182 4.51+0.04
−0.27 -0.14+0.22

−0.30 EB Sa12
9478990 423.01 39b 21.087 0.93 29.56+0.13

−0.13 14.3 6266+126
−134 4.10+0.16

−0.12 -0.28+0.16
−0.16 BD Bo11

9967884 425.01 – 5.428 1.45 15.63+0.50
−0.50 14.7 5936+166

−210 4.50+0.04
−0.31 0.07+0.17

−0.29 EB Sa12
5779852 449.01 – 252.079 0.57 238.40+39.40

−39.40 14.2 6348+161
−208 4.43+0.06

−0.29 -0.38+0.24
−0.32 CEB This work

8890783 464.01 – 58.362 0.56 75.66+0.69
−0.69 14.4 5592+154

−153 4.47+0.06
−0.27 0.16+0.20

−0.26 ? This work
10395543 531.01 – 3.687 0.53 16.12+0.64

−0.64 14.4 4030+82
−169 4.67+0.08

−0.08 0.10+0.10
−0.10 CEB This work

5443837 554.01 – 3.658 0.45 6.58+0.47
−0.47 14.5 6108+143

−201 4.47+0.05
−0.27 -0.08+0.20

−0.32 EB Sa12
5441980 607.01 – 5.894 1.17 120.51+0.85

−0.85 14.4 5729+197
−170 4.60+0.03

−0.30 -0.52+0.32
−0.26 EB Sa12

6309763 611.01 – 3.252 0.50 8.95+0.24
−0.24 14.0 6343+161

−206 4.38+0.08
−0.29 -0.16+0.22

−0.30 ? Sa12
7368664 614.01 434b 12.875 0.43 22.90+1.20

−1.20 14.5 5926+154
−189 4.51+0.04

−0.24 -0.04+0.20
−0.30 planet Al15

9846086 617.01 – 37.865 0.73 52.70+6.50
−6.50 14.6 5858+161

−193 4.50+0.04
−0.30 0.10+0.18

−0.28 EB This work
11773022 620.01 51b 45.155 0.66 63.88+0.93

−0.93 14.7 6046+149
−197 4.49+0.04

−0.29 -0.08+0.22
−0.30 planet St13

11773022 620.02 51d 130.177 1.22 129.16+1.90
−1.90 14.7 6046+149

−197 4.49+0.04
−0.29 -0.08+0.22

−0.30 planet St13
7529266 680.01 435b 8.600 0.46 7.40+0.31

−0.31 13.6 6293+167
−194 4.35+0.12

−0.25 -0.46+0.28
−0.30 planet Al15

7906882 686.01 – 52.514 1.46 108.60+3.20
−3.20 13.6 5559+162

−132 4.47+0.08
−0.26 -0.18+0.30

−0.24 EB Dí14
8891278 698.01 – 12.719 0.84 21.77+2.20

−2.20 13.8 6120+196
−215 4.04+0.32

−0.22 -0.36+0.32
−0.28 EB Sa12

4044005 969.01 – 17.512 0.46 36.79+2.10
−2.10 12.3 6224+186

−234 4.33+0.12
−0.27 -0.26+0.26

−0.30 EB This work
3441784 976.01 – 52.569 2.67 45.59+6.70

−6.70 9.7 7201+242
−305 4.20+0.07

−0.46 0.21+0.15
−0.37 CEB This work

2309719 1020.01 – 54.356 1.08 38.47+0.65
−0.65 12.9 6058+158

−177 4.14+0.24
−0.25 -0.18+0.28

−0.30 EB This work
3247268 1089.01 418b 86.679 0.88 67.94+9.40

−9.40 14.7 6177+165
−212 4.42+0.06

−0.30 -0.14+0.22
−0.30 planet Ti14

6629332 1227.01 – 2.155 2.16 5.97+0.14
−0.14 14.0 5658+159

−136 4.57+0.03
−0.26 -0.22+0.29

−0.26 EB This work
6470149 1230.01 – 165.742 0.67 54.65+0.79

−0.79 12.3 5015+97
−97 2.99+0.02

−0.02 -0.21+0.16
−0.16 EB This work

6665223 1232.01 – 119.408 1.95 71.78+1.50
−1.50 14.4 5064+168

−150 4.65+0.05
−0.92 -1.00+0.36

−0.30 EB This work
8751933 1257.01 420b 86.648 0.82 167.91+0.20

−0.20 14.7 5321+180
−146 4.46+0.10

−0.51 -0.16+0.36
−0.26 planet Sa14

8631160 1271.01 – 162.054 0.51 105.72+7.40
−7.40 13.6 6628+157

−232 4.24+0.14
−0.31 -0.24+0.22

−0.30 ? This work
4639868 1326.01 – 53.101 2.03 131.20+2.50

−2.50 12.9 5378+173
−141 4.58+0.04

−0.14 -0.44+0.38
−0.28 EB This work

7303287 1353.01 289b 125.865 1.27 115.42+9.00
−9.00 14.0 6279+171

−215 4.09+0.25
−0.27 -0.08+0.24

−0.30 planet Sc14
8958035 1391.01 – 7.981 0.81 57.80+20.80

−20.80 14.4 6217+160
−195 4.47+0.05

−0.30 -0.22+0.24
−0.30 EB This work

9425139 1411.01 – 305.076 0.40 295.60+97.10
−97.10 13.4 5721+107

−130 4.38+0.07
−0.18 0.44+0.04

−0.20 ? This work
11122894 1426.02 297c 74.928 0.42 82.40+14.90

−14.90 14.2 6150+151
−193 4.42+0.06

−0.30 -0.12+0.22
−0.30 planet Ro14

11122894 1426.03 – 150.019 0.45 127.20+29.50
−29.50 14.2 6150+151

−193 4.42+0.06
−0.30 -0.12+0.22

−0.30 ? This work
11075279 1431.01 – 345.160 0.51 222.40+14.30

−14.30 13.5 5628+92
−114 4.50+0.03

−0.13 0.32+0.08
−0.16 ? This work

7449844 1452.01 – 1.152 1.23 3.06+0.37
−0.37 13.6 7172+211

−324 4.11+0.14
−0.33 -0.16+0.24

−0.40 EB This work
11702948 1465.01 – 9.771 0.72 24.53+1.50

−1.50 14.2 5804+153
−150 4.55+0.03

−0.27 -0.20+0.27
−0.28 EB This work

12365184 1474.01 419b 69.727 0.46 45.17+7.80
−7.80 13.0 6287+106

−153 4.24+0.10
−0.18 0.22+0.14

−0.20 planet Da14
11909686 1483.01 – 185.953 1.14 234.90+52.10

−52.10 14.3 5850+155
−154 4.55+0.03

−0.28 -0.26+0.30
−0.26 EB This work
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Table 1. Continued.

KIC KOI Kepler Period Depth a/R? Kp Teff log g [Fe/H] nature reference
5475431 1546.01 – 0.918 1.66 3.13+1.10

−1.10 14.5 5713+165
−185 4.54+0.02

−0.24 0.07+0.19
−0.27 CEB This work

10028792 1574.01 87b 114.736 0.51 67.24+8.60
−8.60 14.6 5991+189

−202 4.21+0.21
−0.24 -0.20+0.28

−0.28 planet Of14
11045383 1645.01 – 41.167 0.56 77.49+1.20

−1.20 13.4 5193+170
−132 4.50+0.08

−0.39 -0.18+0.36
−0.26 EB This work

4570949 1658.01 76b 1.545 0.59 4.96+0.03
−0.03 13.3 6308+105

−143 4.19+0.16
−0.15 -0.10+0.12

−0.16 planet Fa13
10005758 1783.01 – 134.479 0.41 94.47+4.40

−4.40 13.9 6215+152
−181 4.49+0.04

−0.26 -0.30+0.26
−0.30 ? This work

10158418 1784.01 – 5.007 0.43 18.22+6.40
−6.40 13.6 5936+150

−186 4.50+0.04
−0.32 0.07+0.19

−0.27 CEB This work
3128793 1786.01 – 24.686 0.84 9.69+1.20

−1.20 14.6 4461+127
−136 4.78+0.06

−0.03 -1.56+0.28
−0.30 EB Sa12

2975770 1788.01 – 71.525 0.63 98.61+0.36
−0.36 14.5 4850+183

−136 4.51+0.07
−0.85 0.26+0.16

−0.24 ? This work
6716021 2679.01 – 110.756 0.82 78.25+1.30

−1.30 13.5 6528+159
−246 4.38+0.07

−0.34 -0.16+0.22
−0.32 ? This work

6025124 3411.01 – 26.838 0.89 78.50+0.44
−0.44 14.4 6167+177

−229 4.44+0.04
−0.34 0.07+0.17

−0.33 EB This work
12735740 3663.01 86b 282.525 0.98 208.47+7.60

−7.60 12.6 6007+147
−175 4.34+0.12

−0.27 -0.08+0.24
−0.30 planet Wa13

4150804 3678.01 – 160.885 0.77 120.00+12.30
−12.30 12.9 5650+194

−162 4.31+0.20
−0.27 -0.28+0.34

−0.24 ? This work
9025971 3680.01 – 141.242 1.36 175.50+6.10

−6.10 14.5 5926+161
−172 4.52+0.03

−0.28 -0.12+0.24
−0.28 planet Hé+

2581316 3681.01 – 217.832 0.92 83.76+1.80
−1.80 11.7 6382+204

−215 3.76+0.48
−0.19 -0.84+0.30

−0.30 planet This work
10795103 3683.01 – 214.311 0.45 107.36+1.00

−1.00 12.0 6517+148
−202 4.24+0.14

−0.31 -0.16+0.23
−0.30 ? This work

8494410 3685.01 – 208.869 2.21 257.60+26.10
−26.10 14.5 5914+160

−169 4.42+0.09
−0.26 -0.22+0.28

−0.28 CEB This work
7017372 3689.01 – 5.241 0.87 10.06+0.72

−0.72 14.0 6429+189
−246 4.23+0.17

−0.28 -0.28+0.24
−0.30 ? This work

10735331 3720.01 – 213.399 1.41 163.29+3.00
−3.00 13.4 6953+180

−271 4.23+0.11
−0.36 -0.20+0.26

−0.36 EB This work
7763269 3721.01 – 6.408 0.80 9.07+2.30

−2.30 14.1 6261+185
−238 4.29+0.14

−0.28 -0.26+0.26
−0.30 CEB This work

6775985 3780.01 – 27.961 0.65 27.91+3.80
−3.80 14.1 6770+180

−277 4.25+0.13
−0.29 -0.36+0.22

−0.32 EB This work
11357192 3782.01 – 186.517 0.58 248.39+5.40

−5.40 13.5 5018+128
−159 3.64+0.26

−0.32 0.28+0.14
−0.32 EB This work

9533489 3783.01 – 197.146 0.57 345.80+58.90
−58.90 13.0 7214+222

−324 4.09+0.10
−0.41 0.24+0.14

−0.36 CEB Bog15
5688997 3784.01 – 23.871 0.67 27.19+4.90

−4.90 14.2 6022+177
−216 4.31+0.14

−0.26 -0.10+0.26
−0.28 EB This work

7813039 3787.01 – 141.734 0.82 1016.70+10.70
−10.70 13.9 5993+155

−178 4.36+0.11
−0.26 -0.10+0.24

−0.30 EB This work
4638237 3811.01 – 290.140 0.48 589.00+212.00

−212.00 13.9 5551+189
−146 4.52+0.09

−0.39 -0.72+0.38
−0.28 EB This work

4058169 5034.01 – 282.536 2.98 173.80+22.10
−22.10 13.3 6401+182

−252 4.17+0.20
−0.27 -0.28+0.26

−0.30 EB This work
4769799 5086.01 – 21.929 2.35 12.69+2.80

−2.80 10.9 5078+123
−105 3.56+0.16

−0.37 -0.44+0.28
−0.22 EB This work

5179609 5132.01 – 43.931 0.94 18.12+0.18
−0.18 12.8 4977+97

−164 3.12+0.35
−0.30 0.14+0.18

−0.32 EB This work
7377343 5384.01 – 7.954 0.64 14.11+0.12

−0.12 14.4 6217+181
−235 4.31+0.12

−0.30 -0.12+0.24
−0.30 CEB This work

7837526 5436.01 – 28.297 2.35 40.52+0.29
−0.29 12.8 6324+169

−186 4.21+0.21
−0.21 -0.62+0.30

−0.30 EB This work
8509781 5529.01 – 70.336 2.46 86.38+0.34

−0.34 11.7 6082+145
−175 4.21+0.20

−0.26 -0.18+0.26
−0.30 CEB This work

9724993 5708.01 – 7.863 1.84 13.20+0.06
−0.06 12.5 5738+160

−148 3.91+0.39
−0.22 0.00+0.26

−0.28 EB This work
9962595 5745.01 – 11.374 2.91 30.58+0.38

−0.38 14.6 5297+173
−139 4.55+0.04

−0.19 -0.06+0.30
−0.26 EB This work

12645761 5976.01 – 2.710 1.35 2.71+0.17
−0.17 13.4 5030+107

−137 3.18+0.31
−0.32 -0.16+0.23

−0.30 CEB This work
9221398 6066.01 – 13.788 1.31 26.34+0.26

−0.26 12.1 6654+147
−209 4.21+0.15

−0.30 -0.26+0.22
−0.30 EB This work

5629353 6132.01 – 33.320 0.65 41.63+1.60
−1.60 14.6 6266+168

−247 4.14+0.20
−0.32 0.26+0.14

−0.32 ? This work
8197761 6175.01 – 9.869 0.57 69.30+31.80

−31.80 10.7 7301+228
−325 4.11+0.16

−0.29 -0.38+0.24
−0.36 EB This work

11147460 6235.01 – 2.054 0.52 2.07+0.19
−0.19 13.9 5051+124

−119 3.22+0.27
−0.36 -0.42+0.26

−0.26 CEB This work
4851217 6460.01 – 1.235 0.91 2.27+0.00

0.00 11.1 7012+241
−402 4.17+0.12

−0.40 0.10+0.20
−0.40 EB This work

5598639 6602.01 – 0.649 1.47 2.74+0.00
0.00 10.2 5143+210

−160 4.56+0.04
−0.13 -0.08+0.32

−0.26 EB This work
6965293 6800.01 – 2.539 1.69 4.49+0.02

−0.02 12.8 6178+159
−184 4.18+0.21

−0.26 -0.24+0.28
−0.30 EB This work

7431665 6877.01 – 281.544 0.88 19.02+1.80
−1.80 11.0 4904+77

−135 2.65+0.03
−0.03 -0.20+0.22

−0.32 EB This work
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Table 1. Continued.

KIC KOI Kepler Period Depth a/R? Kp Teff log g [Fe/H] nature reference
7938468 6933.01 – 7.227 2.14 4.16+0.00

0.00 13.3 6270+174
−205 4.20+0.19

−0.28 -0.22+0.28
−0.28 EB This work

8453324 7044.01 – 1.262 0.69 2.05+0.00
−0.00 11.5 4900+117

−146 2.51+0.31
−0.23 -0.38+0.24

−0.28 CEB This work
8552540 7054.01 – 0.531 2.50 2.22+0.26

−0.26 10.3 5951+144
−163 4.44+0.07

−0.27 -0.14+0.24
−0.30 EB This work

8590527 7065.01 – 0.740 1.41 4.39+0.09
−0.09 11.6 6465+167

−193 3.95+0.34
−0.19 -0.52+0.30

−0.30 EB This work
12365000 7527.01 – 1.263 0.43 7.28+0.83

−0.83 13.6 5273+185
−205 3.62+0.48

−0.28 0.06+0.26
−0.36 EB This work

References. Al15: Almenara et al. (2015); Ba10: Bakos et al. (2010); Bo11: Bouchy et al. (2011); Bo12: Bonomo et al. (2012); Bog15: Bognár et al. (2015); Bou15: Bourrier et al. (2015); Br15:
Bruno et al. (2015); Ca14: Cabrera et al. (2014); Da14: Dawson et al. (2014); Dé11: Désert et al. (2011); De14: Deleuil et al. (2014); De+: Demangeon et al. (in prep.); Dí13: Díaz et al. (2013);
Dí14: Díaz et al. (2014b); Du10: Dunham et al. (2010); En11: Endl et al. (2011); En14: Endl et al. (2014); Fa13: Faigler et al. (2013); Fo11: Fortney et al. (2011); Ga13: Gandolfi et al. (2013);
Hé13: Hébrard et al. (2013); Hé14: Hébrard et al. (2014); Hé+: Hébrard et al. (in prep.); Ho10: Holman et al. (2010); Je10: Jenkins et al. (2010); Ko10: Koch et al. (2010); La10: Latham et al.
(2010); Mo13: Moutou et al. (2013); OD06: O’Donovan et al. (2006); Of14: Ofir et al. (2014); Pá08: Pál et al. (2008); Ro14: Rowe et al. (2014); Sa11: Santerne et al. (2011b); Sa12: Santerne et al.
(2012b); Sa14: Santerne et al. (2014); Sc14: Schmitt et al. (2014b); Sh11: Shporer et al. (2011); SO13: Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2013); St13: Steffen et al. (2013); Ti14: Tingley et al. (2014); Wa13:
Wang et al. (2013); We13: Weiss et al. (2013); Z&H13: Zhou & Huang (2013).

Notes. The orbital period, transit depth, system scale a/R? are from the Q1 – Q17 data (Coughlin et al., in prep.) as provided by the NASA exoplanet archive. The Kepler magnitude, Kp, the host
effective temperature, Teff , the host surface gravity, log g, and the host iron abondance, [Fe/H], are from Huber et al. (2014), except for KOI-51 which is not available. BD means brown dwarf, EB
means eclipsing binary, and CEB means contaminating eclipsing binary (chance-aligned or physically bound). The question marks stand for candidates for which the nature is still uncertain because
of no significant RV variation.
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Table 2. Compilation of the results from the spectroscopic analyses performed in the context of the spectroscopic follow-up of Kepler giant-planet
candidates.

KIC KOI Teff log g [Fe/H] υ sin i? Method References
[K] [cm.s−2] [dex] [km.s−1]

5812701 12 6800 ± 120 4.34 ± 0.15 0.09 ± 0.15 60.0 ± 1.5 VWA Bou15
9818381 135 6050 ± 100 4.40 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.10 5.5 ± 1.5 MOOG Bon15
5446285 142 5460 ± 70 4.60 ± 0.20 0.25 ± 0.09 2 ± 1 VWA Ba14
5357901 188 5170 ± 70 4.50 ± 0.15 0.24 ± 0.11 3 ± 1 VWA Hé14
11391018 189 4850 ± 100 4.60 ± 0.12 -0.07 ± 0.12 2.5 ± 1.5 VWA Dí14
7950644 192 5800 ± 70 4.15 ± 0.15 -0.19 ± 0.07 3 ± 1 VWA Hé14
11502867 195 5725 ± 90 4.50 ± 0.15 -0.21 ± 0.08 3 ± 1 VWA Hé14
9410930 196 5750 ± 100 4.20 ± 0.10 0.38 ± 0.11 6 ± 2 MOOG Bon15
2987027 197 4995 ± 126 4.77 ± 0.30 -0.11 ± 0.06 11 ± 1 MOOG Sa12
6046540 200 6000 ± 100 4.50 ± 0.10 0.42 ± 0.11 5 ± 1 MOOG Bon15
6849046 201 5526 ± 231 4.52 ± 0.40 0.28 ± 0.15 9 ± 1 MOOG Sa12
7877496 202 5750 ± 90 4.30 ± 0.07 0.27 ± 0.12 5 ± 1 VWA De14
9305831 204 5800 ± 100 4.10 ± 0.10 0.15 ± 0.10 4 ± 2 MOOG Bon15
7046804 205 5400 ± 75 4.70 ± 0.10 0.18 ± 0.12 2 ± 1 MOOG Bon15
5728139 206 6340 ± 140 4.00 ± 0.30 0.06 ± 0.19 11 ± 1 VWA Al15
10723750 209 6260 ± 80 4.40 ± 0.11 0.10 ± 0.13 6.8 ± 1 VWA Br15
6471021 372 5776 ± 46 4.12 ± 0.12 -0.06 ± 0.04 4.1 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
6289650 415 5810 ± 80 4.50 ± 0.20 -0.24 ± 0.11 1.1 ± 1 VWA Mo13
9478990 423 6360 ± 100 4.40 ± 0.15 0.10 ± 0.14 16.0 ± 0.3 MOOG Bon15
10418224 428 6510 ± 100 4.10 ± 0.20 0.10 ± 0.15 9 ± 2 VWA Sa11
7368664 614 5970 ± 100 4.22 ± 0.10 0.35 ± 0.15 3 ± 1 VWA Al15
7529266 680 6090 ± 110 3.50 ± 0.10 -0.17 ± 0.10 6 ± 1 VWA Al15
7906882 686 5750 ± 120 4.50 ± 0.15 0.02 ± 0.12 3.5 ± 1.0 VWA Dí14
5358624 830 5150 ± 100 5.00 ± 0.40 0.09 ± 0.17 2 ± 2 VWA Hé14
757450 889 5200 ± 100 4.60 ± 0.15 0.30 ± 0.12 3.5 ± 1.5 MOOG Bon15
3247268 1089 6027 ± 169 4.23 ± 0.29 0.31 ± 0.13 3.5 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
8751933 1257 5520 ± 80 4.32 ± 0.10 0.27 ± 0.09 4 ± 2 VWA Sa14
8631160 1271 6600 ± 122 4.28 ± 0.23 -0.06 ± 0.09 4.6 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
7303287 1353 6326 ± 126 4.50 ± 0.25 0.33 ± 0.09 5.3 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
9425139 1411 5687 ± 146 4.32 ± 0.29 0.47 ± 0.12 4.6 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
11075279 1431 5507 ± 74 4.36 ± 0.25 0.27 ± 0.05 4.6 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
10005758 1783 6298 ± 150 4.30 ± 0.30 0.49 ± 0.12 3.0 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
2975770 1788 4890 ± 232 4.58 ± 0.59 0.05 ± 0.39 6.2 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
12735740 3663 5649 ± 162 4.27 ± 0.34 0.14 ± 0.12 3.4 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
10795103 3683 6666 ± 203 4.39 ± 0.30 0.24 ± 0.16 8.9 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
7017372 3689 6154 ± 253 4.51 ± 0.36 0.31 ± 0.21 2.4 ± 1.2 MOOG This work
12645761 5976 4753 ± 90 2.87 ± 0.29 0.01 ± 0.06 4.8 ± 1.2 MOOG This work

Notes. The instrumental resolution of SOPHIE corresponds to a υ sin i? of ∼ 4 km.s−1 for a solar-like star. Therefore, υ sin i? vales lower than 4
km.s−1 should be considered as upper limits.

References. Al15: Almenara et al. (2015); Ba14: Barros et al. (2014); Bon15: Bonomo et al. (2015); Bou15: Bourrier et al. (2015); Br15: Bruno
et al. (2015); De14: Deleuil et al. (2014); Dí14: Díaz et al. (2014b); Hé14: Hébrard et al. (2014); Mo13: Moutou et al. (2013); Sa11: Santerne et
al. (2011a); Sa12: Santerne et al. (2012b); Sa14: Santerne et al. (2014).
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Table 3. Measured υ sin i? based on the SOPHIE CCFs.

KIC KOI υ sin i? συ sin i? Method
[km.s−1] [km.s−1]

11974540 129 18.98 0.03 RotPro
8506766 138 22.1 0.1 RotPro
10666242 198 4.1 1.2 Bo10
3937519 221 4.4 1.2 Bo10
11442793 351 4.1 1.2 Bo10
6603043 368 86.5 0.6 RotPro
6471021 372 4.1 1.2 Bo10
5779852 449 7.4 1.2 Bo10
8890783 464 4.8 1.2 Bo10
10395543 531 6.2 1.2 Bo10
11773022 620 5.7 1.2 Bo10
3247268 1089 3.5 1.2 Bo10
6470149 1230 4.7 1.2 Bo10
6665223 1232 4.1 1.2 Bo10
8631160 1271 4.6 1.2 Bo10
7303287 1353 5.3 1.2 Bo10
8958035 1391 5.1 1.2 Bo10
9425139 1411 4.6 1.2 Bo10
11122894 1426 2.8 1.2 Bo10
11075279 1431 4.6 1.2 Bo10
7449844 1452 36.2 0.2 RotPro
11702948 1465 5.4 1.2 Bo10
11909686 1483 3.6 1.2 Bo10
5475431 1546 5.9 1.2 Bo10
10028792 1574 3.3 1.2 Bo10
10005758 1783 3.0 1.2 Bo10
2975770 1788 6.2 1.2 Bo10
6716021 2679 29.8 0.2 RotPro
12735740 3663 3.4 1.2 Bo10
4150804 3678 4.5 1.2 Bo10
9025971 3680 3.9 1.2 Bo10
2581316 3681 5.9 1.2 Bo10
10795103 3683 8.9 1.2 Bo10
7017372 3689 2.4 1.2 Bo10
10735331 3720 24.7 0.1 RotPro
6775985 3780 5.5 1.2 Bo10
9533489 3783 71.7 0.1 RotPro
7813039 3787 3.7 1.2 Bo10
4769799 5086 4.6 1.2 Bo10
5179609 5132 4.9 1.2 Bo10
7377343 5384 43.6 0.3 RotPro
9724993 5708 7.3 1.2 Bo10
12645761 5976 4.8 1.2 Bo10
9221398 6066 3.9 1.2 Bo10
5034333 6124 51.3 0.8 RotPro
5629353 6132 9.3 1.2 Bo10
8197761 6175 4.8 1.2 Bo10
1147460 6235 5.1 1.2 Bo10
12470041 6251 19.1 0.3 RotPro

Notes. The instrumental resolution of SOPHIE corresponds to a υ sin i?
of ∼ 4 km.s−1 for a solar-like star. Therefore, υ sin i? vales lower than
4 km.s−1 should be considered as upper limits.

Notes. Bo10 refers to the method described in Boisse et al. (2010) to
measure the υ sin i? from the Gaussian width of the SOPHIE CCF. Rot-
Pro means that the υ sin i? was measured on the CCF using a rotation
profile, as described in Santerne et al. (2012a).

Table 4. Derived upper-limits on the mass of the candidates for which
we detected no significant RV variation. The eccentricity flag indicates
if the eccentricity was a fixed (0) or a free (1) parameter in the analysis.

Candidate 99% mass constraints Eccentricity
[MX] flag

KOI-221.01 < 0.65 0
KOI-221.02 < 1.16 0
KOI-351.01 < 1.16 0
KOI-351.02 < 0.82 0
KOI-351.03 < 1.17 0
KOI-351.04 < 1.76 0
KOI-351.05 < 0.29 0
KOI-351.06 < 1.04 0
KOI-351.07 < 0.78 0
KOI-368.01 < 225 0
KOI-464.01 < 0.68 0
KOI-464.02 < 0.29 0
KOI-620.01 < 0.85 0
KOI-620.02 < 2.45 0
KOI-620.03 < 1.01 0
KOI-1089.01 < 1.12 1
KOI-1089.02 < 0.46 1
KOI-1271.01 < 2.35 1
KOI-1353.01 [0.68, 2.43] 0
KOI-1353.02 < 0.52 0
KOI-1353.03 < 1.41 0
KOI-1411.01 < 2.13 1
KOI-1426.01 < 0.69 0
KOI-1426.02 < 0.45 0
KOI-1426.03 < 1.03 0
KOI-1431.01 < 0.73 1
KOI-1574.01 < 2.25 0
KOI-1574.02 < 1.66 0
KOI-1574.03 < 0.61 0
KOI-1574.04 < 0.68 0
KOI-1783.01 < 2.83 0
KOI-1788.01 < 0.48 0
KOI-1788.02 < 3.0 0
KOI-2679.01 < 40.3 0
KOI-3678.01 < 1.43 0
KOI-3683.01 < 2.08 0
KOI-3689.01 < 0.61 0
KOI-6132.01 < 2.25 0
KOI-6132.02 < 1.50 0
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Table 5. Estimated p-values from the Anderson – Darling (AD) tests
for the distributions of Teff and [Fe/H] between all the Kepler targets,
all the KOIs, the giant-planet hosts, and false-positive hosts. Note that
for speeding up the computation of the AD test, we took only one Ke-
pler target over 10. We tested that the conclusions are unchanged using
different (but large enough) sub-sample of the Kepler targets.

Stellar effective temperature
All targets All KOIs Giant planets

All KOIs 2.4×10−5 – –
Giant planets 7.6×10−4 1.5×10−3 –
False positives 0.088 0.061 0.062

Stellar iron abundance
All targets All KOIs Giant planets

All KOIs 9.7×10−6 – –
Giant planets 1.4×10−5 4.6×10−5 –
False positives 0.61 0.50 2.2×10−4

Table 6. Stellar parameters at the end of the main sequence from the
STAREVOL evolution tracks.

Mass Radius Teff age
[M�] [R�] [K] [Gyr]

0.7 1.058 4978 43
0.8 1.177 5260 26
0.9 1.311 5501 16
1.0 1.452 5721 10.7
1.1 1.596 5929 7.1
1.2 1.739 6125 4.9
1.3 1.943 6298 3.7
1.4 2.087 6538 2.8
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Table 7. Adopted parameters for the giant planets and their host.

KIC KOI Kepler Period a/R? Rp/R? Rp Mp Teff [Fe/H] R? M? Kp Status References
ID ID ID [d] [RX] [MX] [K] [dex] [R�] [M�]

11446443 1.01 1b 2.471 7.903+0.02
−0.02 0.12539+4.9×10−4

−3.5×10−4 1.25+0.05
−0.04 1.20±0.07 5795±73 0.06±0.08 0.95±0.02 0.94±0.05 11.3 S Es15, Sa13, Hu14

10666592 2.01 2b 2.205 4.154+0.00
−0.00 0.07752+1.7×10−5

−2.2×10−5 1.42+0.18
−0.09 1.78+0.08

−0.06 6525±61 0.31+0.07
−0.11 2.00+0.01

−0.02 1.51+0.04
−0.05 10.5 S Es15, Sa13, Lu14

10748390 3.01 3b 4.888 16.510+0.18
−0.17 0.05891+2.1×10−4

−2.5×10−4 0.40±0.01 0.08±0.01 4792±69 0.33±0.07 0.77+0.03
−0.02 0.83+0.02

−0.05 9.2 S Mü13, So11, To12, Hu14
6922244 10.01 8b 3.522 6.854+0.02

−0.02 0.09575+1.9×10−4

−2.3×10−4 1.42+0.05
−0.06 0.59+0.13

−0.12 6251±75 0.05±0.09 1.45+0.12
−0.13 1.13+0.09

−0.10 13.5 S Es15, To12, Hu14
5812701 12.01 – 17.855 20.000±1.50 0.09049+8.0×10−5

−8.0×10−5 1.43±0.13 < 10.0 6820±120 0.09±0.15 1.63±0.15 1.45±0.09 11.4 S Bou15
9941662 13.01 13b 1.764 4.501+0.00

−0.00 0.08737+2.3×10−5

−2.4×10−5 1.51±0.04 9.28±0.16 7650±250 0.20±0.20 1.74±0.04 1.72±0.10 10.0 S Es15, Sh14
10874614 17.01 6b 3.235 7.503±0.02 0.09424+1.2×10−4

−1.1×10−4 1.30+0.02
−0.03 0.67+0.04

−0.04 5640+99
−110 0.34+0.10

−0.16 1.29+0.09
−0.10 1.05+0.08

−0.07 13.3 S Es15, Hu14
8191672 18.01 5b 3.548 6.450+0.02

−0.03 0.07996+8.7×10−5

−7.1×10−5 1.43+0.04
−0.05 2.11+0.07

−0.09 6290+105
−120 0.04+0.10

−0.16 1.75+0.14
−0.15 1.32+0.09

−0.14 13.4 S Es15, Hu14
11804465 20.01 12b 4.438 8.019+0.01

−0.01 0.11887+8.5×10−5

−9.4×10−5 1.75+0.03
−0.04 0.43+0.05

−0.05 5953+105
−123 0.08+0.13

−0.14 1.42+0.30
−0.24 1.09+0.13

−0.09 13.4 S Es15, Hu14
9631995 22.01 422b 7.891 15.078±0.49 0.09570+4.8×10−4

−5.5×10−4 1.15±0.11 0.43±0.13 5972±84 0.23±0.09 1.24±0.12 1.15±0.06 13.4 S En14
11554435 63.01 63b 9.434 19.120±0.08 0.06220+1.0×10−3

−1.0×10−3 0.55±0.02 < 0.4 5576±50 0.05±0.08 0.90+0.03
−0.02 0.98+0.04

−0.04 11.6 S SO13
6462863 94.01 89d 22.343 23.800±1.90 0.06802+8.0×10−5

−8.0×10−5 1.00±0.10 0.33±0.04 6182±58 0.02±0.00 1.52±0.14 1.28±0.05 12.2 S We13
5780885 97.01 7b 4.885 6.637±0.02 0.08294+1.1×10−4

−1.1×10−4 1.62±0.01 0.44+0.04
−0.04 6027±75 0.10±0.10 1.96±0.07 1.32±0.09 12.9 S Es15, Hu14

8359498 127.01 77b 3.579 9.764±0.06 0.09924+2.6×10−4

−2.6×10−4 0.96±0.02 0.43±0.03 5520±60 0.20±0.05 0.99±0.02 0.95±0.04 13.9 S Ga13
11359879 128.01 15b 4.943 12.800+1.20

−1.50 0.09960+5.5×10−4

−5.3×10−4 0.96+0.06
−0.07 0.66+0.08

−0.09 5514+89
−109 0.36+0.08

−0.15 0.98+0.16
−0.06 1.00+0.03

−0.06 13.8 S En11, Hu14
7778437 131.01 – 5.014 8.958±0.01 0.07600+5.4×10−5

−3.1×10−5 0.94+0.69
−0.14 < 14.3 6475+169

−250 0.21+0.15
−0.43 1.27+0.93

−0.19 1.31±0.26 13.8 L RT15, Sa12, Hu14
9818381 135.01 43b 3.024 6.975+0.05

−0.04 0.08628+3.6×10−4

−3.3×10−4 1.22+0.07
−0.06 3.23±0.26 6050±100 0.40±0.10 1.38+0.05

−0.03 1.27±0.04 14.0 S Es15, Bon15
9651668 183.01 423b 2.684 8.601±0.14 0.12420+8.9×10−4

−3.7×10−4 1.20±0.07 0.72±0.12 5970±116 0.26±0.12 0.99±0.05 1.07±0.05 14.3 S En14
7950644 192.01 427b 10.291 14.200±2.10 0.09130+3.0×10−4

−3.0×10−4 1.23±0.21 0.29±0.09 5800±70 -0.19±0.07 1.35±0.20 0.96±0.06 14.2 S Hé14
9410930 196.01 41b 1.856 5.053±0.02 0.10253+4.3×10−4

−3.5×10−4 1.04±0.04 0.56+0.10
−0.09 5620±140 0.29±0.16 1.02±0.03 1.12±0.07 14.5 S Es15, Sa11

2987027 197.01 – 17.276 36.582±0.04 0.09300+1.6×10−4

−5.7×10−5 0.74+0.82
−0.07 < 0.3 5085+165

−131 0.08+0.31
−0.28 0.82+0.91

−0.08 0.78+0.14
−0.06 14.0 L RT15, Sa12, Hu14

6046540 200.01 74b 7.341 15.470±0.18 0.09120+9.0×10−4

−9.0×10−4 0.96±0.02 0.63±0.12 6000±100 0.42±0.11 1.12±0.04 1.18±0.04 14.4 S Bon15
6849046 201.01 – 4.225 12.379±0.03 0.07900+6.4×10−5

−3.5×10−5 0.82+0.16
−0.06 < 0.6 5649+98

−129 0.48+0.08
−0.20 1.05+0.21

−0.08 1.07+0.06
−0.08 14.0 S RT15, Sa12, Hu14

7877496 202.01 412b 1.721 4.841+0.02
−0.02 0.10474+5.4×10−4

−7.7×10−4 1.34+0.04
−0.05 0.94+0.12

−0.02 5750±90 0.27±0.12 1.29±0.04 1.17±0.09 14.3 S Es15, De14
10619192 203.01 17b 1.486 5.480±0.02 0.13031+2.2×10−4

−1.8×10−4 1.33±0.04 2.47±0.10 5781±85 0.26±0.10 1.05±0.03 1.16±0.06 14.1 S Bo12, Dé11
9305831 204.01 44b 3.247 7.070+0.35

−0.37 0.08280+8.0×10−4

−8.0×10−4 1.09±0.07 1.00±0.10 5800±100 0.42±0.11 1.35±0.08 1.12±0.08 14.7 S Bon15
5728139 206.01 433b 5.334 6.440±0.62 0.06590+1.5×10−4

−1.5×10−4 1.45±0.16 2.82±0.52 6340±140 0.06±0.19 2.26±0.25 1.46±0.17 14.5 S Al15
10723750 209.01 117b 50.790 38.180±0.72 0.07052+3.4×10−4

−3.4×10−4 1.10±0.04 1.84±0.18 6150±110 -0.04±0.10 1.61±0.05 1.13+0.13
−0.02 14.3 S Br15

11046458 214.01 424b 3.312 11.209±0.32 0.09610+6.5×10−3

−3.3×10−3 0.89+0.08
−0.06 1.03±0.13 5460±81 0.44±0.14 0.94±0.06 1.01±0.05 14.3 S En14

3937519 221.01 – 3.413 10.600±0.08 0.05800+2.7×10−4

−8.2×10−5 0.41+0.09
−0.03 < 0.7 5332+172

−140 -0.42+0.38
−0.28 0.71+0.16

−0.05 0.77+0.11
−0.07 14.6 L RT14, this work, Hu14

11442793 351.01 90h 331.601 180.700±4.70 0.08660+7.0×10−4

−7.0×10−4 1.01±0.09 < 1.2 6080+260
−170 -0.12±0.18 1.20±0.10 1.20±0.10 13.8 S Ca14, this work

11442793 351.02 90g 210.603 127.300±4.10 0.06150+1.1×10−3

−1.1×10−3 0.72±0.07 < 0.8 6080+260
−170 -0.12±0.18 1.20±0.10 1.20±0.10 13.8 S Ca14, this work

6471021 372.01 – 125.629 111.625±0.02 0.08200+1.8×10−4

−7.1×10−5 0.71+0.10
−0.03 < 4.8 5776±46 -0.06±0.04 1.13+0.28

−0.14 1.02±0.04 12.4 L RT15, De+, this work
3323887 377.01 9b 19.271 36.840±4.30 0.07885+8.1×10−4

−8.1×10−4 0.84±0.07 0.25±0.01 5777±61 0.12±0.04 1.02±0.05 1.07±0.05 13.8 S Ho10
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Table 7. Continued.

KIC KOI Kepler Period a/R? Rp/R? Rp Mp Teff [Fe/H] R? M? Kp Status References
3323887 377.02 9c 38.908 54.340±5.60 0.07708+8.0×10−4

−8.0×10−4 0.82±0.07 0.17±0.01 5777±61 0.12±0.04 1.02±0.05 1.07±0.05 13.8 S Ho10
5449777 410.01 – 7.217 13.540±3.30 0.47300+4.7×10−1

−1.3×10−1 4.86+1.88
−0.62 < 3.4 6266+171

−207 -0.40+0.26
−0.30 1.06+0.41

−0.14 0.97+0.14
−0.11 14.5 L RT15, Bo11, Hu14

8890783 464.01 – 58.362 75.657±0.69 0.06800+4.0×10−4

−1.2×10−4 0.63+0.24
−0.06 < 0.7 5592+154

−153 0.16+0.20
−0.26 0.95+0.36

−0.09 0.97+0.10
−0.08 14.4 L RT15, this work, Hu14

6309763 611.01 – 3.252 8.950±0.24 0.08400+4.1×10−3

−2.9×10−3 0.92+0.44
−0.10 < 1.5 6343+161

−206 -0.16+0.22
−0.30 1.11+0.54

−0.12 1.07+0.24
−0.10 14.0 L RT15, Sa12, Hu14

7368664 614.01 434b 12.875 17.900±1.60 0.08350+1.4×10−2

−8.0×10−3 1.13+0.26
−0.18 2.86±0.35 5977±95 0.25±0.14 1.38±0.13 1.20+0.09

−0.93 14.5 S Al15
11773022 620.01 51b 45.155 61.500+1.50

−1.20 0.07414+5.9×10−4

−6.1×10−4 0.63±0.03 0.01+0.01
−0.00 6046+149

−197 -0.08+0.22
−0.30 0.97+0.39

−0.09 1.05+0.17
−0.14 14.7 S Ma14, Hu14

11773022 620.02 51d 130.177 124.700+3.00
−2.50 0.10141+8.4×10−4

−8.5×10−4 0.86±0.04 0.02±0.00 6046+149
−197 -0.08+0.22

−0.30 0.97+0.39
−0.09 1.05+0.17

−0.14 14.7 S Ma14, Hu14
7529266 680.01 435b 8.600 6.350±0.51 0.06384+2.0×10−4

−2.0×10−4 1.99±0.18 0.84±0.15 6090±110 -0.17±0.10 3.21±0.30 1.54±0.09 14.6 S Al15
3247268 1089.01 418b 86.679 84.400±9.50 0.11040+3.5×10−3

−3.5×10−3 1.20±0.16 < 1.1 6029±169 0.31±0.13 1.60+0.68
−0.36 1.29+0.21

−0.10 14.7 S Ti14, this work
8751933 1257.01 420b 86.648 73.000±13.00 0.08220+1.4×10−3

−1.4×10−3 0.94±0.12 1.45±0.35 5520±80 0.27±0.09 1.13±0.14 0.99±0.05 14.7 S Sa14
8631160 1271.01 – 162.054 105.720±7.40 0.06900+4.5×10−4

−3.6×10−4 0.94+0.51
−0.18 < 2.4 6600±122 -0.06±0.09 1.57+0.41

−0.26 1.33+0.13
−0.08 13.6 L RT15, this work

7303287 1353.01 289b 125.865 108.600±1.10 0.10620+4.9×10−4

−5.0×10−4 1.03±0.02 0.42±0.05 6326±126 0.33±0.09 1.46+0.27
−0.15 1.35+0.11

−0.07 14.0 S Sc14, this work
9425139 1411.01 – 305.076 295.600±97.10 0.06200+4.7×10−4

−3.4×10−3 0.68+0.17
−0.06 < 2.1 5687±146 0.47±0.12 1.35+0.58

−0.27 1.14+0.15
−0.10 13.4 L RT15, this work

11122894 1426.02 297c 74.928 82.400±14.90 0.06600+3.8×10−4

−1.3×10−3 0.66+0.30
−0.07 0.13+0.04

−0.03 6150+151
−193 -0.12+0.22

−0.30 1.04+0.48
−0.10 1.04+0.20

−0.12 14.2 S RT15, HL14, Hu14
11122894 1426.03 – 150.019 127.200±29.50 0.11900+4.8×10−1

−2.6×10−2 1.21+0.56
−0.12 < 1.0 6150+151

−193 -0.12+0.22
−0.30 1.04+0.48

−0.10 1.04+0.20
−0.12 14.2 L RT15, Hu14

11075279 1431.01 – 345.160 222.400±14.30 0.07600+5.7×10−4

−6.1×10−4 0.71+0.11
−0.03 < 0.7 5507±74 0.27±0.05 1.16+0.38

−0.18 1.00+0.07
−0.04 13.5 L RT15, this work

12365184 1474.01 419b 69.727 45.170±7.80 0.06260+2.0×10−4

−2.0×10−4 0.96±0.12 2.50±0.30 6430±79 0.18±0.07 1.74±0.07 1.39+0.08
−0.07 13.0 S Da14

10028792 1574.01 87b 114.736 57.400+1.40
−1.20 0.06855+2.6×10−4

−2.8×10−4 1.20±0.05 1.02±0.03 5600±50 -0.17±0.03 1.82±0.04 1.10±0.05 14.6 S Of14
4570949 1658.01 76b 1.545 4.464+0.05

−0.04 0.10330+2.4×10−3

−3.0×10−3 1.36±0.12 2.01+0.37
−0.35 6409±95 -0.10±0.20 1.32±0.08 1.20±0.20 13.3 S Es15, Fa13

10005758 1783.01 – 134.479 94.470±4.40 0.07200+1.2×10−3

−9.4×10−4 0.67+0.24
−0.06 < 2.8 6300±150 0.49±0.12 1.84+0.77

−0.29 1.57+0.23
−0.11 13.9 L RT15, this work

2975770 1788.01 – 71.525 98.609±0.36 0.07000+9.7×10−4

−4.4×10−4 0.55+1.06
−0.05 < 0.5 4890±233 0.05±0.39 1.10+1.60

−0.30 0.84+0.32
−0.09 14.5 L RT15, this work

6716021 2679.01 – 110.756 78.250±1.30 0.10000+4.9×10−1

−4.8×10−3 1.12+0.66
−0.13 < 40.3 6528+159

−246 -0.16+0.22
−0.32 1.16+0.68

−0.13 1.18+0.27
−0.17 13.5 L RT15, Hu14

12735740 3663.01 86b 282.525 176.700+9.50
−9.00 0.09200+2.0×10−4

−4.0×10−4 0.90±0.05 < 80.0 5629+42
−45 -0.08+0.03

−0.03 1.00±0.05 0.94±0.02 12.6 S Wa13, this work
4150804 3678.01 – 160.885 120.000±12.30 0.08000+1.4×10−4

−5.1×10−4 0.82+0.35
−0.16 < 1.4 5650+194

−162 -0.28+0.34
−0.24 1.04+0.45

−0.21 0.82+0.15
−0.06 12.9 L RT15, Hu14

9025971 3680.01 – 141.242 175.500±6.10 0.10700+3.0×10−4

−3.1×10−4 0.95+0.36
−0.08 2.20 5926+161

−172 -0.12+0.24
−0.28 0.91+0.34

−0.07 1.00+0.11
−0.12 14.5 S RT15, this work, Hu14

2581316 3681.01 – 217.832 83.760±1.80 0.08900+9.6×10−5

−1.3×10−4 1.97+0.65
−0.96 4.20 6382+204

−215 -0.84±0.30 2.27+0.75
−1.11 1.09+0.20

−0.25 11.7 S RT15, this work, Hu14
10795103 3683.01 – 214.311 107.360±1.00 0.06200+1.0×10−4

−5.1×10−5 0.83+0.47
−0.17 < 2.1 6666±203 0.24±0.16 1.70+0.57

−0.26 1.49+0.19
−0.13 12.0 L RT15, this work

7017372 3689.01 – 5.241 10.056±0.72 0.09100+5.4×10−4

−5.8×10−4 1.17+0.61
−0.23 < 0.6 6154±253 0.31±0.21 1.41+0.59

−0.24 1.27±0.20 14.0 L RT15, this work
5629353 6132.01 – 33.320 41.630±1.60 0.07362+1.2×10−3

−5.8×10−4 1.17+0.64
−0.33 < 2.2 6266+168

−247 0.26+0.14
−0.32 1.63+0.90

−0.46 1.34+0.25
−0.27 14.6 L RT15, this work, Hu14

References. Al15: Almenara et al. (2015); Bo11: Bouchy et al. (2011); Bo12: Bonomo et al. (2012); Bon15: Bonomo et al. (2015); Bou15: Bourrier et al. (2015); Br15: Bruno et al. (2015); Da14:
Dawson et al. (2014); Dé11: Désert et al. (2011); De14: Deleuil et al. (2014); De+: Demangeon et al. (in prep.); En11: Endl et al. (2011); En14: Endl et al. (2014); Es15: Esteves et al. (2015); Fa13:
Faigler et al. (2013); Ga13: Gandolfi et al. (2013); HL14: Hadden & Lithwick (2014); Ho10: Holman et al. (2010); Hu14: Huber et al. (2014); Lu14: Lund et al. (2014); Ma14: Masuda (2014);
Mü13: Müller et al. (2013); Of14: Ofir et al. (2014); RT15: Rowe & Thompson (2015); Sa11: Santerne et al. (2011b); Sa12: Santerne et al. (2012b); Sa13: Santos et al. (2013); Sh14: Shporer et al.
(2014); So11: Southworth (2011); SO13: Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2013); To12: Torres et al. (2012); We13: Weiss et al. (2013).

Notes. Status of the giant planets: S for secured, L for likely.
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Table 8. Values of the correction factors used to derive the occurrence rates of
giant planets in the Kepler FOV.

KOI CT CR CL CS CD

ID [%] [%] [%]
1.01 7.90 100.0 100 79.4 1.44
2.01 4.15 1.9 100 76.6 0.28
3.01 16.51 99.1 100 61.1 0.94
10.01 6.85 84.5 100 87.1 0.62
12.01 20.00 30.0 100 76.6 0.28
13.01 4.50 0.1 100 76.6 0.28
17.01 7.50 96.7 100 89.6 1.87
18.01 6.45 58.3 100 80.6 0.43
20.01 8.02 69.2 100 87.5 2.10
22.01 15.08 100.0 100 87.0 0.83
63.01 19.12 100.0 100 87.2 1.97
94.01 23.80 98.0 100 84.4 0.49
97.01 6.64 31.7 100 80.6 0.43

127.01 9.76 100.0 100 80.1 1.66
128.01 12.80 99.2 100 87.2 1.97
131.01 8.96 29.2 75 80.4 0.43
135.01 6.97 100.0 100 84.4 0.49
183.01 8.60 100.0 100 87.3 2.06
192.01 14.20 58.0 100 80.1 1.66
196.01 5.05 100.0 100 87.1 0.62
197.01 36.58 38.0 75 56.7 0.84
200.01 15.47 100.0 100 82.9 0.83
201.01 12.38 97.2 100 87.3 2.06
202.01 4.84 99.3 100 82.9 0.83
203.01 5.48 100.0 100 87.0 0.83
204.01 7.07 96.9 100 87.1 0.62
206.01 6.44 3.0 100 76.6 0.28
209.01 38.18 85.2 100 87.1 0.62
214.01 11.21 100.0 100 91.5 2.08
221.01 10.60 86.4 75 41.3 0.73
351.01 180.70 97.8 100 87.5 0.82
351.02 127.30 97.6 100 87.5 0.82
372.01 111.62 85.0 75 91.5 2.08
377.01 36.84 100.0 100 87.3 2.06
377.02 54.34 100.0 100 87.3 2.06
410.01 13.54 69.5 75 87.5 1.83
464.01 75.66 84.1 75 87.5 1.83
611.01 8.95 63.6 75 87.3 2.06
614.01 17.90 30.1 100 87.5 0.82
620.01 61.50 84.4 100 89.6 1.87
620.02 124.70 85.0 100 89.6 1.87
680.01 6.35 0.0 100 76.6 0.28

1089.01 84.40 31.6 100 79.0 0.41
1257.01 73.00 96.8 100 87.2 1.97
1271.01 105.72 48.9 75 80.6 0.43
1353.01 108.60 57.6 100 80.5 0.33
1411.01 295.60 57.9 75 87.1 0.62
1426.02 82.40 71.3 100 87.8 2.07
1426.03 127.20 71.6 75 87.8 2.07
1431.01 222.40 71.1 75 87.2 1.97
1474.01 45.17 52.3 100 76.6 0.28
1574.01 57.40 0.6 100 87.5 2.10
1658.01 4.46 76.2 100 87.5 0.82
1783.01 94.47 1.4 75 76.6 0.28
1788.01 98.61 30.0 75 61.1 0.94
2679.01 78.25 43.8 75 82.9 0.83
3663.01 176.70 100.0 100 79.4 1.44
3678.01 120.00 60.2 75 54.7 0.89
3680.01 175.50 85.7 100 87.2 1.97
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Table 8. Continued.

KOI CT CR CL CS CD

3681.01 83.76 28.7 100 87.5 2.10
3683.01 107.36 11.3 75 76.6 0.28
3689.01 10.06 45.5 75 84.4 0.49
6132.01 41.63 23.6 75 80.5 0.33

Table 9. Occurrence rates of giant planets for different ranges of orbital periods from different studies. All values are in percent.

Orbital periods
0.8 d 2.0 d 3.4 d 5.9 d 10 d 17 d 29 d 50 d 85 d 145 d 245 d

– – – – – – – – – – –
2.0 d 3.4 d 5.9 d 10 d 17 d 29 d 50 d 85 d 145 d 245 d 400 d

This work 0.051 0.10 0.21 0.11 0.025 0.23 0.16 0.49 1.05 0.88 1.27
±0.023 ±0.03 ±0.06 ±0.05 ±0.017 ±0.11 ±0.09 ±0.22 ±0.35 ±0.36 ±0.63

Fressin et al. (2013) 0.015 0.067 0.17 0.18 0.27 0.23 0.35 0.71 1.25 0.94 1.05
±0.007 ±0.018 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.06 ±0.06 ±0.10 ±0.17 ±0.29 ±0.28 ±0.30

Mayor et al. (subm.) – 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.17 0.39 0.12 0.96 0.70 0.83 1.36
– ±0.19 ±0.20 ±0.20 ±0.17 ±0.28 ±0.12 ±0.43 ±0.35 ±0.42 ±0.48

Orbital periods
0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d 0.8 d

– – – – – – – – – – –
2.0 d 3.4 d 5.9 d 10 d 17 d 29 d 50 d 85 d 145 d 245 d 400 d

This work 0.051 0.15 0.36 0.47 0.49 0.72 0.88 1.36 2.41 3.29 4.55
±0.023 ±0.04 ±0.07 ±0.08 ±0.09 ±0.12 ±0.14 ±0.21 ±0.33 ±0.43 ±0.57

Fressin et al. (2013) 0.015 0.08 0.25 0.43 0.70 0.93 1.29 2.00 3.24 4.19 5.24
±0.007 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.05 ±0.08 ±0.10 ±0.14 ±0.22 ±0.37 ±0.46 ±0.55

Mayor et al. (subm.) – 0.26 0.54 0.83 1.00 1.39 1.51 2.47 3.18 4.01 5.37
– ±0.19 ±0.27 ±0.34 ±0.38 ±0.46 ±0.48 ±0.64 ±0.73 ±0.84 ±0.96

Reference Hot jupiters Period-valley giants Temperate giants Instrument Stellar population∗P < 10 d 10 < P < 85 d 85 < P < 400 d
Wright et al. (2012) 1.20±0.38 – – Keck+Lick FGK V / SNH
Mayor et al. (subm.) 0.83±0.34† 1.64±0.55 2.90±0.72 HARPS+CORALIE F5 – K5 V / SNH
Bayliss & Sackett (2011) 0.10+0.27

−0.08 – – SuperLupus dwarfs / Lupus-FOV
Santerne (2012) 0.95±0.26‡ – – CoRoT FGK V / center
Santerne (2012) 1.12±0.31‡ – – CoRoT FGK V / anti-center
Howard et al. (2012) 0.4±0.1 – – Kepler GK V / K-FOV
Santerne et al. (2012b) 0.57±0.07 – – Kepler FGK V / K-FOV
Fressin et al. (2013) 0.43±0.05 1.56±0.11 3.24±0.25 Kepler FGK V / K-FOV
This work 0.47±0.08 0.90±0.24 3.19±0.73 Kepler F5 – K5 V / K-FOV

Notes. The horizontal line separates the values determined by RV surveys (above the line) from the ones determined by photometric transit surveys
(below the line).
∗ SNH refers to solar neighborhood; center refers to the FOVs observed by CoRoT toward the galactic center during the prime mission; anti-center
refers to the FOVs observed by CoRoT toward the galactic anti-center during the prime mission; IRa01 and LRa01 are two FOVs toward the
galactic anti-center observed by CoRoT K-FOV refers to the Kepler prime mission FOV .
† This value slightly differs from the one provided in Mayor et al. (subm.) for planets up to 11 days of period. The difference is the planet
HD108147b (P=10.89 d) that we included in the population of the period-valley giants and not in the hot jupiters.
‡ Preliminary results. For more robust values, see Deleuil et al. (in prep.).
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Table 10. Adopted parameters for the brown dwarfs and their host.

KIC KOI Kepler Period a/R? Rc/R? Rc Mc Teff [Fe/H] R? M? Kp References
ID ID ID [d] [RX] [MX] [K] [dex] [R�] [M�]

7046804 205.01 – 11.720 25.070±0.43 0.09906+9.4×10−4

−9.4×10−4 0.82±0.02 40.80+1.10
−1.50 5400±75 0.18±0.12 0.87±0.02 0.96+0.03

−0.04 14.5 Dí13, Bon15
6289650 415.01 – 166.788 100.000+7.50

−10.10 0.06490+1.7×10−3

−1.3×10−4 0.79+0.12
−0.07 62.14±2.69 5810±80 -0.24±0.11 1.25+0.15

−0.10 0.94±0.06 14.1 Mo13
9478990 423.01 39b 21.087 24.920+1.90

−1.50 0.09100+6.0×10−4

−8.0×10−4 1.24+0.09
−0.10 20.10+1.30

−1.20 6350±100 0.10±0.14 1.40±0.10 1.29+0.06
−0.07 14.3 Bou11, Bon15

References. Bou11: Bouchy et al. (2011); Bon15: Bonomo et al. (2015); Dí13: Díaz et al. (2013); Mo13: Moutou et al. (2013).
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Table 11. Values of the correction factors used to derive the occurrence
rates of brown dwarfs in the Kepler FOV.

KOI CT CR CS CD

ID [%] [%]
205.01 25.07 100.0 80.1 1.57
415.01 100.00 72.5 79.4 1.39
423.01 24.92 96.0 79.0 0.40

Table 12. Assumed lower limit in mass and RV amplitude (assuming a
circular orbit) for the objects for which only an upper-limit in mass was
determined.

KOI min(Mp) min(Mp) min(K)
ID [MX] [M⊕] [m.s−1]
12.01 0.241 76.7 14.6
63.01 0.035 11.1 3.4
131.01 0.104 33.1 10.3
197.01 0.065 20.7 6.0
201.01 0.078 24.9 9.4
221.01 0.019 6.2 3.1
351.01 0.119 37.9 3.1
351.02 0.061 19.5 1.9
372.01 0.060 19.0 2.4
464.01 0.046 14.7 2.5
611.01 0.098 31.3 12.9
1089.01 0.169 53.7 6.5
1271.01 0.103 32.9 3.2
1411.01 0.054 17.2 1.5
1426.03 0.172 54.6 6.4
1431.01 0.059 18.8 1.7
1783.01 0.053 16.7 1.5
1788.01 0.036 11.5 2.0
2679.01 0.148 47.1 5.6
3663.01 0.096 30.5 3.1
3678.01 0.079 25.0 3.3
3683.01 0.081 25.8 2.1
3689.01 0.162 51.3 16.1
6132.01 0.160 50.9 8.3

Appendix A: Results from the spectroscopic
observations

Appendix A.1: General informations

We present in this appendix the observation and their analysis
we performed on each candidate. The radial velocities and their
diagnoses are listed in Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3. For some can-
didates, we refer to the data validation (DV) summary produced
by the Kepler team. They are available at the NASA exoplanet
archive25.

Some candidates turn out to be false positives and are ac-
tually member of the Kepler EB catalog (Kirk et al, in prep.).
This is the case for the following candidates: KOI-129.01,
KOI-138.01, KOI-198.01, KOI-368.01, KOI-449.01, KOI-
969.01, KOI-976.01, KOI-1020.01, KOI-1227.01, KOI-1232.01,
KOI-1326.01, KOI-1452.01, KOI-1483.01, KOI-1645.01, KOI-
1784.01, KOI-3411.01, KOI-3720.01, KOI-3721.01, KOI-
25 http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu

3782.01, KOI-3783.01, KOI-3787.01, KOI-3811.01, KOI-
5034.01, KOI-5086.01, KOI-5132.01, KOI-5436.01, KOI-
5529.01, KOI-5708.01, KOI-5745.01, KOI-5976.01, KOI-
6066.01, KOI-6175.01, KOI-6235.01, KOI-6460.01, KOI-
6602.01, KOI-6800.01, KOI-6877.01, KOI-6933.01, KOI-
7044.01, KOI-7054.01, KOI-7065.01, and KOI-7527.01.

Our observations also confirm the results of Kolbl et
al. (2015) for the candidates: KOI-969.01, KOI-1020.01,
KOI-1137.01, KOI-1227.01, KOI-1326.01, KOI-1452.01, KOI-
1645.01, KOI-1784.01, KOI-3721.01, and KOI-3782.01.

Appendix A.2: KOI-129.01

KOI-129.01 is a 24-day planet candidate reported for the first
time in Burke et al. (2014) and flagged as a false positive. How-
ever, in the later candidate releases, this object was no longer
flagged as a false positive. We obtained two SOPHIE HE RV
which exhibit a variation at the level of about 10 km.s−1 in phase
with the Kepler ephemeris. Assuming there is no significant drift
in the data and a circular orbit at the transit ephemeris, we find
that the RV semi-amplitude is K = 6.16 ± 0.04 km.s−1. Assum-
ing a host mass of M1 = 1.29+0.28

−0.23 M� from Huber et al. (2014),
it gives a companion mass of M2 = 0.11 ± 0.01 M�. The planet
candidate KOI-129.01 is therefore a false positive and likely a
very low mass star.

Appendix A.3: KOI-138.01

KOI-138.01 is a 49-day planet candidate reported for the first
time in Borucki et al. (2011b). We obtained five different epochs
with SOPHIE HE. They present a large RV variation in anti-
phase with the Kepler ephemeris. Assuming no significant drift
in the data and fixing the orbital period to the one observed by
Kepler, we find that the orbit has a RV amplitude of K = 22.31
± 0.08 km.s−1, an eccentricity of e = 0.33 ± 0.01, an argument
of periastron of ω = 240.0 ± 0.4 ◦, and an epoch of periastron
of Tp = 2454922.61 ± 0.04. Assuming a host mass of M1 =
1.42+0.28

−0.31 M� from Huber et al. (2014), the companion has a mass
of M2 = 0.63 ± 0.07 M�. The RV orbit also gives an epoch
of secondary eclipse to be Tocc = 2454973.542 ± 0.046, which
coincides with the epoch of transit that Kepler detected of T0
= 2454973.766221 ± 3.24 10−4. Therefore, the candidate KOI-
138.01 is not a transiting planet but a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.4: KOI-198.01

KOI-198.01 is a 87-day planet candidate reported for the first
time in Burke et al. (2014), and flagged as a false positive. It
is no longer flagged as a false positive in the latter candidates
releases. We obtained only two different epochs with SOPHIE
HE. They show a RV span of about 10 km.s−1 in anti-phase
with the Kepler ephemeris. The large RV variation observed by
SOPHIE is not compatible with a planet. We therefore conclude
this candidate is a false positive. Given that the RV are in anti-
phase with the Kepler ephemeris, we expected this candidate to
be a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.5: KOI-201.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-201.01 was announced in
Borucki et al. (2011b) with an orbital period of 4.2 days. The
SOPHIE spectroscopic observations reported by Santerne et al.
(2012b) did not allow them to detected the Doppler signature

http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
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of the planet. Recent observations with the HARPS-N spectro-
graph26 allowed us to detect this signature and characterise the
mass of the candidate, confirming also its planetary nature. The
analysis of this system will be presented in a forthcoming paper
(Hébrard et al., in prep.).

Appendix A.6: KOI-221.01

A giant-planet candidate was reported in Borucki et al. (2011a)
with an orbital period of about 3 days. It was however found
with a transit depth of about 0.37%, which was below the min-
imum depth selected by Santerne et al. (2012b). With more Ke-
pler data, the transit depth was revised to be slightly above 0.4%
(Mullally et al. 2015) and this candidate is thus within our se-
lection criteria. With more data, it was also possible to find a
Earth-size candidate at 6 days (Burke et al. 2014). We observed
it twice with SOPHIE HE and find no significant RV, bisector
nor FWHM variation. We fitted the RV with two circular orbits
at the Kepler ephemeris and find that K221.01 < 99 m.s−1 and
K221.02 < 156 m.s−1, at the 99% level. Assuming a host mass
of M1 = 0.77+0.11

−0.07 M� Huber et al. (2014), we find that the can-
didates have masses of M221.01 < 0.65 MX and M221.02 < 1.16
MX, within a probability of 99%. We can therefore exclude that
these candidates are stars or brown dwarfs eclipsing the target
star, but we can not rule out other false-positive scenarios.

Appendix A.7: KOI-351.01 & KOI-351.02

The target star KOI-351 was found to host seven transiting
planet candidates (Cabrera et al. 2014) with orbital periods of
332d (KOI-351.01), 211d (KOI-351.02), 60d (KOI-351.03), 92d
(KOI-351.04), 9d (KOI-351.05), 6d (KOI-351.06), and 125d
(KOI-351.07). Only the two outermost planets are giant-planet
candidates within our selection criteria. We obtained five RV
with SOPHIE HE. They have a rms of 16 m.s−1 which is com-
patible with the uncertainties. The bisector and FWHM do not
show significant variation with rms of 27 m.s−1 and 80 m.s−1

(respectively). We modelled the RV with a 7-orbit model with
fixed eccentricities to zero and ephemeris fixed at the Kepler
ones. We find upper-limits at the 99% level for the amplitude
of the planets of K351.01 < 35.5 m.s−1, K351.02 < 29.0 m.s−1,
K351.03 < 63.6 m.s−1, K351.04 < 81.0 m.s−1, K351.05 < 29.4 m.s−1,
K351.06 < 102.6 m.s−1, and K351.07 < 29.1 m.s−1.

Assuming a stellar host mass of M1 = 0.99 ± 0.10 M�
(Schmitt et al. 2014a), we derived upper-limits on the mass of
these exoplanets, at the 99% confidence interval, of M351.01 <
1.16 MX, M351.02 < 0.82 MX, M351.03 < 1.17 MX, M351.04 <
1.76 MX, M351.05 < 0.29 MX, M351.06 < 1.04 MX, and M351.07 <
0.78 MX. All these planets but the last one (KOI-351.07) were
validated by the planet-likelihood multiplicity-boost (Lissauer et
al. 2014; Rowe et al. 2014). Within the assumptions aforemen-
tioned, we can confirm that, if the objects are transiting the target
star, they have a mass within the planetary range.

Appendix A.8: KOI-368.01

The target star KOI-368 was found to host a giant-planet can-
didate with a period of 110d (Borucki et al. 2011b). However,
Zhou & Huang (2013) detected a clear secondary eclipse and
conclude that the companion is a M dwarf. We observed this
candidate host twice with SOPHIE HE and find a wide line pro-
file (υ sin i?= 86.5 ± 0.6 km.s−1) which does not show significant

26 OPTICON programme ID: OPT15A_13 – PI: Hébrard

RV variation. Because of its large rotation profile, we were not
able to measure the bisector. We fitted these two measurements
assuming a circular orbit and find that K < 5.06 km.s−1, at the
99% level. Assuming a host mass of M1 = 2.3 ± 0.1 M� (Zhou
& Huang 2013), we derived an upper-limit on the mass of the
companion of M2 < 0.21 M�, at the 99% level and assuming
a circular orbit. Our mass constraint is compatible with the late
M-dwarf type claimed by Zhou & Huang (2013).

Appendix A.9: KOI-372.01

KOI-372.01 is a 125-day planet candidate reported for the first
time in Borucki et al. (2011b). The Kepler light curve of this
candidate reveals large photometric variability at the level of ∼
1.5% due to stellar activity. We observed it with SOPHIE HR and
HE. We find a RV rms of 24 m.s−1 which is not compatible with
the recent solution published by Mancini et al. (2015) of K = 132
± 6 m.s−1. The RV and their in-depth analysis will be presented
in Demangeon et al. (in prep.). We consider that the nature of
this candidate is still unknown for the statistical analysis of this
papier.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. They correspond to a mass of M = 1.02 ± 0.04
M�, a radius of R = 1.13+0.28

−0.14 R�, and an age of 6.7+1.8
−3.2 Gyr.

Appendix A.10: KOI-449.01

The planet candidate KOI-449.01 has an orbital period of ∼252
days and was announced in Burke et al. (2014) as a false positive.
In later candidates lists, it was no longer flagged as a false pos-
itive. We observed this candidate three times with SOPHIE HE
but detected no significant RV (rms of 23 m.s−1), nor bisector or
FWHM variation (rms of 119 m.s−1 and 52 m.s−1, respectively).
By fitting a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris, we find that K
< 1.1 km.s−1 within a probability of 99%. Assuming a host mass
of M1 = 1.02+0.16

−0.12 M� (Huber et al. 2014), this corresponds to an
upper-limit on the mass of this candidate of M449.01 < 37.0 MX.
Therefore, within the circular approximation, we can exclude an
EB as the source of the transit event. However, we can not ex-
clude a transiting brown dwarf, nor a background source of false
positive.

This candidate is listed as an EB in Kepler EB catalog (Kirk
et al, in prep.) with a double period, showing some odd–even
transits depth difference which suggest that this candidate is an
EB in a circular orbit at twice the reported period. Since we de-
tected no variation in the target star, we conclude this candidate
is a CEB and not a transiting planet.

Appendix A.11: KOI-464.01

The candidate KOI-464.01 has an orbital period of ∼58 days, re-
ported for the first time by Borucki et al. (2011b). Another can-
didate transiting the same star at ∼5 days was also found with a
transit depth of 800ppm. We observed it five times with SOPHIE
HE and detected any clear variation neither in the RV (rms of 27
m.s−1), nor in the bisector (rms of 18 m.s−1), and FWHM (rms
of 47 m.s−1). We fitted these RV assuming two circular orbits at
the Kepler ephemeris. We find upper-limits on the amplitude of
both candidates, at the 99% confidence level of K464.01 < 21.1
m.s−1 and K464.02 < 21.9 m.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1
= 0.97+0.10

−0.08 M� (Huber et al. 2014), we find upper-limits on the
mass of these candidate of M464.01 < 0.68 MX and M464.02 <
0.29 MX, at the 99% level.
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Appendix A.12: KOI-531.01

The transit candidate KOI-531.01 has an orbital period of ∼3.7
days. It was reported for the first time by Borucki et al. (2011b)
with a wrong transit depth of 0.25% due to a bad transit fit.
Therefore, it was not included in the sample of Santerne et al.
(2012b). The corrected transit depth being of 0.53% (Dressing
& Charbonneau 2013), the candidate is now included in this
sample. We secured five different epochs on this candidate with
SOPHIE HE. The RV, bisector and FWHM present a large dis-
persion with a rms of 280 m.s−1, 306 m.s−1, and 351 m.s−1 for
median uncertainties of 64 m.s−1, 115 m.s−1, and 160 m.s−1, re-
spectively. The bisector is clearly correlated with the RV (see
Fig. A.1), with a Spearman correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.70
± 0.25. This candidate is clearly not a transiting planet, which
would not have produced such large variation of the line-profile
shape. Only a blended system, like a triple system, might explain
the observed correlation between the RV and bisector (Santerne
et al. 2015). This actually confirms the recent multi-color obser-
vations with the GTC obtained by Colón et al. (2015).
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Fig. A.1. Bisector Vspan as a function of the RV for the target star KOI-
531.

Appendix A.13: KOI-617.01

The giant candidate KOI-617.01 was revealed by Borucki et al.
(2011a). It has an orbital period of ∼ 38 days. We secured four
observations of this star with SOPHIE HE that revealed a clear
SB2. By fitting the cross-correlation function with two Gaus-
sians, we derived the RV of both components. We call the star
A the component with the deepest line profile and star B the one
with the faintest line profile in the CCF. We then fitted those
RV with a combined Keplerian orbit, fixing only the orbital pe-
riod to the transit one. We find an epoch of periastron of Tp ≈

2456130.23, an eccentricity of e ≈ 0.23, an argument of peri-
astron of ω ≈ 277 ◦, and RV amplitudes of KA ≈ 39.56 km.s−1

and KB ≈ -42.71 km.s−1 for stars A and B (respectively). This
gives a mass ratio between the two stars of q ≈ 0.93. Assum-
ing a primary mass of M1 ≈ 1.056 M�, (Huber et al. 2014), the
secondary mass is of about M2 ≈ 0.98 M�. Note that the orbital
ephemeris determined with the RV gives an epoch of primary
and secondary eclipse of about 24550012.02 and 2455031.67,
respectively. The transit epoch detected by Kepler (2455031.60)
is compatible with the secondary eclipse of this binary system.
KOI-617 is thus a case of secondary-only EB, and not a transit-
ing planet.

Appendix A.14: KOI-620.01 & KOI-620.02

Two EGP candidates (KOI-620.01 and KOI-620.02) were de-
tected on the target star KOI-620 by Borucki et al. (2011a) and
Batalha et al. (2013) with orbital periods of ∼45 and ∼130 days
(respectively). Note that another set of transit was detected with
a period of ∼85 days and a depth of 0.2% (Batalha et al. 2013),
which is outside our selection criteria. Their transits exhibit tran-
sit timing variation which allowed Steffen et al. (2013) to con-
firm their planetary nature. The same authors constrained the
mass of the inner planet to be less than 3.23MX. More recently,
Masuda (2014) constrained the mass of the three planets in this
system using their transit timing and found masses of a few Earth
masses, leading to unexpected low density for these giant ob-
jects, with ρp ≤ 0.05 g.cm−3.

We obtained seven different epochs with SOPHIE HE of
KOI-620. We detect no significant RV variation (rms = 14
m.s−1). The line bisector does not show variations above the
noise level (rms = 24 m.s−1). The FWHM shows some variation
at the level of rms = 157 m.s−1, which is likely instrumental.

We fitted three circular orbits to these data fixing the
ephemeris to the ones derived thanks to Kepler. We find that
K620.01 < 45 m.s−1, K620.02 < 91 m.s−1, and K620.03 < 43 m.s−1

at the 99% level. Assuming a stellar mass of M1 = 1.05+0.17
−0.14 M�

(Huber et al. 2014), those limits correspond to upper-limit on the
planetary masses to M620.01 < 0.85 MX, M620.02 < 2.43 MX, and
M620.03 < 1.01 MX with a 99% confidence interval. Given the
large uncertainties of our photon-noise limited spectroscopic ob-
servations, the derived upper-limit in mass are fully compatible
with the mass constraints from Steffen et al. (2013) and Masuda
(2014).

Appendix A.15: KOI-969.01

A giant-planet candidate with a period of 18 days was revealed
in Burke et al. (2014) with a depth of 0.36%. This candidate
was not known at the time of the observation of Santerne et
al. (2012b). Its transit depth was then revised to be of 0.45%
(Rowe et al. 2015), which includes it in our sample. We ob-
served it twice with SOPHIE HE that revealed a clear SB2 of
two stars of similar flux. We fitted the cross-correlation function
with a two-Gaussian profile to derive the RV of both stars. We
call star A the one with the smallest RV variation and star B the
one with the largest variation. The RV variation of both stars is
anti-correlated, which gives a mass ratio of 99.6%. The RV of the
star A are in phase with the Kepler ephemeris, indicating that the
primary eclipse was detected in the light-curve. This candidate
is not a transiting planet but an equal-mass EB.

Appendix A.16: KOI-976.01

A transiting candidate has been reported on KOI-976 by Borucki
et al. (2011b) with an orbital period of ∼ 52 days. We observed
this star twice with SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation function
displayed in Fig. A.2 revealed a multiple stellar system, with
at least three components. Given the large dilution produced by
those stars, the true depth of this transiting candidate should be
much larger than the observed one (2.67%). Therefore, we con-
clude that this candidate is most likely a triple system or a back-
ground EB, and not a transiting planet. The derived RV of the
three stellar components, by fitting three Gaussian profiles.
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Fig. A.2. Cross-correlated a function of the target star KOI-976 reveal-
ing at least three stellar components: a wide and shallow component and
two narrower and deeper components. The legend indicates the orbital
phase of the transiting candidate. An arbitrary offset in flux has been set
between the two observations. The red lines are the three-Gaussian fits
to the CCFs.

Appendix A.17: KOI-1020.01

The candidate KOI-1020.01 was revealed by Borucki et al.
(2011b). It has an orbital period of about 37 days. We observed
this candidate six times with SOPHIE HE which revealed a clear
SB2 with two lines of similar contrast and FWHM. We fitted the
cross-correlation function with a two-Gaussian function and de-
rived the RV of both stars. Since is it not possible to distinguish
from the spectra which component is the brightest one, we ar-
bitrarily called star A the most blue-shifted star, and star B the
most red-shifted component at the first observation. We fitted the
derived RV of both stars with a combined Keplerian orbit, fixing
the period to the transit one. We find that the data are best fitted
with an epoch of periastron of Tp = 2456136.35, an eccentricity
of e = 0.43, an argument of periastron of ω = 51.2◦, and am-
plitudes of KA = 45.9km.s−1 and KB = −46.1km.s−1. Star A is
therefore slightly more massive than star B, with a mass ratio of
q ≈ 99.5%. Those derived orbital parameters predict an epoch
of primary eclipse of 2454996.9, which corresponds to the event
detected by Kepler, with an epoch of 2454997.1. The candidate
KOI-1020 is thus a nearly equal-mass binary, and not a transiting
planet. Given the large eccentricity of this system and its incli-
nation, the secondary eclipse is not observable from the Earth.

Appendix A.18: KOI-1089.01

The EGP candidate KOI-1089.01 has an orbital period of ∼ 87
days. It was revealed by Borucki et al. (2011b) together with a
smaller planet candidate at 12.2 days. Using multi-color GTC
observations, Tingley et al. (2014) found that KOI-1089.01 is an
EGP blended with another, unseen star. We secured eight epochs
on this star with SOPHIE HE. We detect any significant RV vari-
ation in these data (rms = 21 m.s−1). We find no significant vari-
ation in the bisector (rms = 53 m.s−1) nor FWHM (rms = 137
m.s−1). We analysed the SOPHIE RV together with the FIES
data reported by Tingley et al. (2014). We modelled two Keple-
rian orbits fixing the ephemeris to the ones found by Kepler. We
find that, at the 99% confidence interval, the amplitude of both
transiting planet candidates is K1089.01 < 67 m.s−1 and K1089.02 <
37 m.s−1.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameter that are re-
ported in Table 2.Those parameters give a stellar mass of M

= 1.29+0.21
−0.10 M�, a radius of R = 1.60+0.68

−0.36 R�, and an age of 3.1
± 1.3 Gyr. Combining both results, the candidates have upper-
mass limits of M1089.01 < 1.12 MX and M1089.02 < 0.46 MX,
at the 99% level. We can therefore exclude any massive object
transiting KOI-1089 at ∼ 12 days, but we can not firmly rule out
a background source of transit based on these data. We also im-
proved the upper-limit on the mass of KOI-1089.01 reported by
Tingley et al. (2014).

Appendix A.19: KOI-1137.01

The candidate KOI-1137.01 was listed among the potential tran-
siting planet in Burke et al. (2014), with a transit depth of 1.5%.
In the latest candidate release (Mullally et al. 2015), its transit
depth has been revised to 4.2%. Since this is outside our selec-
tion criteria, we did not include it in the analysis. However, we
observed it after the Burke et al. (2014) candidate release, and
we report here its nature. We secured four observations of this
candidates with SOPHIE HE. They exhibit a clear RV variation
in phase with the Kepler ephemeris (rms = 270 m.s−1). They
also show a clear variation of the line-profile bisector (rms =
2.7 km.s−1) as well as in the FWHM (rms = 640 m.s−1). More-
over, we clearly detect a second set of stellar lines in the cross-
correlation function of two spectra. We conclude that this candi-
date is a triple system or a background EB, but not a transiting
planet.

Appendix A.20: KOI-1227.01

The candidate KOI-1227.01 was released by Borucki et al.
(2011b). It has an orbital period of 2.1 days, but was not in-
cluded in the candidate sample from Santerne et al. (2012b) due
to its poor vetting statuts in Borucki et al. (2011b). We observed
it twice with SOPHIE HE which revealed a clear SB2 with both
component of similar flux. We fitted the cross-correlation func-
tion with a two-Gaussian function. We call the star A (B) the
one which show RV variation in phase (anti-phase, respectively)
with the Kepler ephemeris. Then, we fitted the RV of both stars
with a combined circular orbit fixing the ephemeris to the transit
ones. We find that the RV amplitude is KA ≈ 72.67 km.s−1 and
KB ≈ -71.99 km.s−1.

It is quite surprising that KA > |KB| (hence MA < MB), since
A varies in phase with the transit ephemeris and thus should be
the most massive star in the system. The solution might be that
this nearly equal-mass binary is orbiting at twice the period de-
tected by Kepler. In such situation, the primary and secondary
eclipse would have the same depth and duration. So, assuming
that the true period is 4.2 days (the epoch of primary eclipse
is kept to T0 ≈ 2454966.576), the amplitudes are KA ≈ 81.65
km.s−1 and KB ≈ -82.43 km.s−1. This gives a mass ratio of q ≈
99.0%, with MA > MB. In any case, this candidate is not a tran-
siting planet, but a nearly equal-mass binary.

Appendix A.21: KOI-1230.01

KOI-1230.01 is a 166-day period candidate revealed in Borucki
et al. (2011b). The host was found to be a giant star, with a
log g of about 3 cm.s−2. We collected ten SOPHIE HE RVs.
They present a large variation in phase with Kepler ephemeris.
Fitting these data with a Keplerian orbit with the ephemeris fixed
at the transit ones, we find an amplitude K1230.01 = 17.87 ± 0.03
km.s−1, an eccentricity e = 0.6944 ± 0.0009, an argument of pe-
riastron of ω = 131.37± 0.06 ◦. Assuming a stellar host of M1 =
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1.78 ± 0.19 M� (Huber et al. 2014), the companion has a mass
of M2 = 0.59 ± 0.04 M�. This candidate is therefore an EB and
not a transiting planet. This system will be further analysed in
Bruno et al. (in prep.).

Appendix A.22: KOI-1232.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-1232.01 was revealed in Burke
et al. (2014) and flagged as a false positive. It was not flagged
as a false positive in the later candidate releases. It has an or-
bital period of 119.4 days. We secured three different epochs
with SOPHIE HE. They revealed a large RV variation. Three
measurements are not enough to fully constrain the orbit of such
long period candidate. By assuming a circular orbit, no signifi-
cant drift, and the transit ephemeris, we find that the RV ampli-
tude is K = 13.74 ± 0.06 km.s−1. For this candidate, Huber et al.
(2014) reported a host mass of M1 = 0.60+0.07

−0.03 M�. This would
give a companion mass of M2 = 0.29 ± 0.02 M�. This candidate
is therefore an EB and not a transiting planet.

Appendix A.23: KOI-1271.01

A giant-planet candidate has been detected on the target star
KOI-1271 by Batalha et al. (2013) with a period of 162 days.
It was found by Ford et al. (2012) to have large transit timing
variation at the level of a few hours, but no other transiting can-
didate was found in the Kepler light-curve. We secured 14 SO-
PHIE HE observations of this star. They have a RV rms of 47
m.s−1, a bisector rms of 79 m.s−1, and a FWHM rms of 116
m.s−1. They are compatible with the typical uncertainty on this
star.We analysed the RVs using one Keplerian orbit at the tran-
sit ephemeris. We find a hint of RV variation of K1271.01 = 28
± 17 m.s−1, (K1271.01 < 77.5 m.s−1 within the 99% confidence
interval) an eccentricity of e = 0.17+0.22

−0.13 , and an argument of pe-
riastron of ω = 197+74

−120
◦.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.33+0.13

−0.08 M�, a
radius of R = 1.57+0.41

−0.26 R�, and an age of 2.14+0.55
−0.84 Gyr. Combin-

ing the results from the RV and stellar atmospheric results, we
find that this candidate has a mass of M1271.01 = 0.84 ± 0.49 MX
(i.e. an upper-limit at 99% of 2.35 MX). We can therefore rule
out that this candidate is an eclipsing brown dwarf or binary.
Given the transit timing variation and the hint of RV signal, we
conclude that this candidate is likely a planet, without a firm
establishment of its nature. Note that this candidate is in the Ke-
pler EB catalog (Kirk et al, in prep.) but we find no reason for
that (the DV summary shows no odd – even transits depth dif-
ferences, nor significant centroids). Some confirmed exoplanets
have already been misclassified as EB in this catalog (Santerne
et al. 2012b).

Appendix A.24: KOI-1326.01

The giant-planet candidate was announced in Burke et al. (2014)
with an orbital period of ∼ 53 days and a false positive flag.
In later candidate releases, this candidate is no longer flagged
as a false positive. We observed it twice with SOPHIE HE and
find two line profiles in the cross-correlated function, revealing
a clear SB2. We fitted a two-Gaussian function to the cross-
correlation function. We call star A the one with the deepest line
profile and star B, the one with the shallowest line profile. The
two stars show anti-correlated RV variations with a slope of q =
85.8%, corresponding to the mass ratio between the two stars.

This confirms that star A is more massive than star B. How-
ever, the variation of star A is observed in anti-phase with Kepler
ephemeris, revealing that the transit epoch match with the sec-
ondary eclipse of this binary system. This candidate is clearly
not a transiting planet, but a nearly equal-mass secondary-only
EB.

Appendix A.25: KOI-1353.01

A giant-planet candidate has been announced by Borucki et al.
(2011b) with a period of ∼125 days. Another transiting candidate
was found by Batalha et al. (2013) with a period of 34.5 days
and a depth of about 400ppm. Finally, a third set of transit was
discovered by the planet hunters community with a period of 66
days and reported in Schmitt et al. (2014b). These authors also
performed a transit timing variation analysis of the candidates
and found that the mass of the EGP was of M1353.01 = 0.42 ±
0.05 MX. Their derived masses for the inner and middle planets
are 7.3 ± 6.8 M⊕ and 4.0 ± 0.9 M⊕. They also reported that the
orbits are nearly circular.

We observed this system with SOPHIE HE seven times. The
RV, bisector and FWHM present rms of 45 m.s−1, 42 m.s−1,
and 117 m.s−1(respectively). We fitted these RV with a model
of three circular orbits at the ephemeris provided by Kepler (see
Fig. A.3). We find upper-limit at the 99% on the RV ampli-
tudes of Kinner < 25 m.s−1 and Kmiddle < 56 m.s−1 for the inner
(P=34d) and middle (P=66d) planets, respectively. For the outer,
EGP, we detect an amplitude of Kouter = 51 ± 11 m.s−1. At the
99% level, this amplitude is Kouter ∈ [23, 78] m.s−1.
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Fig. A.3. Phase-folded RV curve of KOI-1353.03 together with the best
circular model found.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.35+0.11

−0.07 M�, a
radius of R = 1.46+0.27

−0.15 R�, and an age of 1.71 ± 0.95 Gyr. Com-
bining the RV results and our spectroscopic parameters, we find
an upper-limit at the 99% limit on the mass of inner and middle
planets to be Minner < 0.52 MX and Mmiddle < 1.41 MX, respec-
tively. For the outer, EGP, we have a mass constraint of Mouter =
1.55 ± 0.34 MX (Mouter ∈ [0.68, 2.43] MXat the 99% level).
Thus, the EGP is found significantly (at 3.3-σ) more massive by
RV than by transit timing variation, as already found by Weiss
& Marcy (2014) for other planetary systems. Note that the star
shows a photometric variability of more than 1.5%, which could
have impacted both our RV and the transit times measurements
(Oshagh et al. 2013; Barros et al. 2013). For the other planets,
the masses derived by spectroscopy are fully compatible with the
ones derived by Schmitt et al. (2014b).
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Appendix A.26: KOI-1391.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-1391
by Borucki et al. (2011b) with an orbital period of almost 8 days.
It was not observed by Santerne et al. (2012b) because of its
bad vetting status. We secured two observations with SOPHIE
HE and find a large RV variation. Assuming a circular orbit, no
significant drift and the Kepler ephemeris, we find an amplitude
of K = 32.93 ± 0.04 km.s−1. Assuming a stellar host of M1 =
1.06+0.19

−0.13 M� (Huber et al. 2014), the companion has a mass of
M2 = 0.39 ± 0.04 M�. This candidate is therefore an EB and not
a transiting planet.

Appendix A.27: KOI-1411.01

A giant-planet candidate with a period of ∼305 days was found
by Burke et al. (2014) on the target star KOI-1411. We observed
this star five times with SOPHIE HE. They present no significant
RV variation in phase with the Kepler ephemeris. The rms are 15
m.s−1, 39 m.s−1, and 74 m.s−1 for the RV, bisector and FWHM
(respectively), which are compatible with the typical uncertainty
on this star. We fitted the RV with a Keplerian orbit at the tran-
sit ephemeris. We find an upper-limit at 99% on the amplitude
K1411.01 < 67 m.s−1.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.14+0.15

−0.10 M�, a
radius of R = 1.35+0.58

−0.27 R�, and an age of 5.0 ± 2.6 Gyr. Com-
bining the RV results and the spectroscopic parameters, we have
an upper-limit at the 99% level on the mass of this candidate to
be M1411.01 < 2.13 MX. We can therefore reject that this candi-
date is an eclipsing brown dwarf or binary but we can not firmly
conclude on its nature.

Appendix A.28: KOI-1426.02 & KOI-1426.03

Three different sets of transits were detected in the Kepler data
of the target star KOI-1426 by Borucki et al. (2011b). They have
orbital periods of 39d (KOI-1426.01), 75d (KOI-1426.02), and
150d (KOI-1426.03). Only the two last ones are compatible with
an EGP according to our selection criteria. Based on the planet-
likelihood multiplicity boost described in Lissauer et al. (2014),
Rowe et al. (2014) validated the planetary nature of the two in-
nermost planets. However, the outer planet presenting a grazing
transit (impact parameter of b ≈ 1.0), they did not validated it.

We observed this system six times with SOPHIE HE and find
no significant variation. The rms are 13 m.s−1, 33 m.s−1, and 100
m.s−1 for the RV, bisector and FWHM (respectively), which is
compatible with the typical photon noise for this target. We fit-
ted the derived RV with a three-circular orbit model at the transit
ephemeris. We don’t have enough data to constrain the eccen-
tricity of all the planets. We find upper-limits at the 99% level on
the amplitude of all the planets to Kinner < 37 m.s−1, Kmiddle <
21 m.s−1, and Kouter < 39 m.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1
= 1.04+0.20

−0.12 M� (Huber et al. 2014), we have an upper-limit on
the mass of the candidates to Minner < 0.69 MX, Mmiddle < 0.45
MX, and Mouter < 1.03 MX, with a confidence interval of 99%.
We can therefore rule out that any of these planet candidates is
an EB nor transiting brown dwarf or even a massive EGP.

Appendix A.29: KOI-1431.01

A giant-planet candidate was detected on the target star KOI-
1431 by Batalha et al. (2013). It has an orbital period of about
345 days, which locates it in the habitable zone of its host star ac-

cording to Gaidos (2013). We observed it seven times with SO-
PHIE HE. They do not show significant variation. The rms are
13m.s−1, 18m.s−1, and 74m.s−1 for the RV, bisector and FWHM
(respectively), which are compatible with the uncertainties. We
fitted these data using a Keplerian orbit at the transit ephemeris.
We find an upper-limit at the 99% limit on the amplitude of
K1431.01 < 24 m.s−1.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.00+0.07

−0.04 M�, a
radius of R = 1.16+0.38

−0.18 R�, and an age of 8.9+2.5
−4.2 Gyr. By combin-

ing both analyses, we find an upper-limit at the 99% level on the
mass of KOI-1431.01 of M1431.01 < 0.73 MX. We can therefore
exclude scenarios of false positive invoking a brown dwarf or a
star eclipsing KOI-1431. We can even rule out a massive EGP.
However, we can not firmly establish its nature.

Appendix A.30: KOI-1452.01

A transiting giant-planet candidate was found on the target star
KOI-1452 with an orbital period of 1.15 days by Borucki et al.
(2011b). However, it was reported with a poor vetting flag and
thus, not observed by Santerne et al. (2012b). We observed it
twice with SOPHIE HE which revealed a SB2 with fast-rotating
primary (υ sin i? = 36.2 ± 0.2 km.s−1) and a very faint sec-
ondary. We call star A the brightest component and star B the
faintest one. We were able to derive the RV of both stars. We
fitted the RV of both stars with circular orbits at the Kepler
ephemeris. We find that KA ≈ 48.0 km.s−1 and KB ≈ -91.2
km.s−1, which gives a mass ratio of q ≈ 52.6%. If the host has a
mass of M1 ∼1.46 M� (Huber et al. 2014), thus the secondary
has a mass of M2 ∼ 0.77 M�. Note that we detected a secondary
eclipse in the Kepler data with a depth of about 500ppm. There-
fore, this candidate is not a transiting planet but an EB.

Appendix A.31: KOI-1465.01

Borucki et al. (2011b) reported a giant-planet candidate around
the star KOI-1465 with an orbital period of almost 10 days. It
was not observed by Santerne et al. (2012b) because of its bad
vetting status. We secured five observations with SOPHIE HE
and find a large RV variation in phase with the Kepler ephemeris.
Assuming a circular orbit, no significant drift and the Kepler
ephemeris, we find an amplitude of K = 19.32 ± 0.03 km.s−1.
Assuming a stellar host of M1 = 0.94+0.09

−0.10 M� (Huber et al. 2014),
the companion has a mass of M2 = 0.22 ± 0.02 M�. This candi-
date is therefore an EB and not a transiting planet.

Appendix A.32: KOI-1483.01

We secured two SOPHIE HE observations on KOI-1483 which
hosts a giant-planet candidate at ∼186 days (Burke et al. 2014).
The RV exhibit a large variation in phase with the Kepler
ephemeris. Assuming a circular orbit, no significant drift and the
Kepler ephemeris, we find that the amplitude is K = 4.40 ± 0.02
km.s−1. Assuming a primary star mass of M1 = 0.93 ± 0.10 M�
(Huber et al. 2014), it gives a companion mass of M2 = 0.12 ±
0.01 M�. This candidate is therefore an eclipsing low-mass star
and not a transiting planet.

Appendix A.33: KOI-1546.01

The target star KOI-1546 has been found to host a transiting
giant-planet candidate with a period of 0.9d by Borucki et al.
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(2011b). It was not observed by Santerne et al. (2012b) because
of its bad vetting status. We secured two observations with SO-
PHIE HE that revealed a hint of variation with K ≈ 77 m.s−1

if the orbit is circular. However, the analysis of the line profile
of the star also reveal a bisector variation (∼ 250m.s−1), anti-
correlated with the RV as well as a large FWHM variation (∼
900 m.s−1) correlated with the RV. This is an evidence that the
stellar host is blended with an unseen blended star which has a
narrower line-profile width (Santerne et al. 2015). We concluded
that this system is either a triple system or a background EB, but
not a transiting planet. Note that a stellar companion located at
0.6′′ and about 1 magnitude fainter in the i-band has been de-
tected by Lillo-Box et al. (2014) in lucky imaging. If this com-
panion is the host of the transit event, the companion might still
be compatible with an inflated hot jupiter. Further observations
are needed to confirm this.

Appendix A.34: KOI-1574.01

Four different sets of transits were found in the Kepler light
curve of the target star KOI-1574: one giant-planet candidate
at 114 days (Borucki et al. 2011b, KOI-1574.01 ;), one Saturn-
size candidate at 574 days (Burke et al. 2014, KOI-1574.02 ;),
and two Earth-size candidates at 5.8d and 9d (KOI-1574.03 and
KOI-1574.04, respectively ; Rowe et al. 2015). Only the EGP
at 114 days is within our selection criteria. The two large and
long-orbital periods objects have already been confirmed thanks
to the transiting timing variation analysis performed by Ofir et al.
(2014). However, they reported a different period for the outer-
most planet of 192 d, i.e. one third of the period found by Burke
et al. (2014). They reported planetary masses for the two giant
objects of M1574.01 = 1.02 ± 0.03 MX and M1574.02 = 6.5 ± 0.8
M⊕.

We secured five observations of KOI-1574 with SOPHIE
HE. The data have a rms of 12m.s−1 which is compatible with
the uncertainties. The bisector and FWHM have rms of 44 m.s−1

and 38 m.s−1, respectively. We fitted four circular orbits to the
data fixing the orbital ephemeris to the transit ones. For KOI-
1574.02, we choose the period of 572 days. We detect a hint
of variation for the EGP at 114 days, with an amplitude of
K1574.01 = 41 ± 20 m.s−1, and an upper-limit of K1574.01 < 90
m.s−1 within the 99% confidence interval. For the other plan-
ets, we find upper-limits at the 99% level on their amplitudes
of K1574.02 < 39 m.s−1, K1574.03 < 66 m.s−1, and K1574.04 < 67
m.s−1.

Assuming a stellar host mass of M1 = 1.08 ± 0.06 M� (Ofir
et al. 2014), it gives a mass constraint for the EGP in our sample
of M1574.01 = 1.05 ± 0.47 MX (M1574.01 < 2.25 MX at the 99%
level). This value is fully compatible with the one derived by the
transit timing analysis of Ofir et al. (2014). For the other planet
candidates, we find upper-limits on the mass at the 99% level
of M1574.02 < 1.66 MX, M1574.03 < 0.61 MX, and M1574.04 <
0.68 MX. Assuming that KOI-1574.02 orbits with a period of
192d, as stated by Ofir et al. (2014), does not change signifi-
cantly our constraints on the mass of KOI-1574.01. For the other
planets, the upper-limits at 99% change to M1574.02 < 1.91 MX,
M1574.03 < 0.58 MX, and M1574.04 < 1.10 MX.

We conclude that none of these transiting candidates is an
eclipsing brown dwarf or low-mass star eclipsing the target star.
We confirm they have a mass within the planetary range.

Appendix A.35: KOI-1645.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-1645.01 was found by Burke
et al. (2014) with an orbital period of 41 days. We observed it
twice with SOPHIE HE and find a clear SB2. We fitted the cross-
correlation function with a two-Gaussian profile to derive the RV
of both stars. We call star A the one with the deepest line profile
and star B the one with the shallowest line profile. The varia-
tion of both stars is anti-correlated, which gives a mass ratio of
87.6%. The star A exhibits a RV variation in anti-phase with the
Kepler ephemeris, revealing that the secondary eclipse was de-
tected in the light-curve. This candidate is not a transiting planet
but a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.36: KOI-1783.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the host star KOI-
1783 with a period of 134d by Batalha et al. (2013). We observed
it twice with SOPHIE HE and find no significant RV variation.
The bisector and FWHM variation are also compatible with their
photon noise. By fitting a circular orbit with no drift at the transit
ephemeris, we find an upper-limit at the 99% level on the RV
amplitude of K < 81.3 m.s−1.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.57+0.23

−0.11 M�, a
radius of R = 1.84+0.77

−0.29 R�, and an age of 1.2 ± 0.5 Gyr. Com-
bining the two analyses, we derive an upper-limit on the mass of
this candidate of M1783.01 < 2.83 MX, within the 99% confidence
interval. We can therefore exclude a star or brown dwarf eclips-
ing the target star, but we can not firmly establish the planetary
nature of this candidate.

Appendix A.37: KOI-1784.01

A giant-planet candidate was revealed by Batalha et al. (2013)
with a period of 5 days and a depth of less than 0.4%. It was not
included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). However, it
was revised in Rowe et al. (2015) with a depth of more than
0.4%, which included it in our giant sample. We observed it
twice with SOPHIE HE and find a clear SB2. We fitted the cross-
correlation functions with a two-Gaussian function to derive the
RV of both stars. We call star A the one with the deepest line
profile and star B the one with the shallowest line profile. The
RV of both stars are not correlated, which indicate that this sys-
tem is not just an EB, but a more complex system, likely a triple.
Assuming a circular orbit, the star B shows RV variation in phase
with the Kepler ephemeris with an amplitude of KB = 14.13 ±
0.46 km.s−1. Assuming a solar-mass for this star B, the compan-
ion would have a mass of about 0.12 M�. However, if the mass
of star B is much lower, the companion could be in the brown
dwarf regime. Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting planet
but likely a triple system.

Appendix A.38: KOI-1788.01

A giant-planet candidate transiting the target star KOI-1788 ev-
ery 71 days (KOI-1788.01) has been reported by Batalha et al.
(2013). The planet hunters community found another planet-
candidate transiting this star, with an orbital period of nearly one
year (KOI-1788.02 ; Wang et al. 2013). We observed this tar-
get six times with SOPHIE HE. The derived RV have a rms of
13 m.s−1. The bisector and FWHM present some variation, with
rms of 108 m.s−1 and 76 m.s−1 (respectively). These line-profile
variation might be caused by the large activity of the star, which
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also imprint a photometric variability on the Kepler light curve
at the level of ∼ 4%. We fitted these data with two circular orbits
at the Kepler ephemeris. We find upper-limits on the amplitude
of both planet candidates, at the 99% level, of K1788.01 < 22.6
m.s−1 and K1788.02 < 77.2 m.s−1.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 0.84+0.32

−0.09 M�, a ra-
dius of R = 1.1+1.6

−0.3 R�, and an age of 12.5 ± 8.4 Gyr. Combining
the two analyses, we find upper-limits on the mass of both candi-
dates of M1788.01 < 0.48 MX and M1788.02 < 3.0 MX, within 99%
interval confidence. We can therefore exclude brown dwarfs or
stars eclipsing the target star, but we can not firmly establish the
nature of these candidates.

Appendix A.39: KOI-2679.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-2679.01 was revealed in Burke
et al. (2014) with an orbital period of 111 days. We secured
two observations with SOPHIE HE that revealed a unique and
wide line profile, with υ sin i? = 29.8 ± 0.2 km.s−1. The RV
do not show significant variation, nor the bisector and FWHM.
We fitted a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris and find that
K2679.01 < 1.41 km.s−1, at the 99% level. Assuming a host mass
of M1 = 1.18+0.27

−0.17 M�, the candidate mass has an upper-limit of
M2679.01 < 40.3 MX, at the 99% level. We can therefore exclude
that KOI-2679.01 is an EB, but we can not firmly establish its
nature.

Appendix A.40: KOI-3411.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the target star KOI-
3411 with an orbital period of 27 days (Rowe et al. 2015). We
secured two observations with SOPHIE HE which revealed a
clear SB2. We fitted the cross-correlation function with a two-
Gaussian function. We call star A the line with the deepest profile
and star B the one with the shallowest profile. The velocities
of both stars are anti-correlated with a slope of 76.8%, which
corresponds to the mass ratio q = MB/MA. The variation of the
star A, the most massive one in the system, is in phase with the
Kepler ephemeris. This means that the transit epoch observed by
Kepler corresponds to the primary eclipse of this binary. This
candidate is not a transiting planet but a primary-only EB.

Appendix A.41: KOI-3663.01

A giant-planet candidate was revealed by the planet hunters com-
munity in Wang et al. (2013) with an orbital period of 283 days.
This candidate is located in the habitable zone. Based on statisti-
cal considerations, the same authors validated this candidate as a
planet. Using Keck RV, they also excluded a 80 MXcompanion
at the 95.7% probability. We secured four spectra of this host
star with SOPHIE HE. The RV, bisector and FHWM have an
rms of 20 m.s−1, 37 m.s−1, and 141 m.s−1 (respectively). We
find a hint of correlation between the observed RV and the line-
profile bisector. The Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.80 ±
0.28. More observations are needed to confirm this correlation
and the planetary nature of this candidate.

In their blend exclusion, Wang et al. (2013) ruled out the pos-
sibility that this candidate is a triple system based on the fact that
a deep secondary eclipse would have been detected in the Kepler
light-curve. However, with an orbital period of 283 days, even a
small eccentricity and a non-perfect orbital alignment with the
line-of-sight might show either the primary or secondary eclipse
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Fig. A.4. Bisector Vspan as a function of the RV for the target star KOI-
3663.

of a binary. So, the absence of secondary eclipse does not firmly
ruled out the scenario of a triple system. Our observed bisector
correlation would indicate, if confirmed, that this candidate is
blended with a binary star, thus likely in a triple system. Without
the confirmation it is a triple system, we consider this candidate
as a planet, as reported in Wang et al. (2013).

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find a host mass of M = 1.05+0.23

−0.10 M�, a
radius of R = 1.37+0.70

−0.32 R�, and an age of 6.8 ± 4.5 Gyr.

Appendix A.42: KOI-3678.01

The giant-planet candidate transiting the target star KOI-3678
with a period of 161 days was announced by Rowe et al. (2015).
We observed it four times with SOPHIE HE. The observed rms
of the RV, bisector and FWHM are 23 m.s−1, 16 m.s−1, and 36
m.s−1, respectively. There is a hint of RV variation. Assuming a
circular orbit, we find K = -31 ± 11 m.s−1, hence the RV are in
anti-phase with the Kepler ephemeris. The target star exhibits a
photometric variability at the level of about 1% peak-to-valley.
Considering a υ sin i? of 4.5 ± 1.2 km.s−1, we expect an activity-
induced RV signal at the level of 45 m.s−1, which is compatible
with our observed variation. No clear bisector nor FWHM cor-
relation is found with the RV. For this reason, we did not attempt
to model the RV. Assuming that any circular orbit with an am-
plitude of three times the rms would have been clearly signif-
icantly detected, we can put some constraints to K3678.01 < 70
m.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1 = 0.818+0.15

−0.06 M�, we can
constrain the mass of the transiting candidates to M3678.01 < 1.43
MX, within 99% of probability. We can therefore exclude that a
massive planet, brown dwarf or star is transiting / eclipsing the
target star, but we can not firmly conclude on the nature of this
candidate.

Appendix A.43: KOI-3680.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-3680.01 was revealed in Rowe
et al. (2015) with an orbital period of 141 days. We observed it
with SOPHIE HE. The RV show a significant variation that cor-
respond to a M ∼ 2.2 MX planetary companion in an eccentric
orbit. This planet will be further characterised in a forthcoming
paper (Hébrard et al., in prep.).
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Appendix A.44: KOI-3681.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-3681.01 was revealed in Rowe
et al. (2015) with an orbital period of 2018 days. We observed
it with both SOPHIE HE and HR. The RV in both instrumental
configuration show a significant variation that correspond to a M
∼ 4.4 MX planetary companion in an eccentric orbit. This planet
will be further characterised in a forthcoming paper.

Appendix A.45: KOI-3683.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the target star KOI-
3683 with an orbital period of 214 days (Rowe et al. 2015). We
observed it twice with SOPHIE HE and find no significant vari-
ation at the level of the photon noise for the RV, bisector and
FWHM. Assuming a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris, we
fitted these two RV and find that K3683.01 < 53 m.s−1 at the 99%
level.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We derived a host mass of M = 1.49+0.19

−0.13 M�,
a radius of R = 1.70+0.57

−0.26 R�, and an age of 1.4 ± 0.7 Gyr. Com-
bining the two analyses, we find that the candidate has a mass of
M3683.01 < 2.08 MX, at the 99% level. We can therefore exclude
a star or brown dwarf eclipsing the target star, but we can not
firmly establish its planetary nature based on these data.

Appendix A.46: KOI-3685.01

Rowe et al. (2015) reported two transiting candidates around the
target star KOI-3685: one giant-planet candidate with an orbital
period of 209 days (KOI-3685.01) and a 1.6-R⊕ super-Earth at 7
days (KOI-3685.02). This system was not validated by Rowe et
al. (2014) because the giant-planet candidate has an impact pa-
rameter compatible with 1.0 with 1-σ (i.e. a grazing transit). We
secured two observations of this target star with SOPHIE HE.
The cross-correlation functions reveal a clear SB2 that we fit-
ted with a two-Gaussian function (see Fig. A.5). We call star A
the star with the deepest line profile and star B the one with the
shallowest line profile. Thus, star A is supposed to be the bright-
est component of the system. Note that for the first observation
the two stars are blended. The RV uncertainties we estimated are
probably under-estimated.
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If the RV variation of star B is real, both stars shows RV
variation in anti-phase. From the slope of the RV correlation be-

tween the two stars, it is possible to determine their mass ratio.
So, if the observed variation are caused by the orbit of star B
around star A, we find a mass ratio of q ≈ 13.7. This means
that star B would be about 14 times more massive than star A.
Assuming a mass – luminosity relation such as ∆L = q3.5, star
B should be about 104 times more luminous than star A. This
is hardly compatible with the fact that star A has a deeper line
profile than star B. In such case, we would not be able to detect
the spectral lines from star A. Thus, the RV variation of star A
should be explained by another object in the system. Given their
relatively close RV, it is likely that star A and B are bound, but
are orbiting in a long period.

We fitted a circular orbit to the RV of star A at the ephemeris
of KOI-3685.01 and KOI-3685.02. In both cases, the variation
is seen in phase with the ephemeris, but the derived amplitudes
are K3685.01 ∼ 7.7 km.s−1 and K3685.02 ∼ 152 km.s−1 for KOI-
3685.01 and KOI-3685.02 (respectively). A RV of 152 km.s−1

at 7 days would required a stellar host of more than 10 M� in
order to keep the mass ratio q ≤ 1. Thus, we concluded that the
variation seen on star A is caused by the orbit of KOI-3685.01.
Since the stars are blended, it is difficult to determine the mass
of the host, KOI-3685 A. Assuming this star is a solar-like star,
KOI-3685.01 would have a mass of about M3685.01 = 0.25 M�
and is clearly in the stellar domain. Therefore, the system KOI-
3685 is composed by at least three stars: A, B and .01 that we
call now star C. In this system, it is likely that the star B orbits
the binary AC. This system is already listed in the Kepler EB
catalog.

In this complex system, the super-Earth candidate KOI-
3685.02 could either transit the star A, B, or even C. In any case,
its transit depth is severely diluted. The dilution is much greater
if it transits star C. Using the asterodensity profiling (Kipping
2014) and assuming that this candidate has a circular orbit, we
find that the density of the transit host is ρ = 0.18 ± 0.05 ρ�.
However, according to Kipping (2014), the blend-effect which is
expected to be strong in this case, makes that this value of ρ is
under-estimated. Therefore, using the asterodensity profiling of
this candidate, we can only poorly constrain the density of the
host to be ρ > 0.18 ρ�. This does not allow us to determine on
which star this candidate transits. However, given the large dilu-
tion, this candidate is expected to be substantially larger than 1.6
R⊕.

Appendix A.47: KOI-3689.01

A giant-planet candidate was announced by Rowe et al. (2015)
to transit the target star KOI-3689 every 5.24 days. This candi-
date was not included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b)
because this target was not observed at that time. KOI-3689 was
only observed by Kepler during the quarter 1027. We observed it
twice with SOPHIE HE and find no variation in the RV, bisec-
tor and FWHM above the photon-noise floor. We fitted the RV
with a circular orbit and find that K3689.01 < 56 m.s−1 within a
probability of 99%.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We derived a host mass of M = 1.27 ± 0.20
M�, a radius of R = 1.41+0.59

−0.24 R�, and an age of 2.5+2.0
−1.1 Gyr. Com-

bining the two results, we find that the candidate has an upper-
limit on its mass of M3689.01 < 0.61 MX, at the 99% level. We
can therefore exclude a massive planet, brown dwarf or a star

27 The quarter 10 was observed between June and September 2011. The
data were released in October 2012.
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transiting / eclipsing the target star. However, we can not rule a
diluted transit on a background or companion star.

Appendix A.48: KOI-3720.01

We observed twice with SOPHIE HE the target star KOI-3720.
This star host a giant-planet candidate with an orbital period of
213 days (Rowe et al. 2015). The cross-correlation function re-
vealed a wide line profile with υ sin i?= 24.7 ± 0.1 km.s−1. The
derived RV show a large variation that we fitted with a circular
orbit. We find K3720.01 = 4.80 ± 0.06 km.s−1. Assuming a host
mass of M1 = 1.34+0.29

−0.25 M� (Huber et al. 2014), we find that the
companion has a mass of M2 = 0.18 ± 0.02 M�. This candidate
is therefore not a transiting planet but clearly an EB.

Appendix A.49: KOI-3721.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the target star KOI-
3721 with an orbital period of 6.41 days (Rowe et al. 2014).
This candidate was not observed in the sample of Santerne et al.
(2012b) because it was only observed by Kepler during the quar-
ter 10, which was not available at that time. We observed it twice
with SOPHIE HE. The observed cross-correlated functions re-
vealed a clear SB2. We derived the RV of both stars by fitting a
two-Gaussian function. We call star A the one with the deepest
line profile and star B the one with the shallowest line profile.
The star A do not show RV variation at the level of the photon
noise. However, the star B shows a large RV variation. Fitting
this variation with a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris, we
find that K3721B = -44.99 ± 0.87 km.s−1 and a systemic RV of
γ3721B = -0.22 ± 0.82 km.s−1. The RV amplitude being nega-
tive, the variation of the star B is in anti-phase with the Kepler
ephemeris. Then, the RV of both stars are not correlated. So, if
both the star A and B are bound, they are probably orbiting with
a long orbital period and not at 6.41 days.

Another object should thus be invoked to explained the ob-
served transit and the RV of the star B. Two reasons might ex-
plain the variations in anti-phase of the star B: (1) the ephemeris
are wrong and the true period is twice the observed one, (2) this
system is a secondary-only EB. We tried fixing the orbital pe-
riod at two times 6.41 days keeping the epoch of primary transit
to the one reported in (Rowe et al. 2014) or shifted by half a
double-period (hence, shifted by 6.41 days). In both cases, the
RV observations are covering a very small fraction of the ex-
pected circular-orbit variation (orbital phases of 0.13 and 0.37 or
phases of 0.63 and 0.87). So, fitting the RV of the star B at these
new ephemeris gives huge values of K3721B to about ± 18000
km.s−1, which is unphysical for stars. We assumed that this sce-
nario of a binary with twice the observed period is not reason-
able.

The only other scenario to explain the anti-correlated varia-
tion of the star B is to have a secondary-only EB, likely bound
with another, brighter star. Even if having a secondary-only EB
in a triple system is quite unlikely to occur, Santerne et al.
(2013a) predicted that about ten Kepler candidates could be of
that type. It would required the binary KOI-3721 B to be ec-
centric with a period of 6.4 days, which is quite surprising with
such orbital period. This is not impossible if the system is under
a Lidov – Kozai resonance (Lidov 1962; Kozai 1962). Note that
Devor et al. (2008) already reported eccentric EBs among the
transatlantic exoplanet survey data with orbital period as small
as 2 days.

It is clear that this candidate is not a transiting planet, but it is
most likely a triple system. In this system, Kolbl et al. (2015) de-
tected three stellar components which confirm the triple system
scenario.

Appendix A.50: KOI-3780.01

The target star KOI-3780 was found to host a giant-planet can-
didate with a period of 28 days (Rowe et al. 2015). We observed
this target twice with SOPHIE HE and find a large RV varia-
tion, in phase with the Kepler ephemeris. We fitted this variation
with a circular orbit at the transit ephemeris and find an ampli-
tude of K = 33.29 ± 0.23 km.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1
= 1.20+0.27

−0.19 M�, we find that the companion has a mass of M2
= 0.75 ± 0.08 M�. Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting
planet but clearly an EB.

Appendix A.51: KOI-3782.01

A giant-planet candidate with a period of 187 days was reported
by Rowe et al. (2015). We observed it three times with SOPHIE
HE which reveal a clear SB2. We fitted the cross-correlation
functions with a two-Gaussian profile to derive the RV of both
stars. We call star A the one with the deepest line profile and star
B the one with the shallowest line profile. The RV of both stars
are anti-correlated which gives a mass ratio of 81.4%. The vari-
ation of star A is anti-correlated with the transit ephemeris, indi-
cating that Kepler detected the secondary eclipse of this binary
system. This candidate is not a transiting planet but a secondary-
only EB.

Appendix A.52: KOI-3783.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the target star KOI-
3782 with an orbital period of 197 days (Rowe et al. 2015). We
observed it four times with SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation
functions revealed a wide line profile with a υ sin i? = 71.7 ±
0.1 km.s−1. We fitted them with a rotation profile as described
in Santerne et al. (2012a). For that fast-rotating star, we failed
in fitting the Vspan asymmetry diagnosis, because the profile of
the star is clearly not Gaussian. We report instead the BIS di-
agnosis (see Santerne et al. 2015, for a review on line-profile
asymmetry diagnoses). Our RV have a rms of 115 m.s−1 with a
typical photon noise of about 600 m.s−1. We fitted these RV with
a Keplerian orbit at the transit ephemeris. We find that the RV
amplitude is K3783.01 < 4.49 km.s−1 with a probability of 99%.
Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.69+0.35

−0.22 M� (Huber et al. 2014),
we find a companion mass upper-limit of M3783.01 < 0.13 M� at
the 99% level. The bisector does not show variation above the
photon noise floor, relatively high for this target. Because of the
fast rotation of the host star, our spectroscopic measurements are
not able to rule out a low-mass star eclipsing the target star. We
can not resolved the nature of this giant-transiting candidate.

Recently, Bognár et al. (2015) characterised the host star
KOI-3787 as a γ-Doradus or δ-Scuti star. They also found that
the transit event duration was too short for being host by this hot
star and concluded it could be a false positive. According to their
results, the host of the transit event is a star about eight times
fainter than the target star. We don’t have a S/N high enough
to detect this contaminating star, which is most likely blended
within the broad line profile of the target star. For these reasons,
we consider this candidate as a chance-aligned EB and not as a
transiting planet.
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Appendix A.53: KOI-3784.01

A giant-planet candidate was found to transit the target star KOI-
3784 every 23.87 days (Rowe et al. 2015). This candidate was
not included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b) because it
was observed by Kepler only during the quarter 10, which was
not available at that time. We observed it twice with SOPHIE HE
which revealed a clear SB2. We fitted the cross-correlated func-
tion with a two-Gaussian function and derived the RV of both
stars. We call star A the one with the deepest line profile and star
B the one with the shallowest line profile. The RV of both stars
are anti-correlated. Using the slope of this anti-correlation, we
measured a mass ratio of q = MB/MA ≈ 94.4%. This confirms
that the star A is the most massive component of this binary sys-
tem. The RV variation of star A is in anti-phase with the Kepler
ephemeris, indicating that the transit epoch corresponds to the
secondary eclipse of this binary. This candidate is clearly not a
transiting planet but a nearly equal-mass secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.54: KOI-3787.01

We observed twice with SOPHIE HE the giant-planet candidate
host KOI-3787, revealed by Rowe et al. (2015) with an orbital
period of 142 days. The derived RV show a large variation in
phase with the Kepler ephemeris. We fitted these data with a
circular orbit at the transit period and epoch and find an ampli-
tude of K = 5.00 ± 0.01 km.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1 =
1.0+0.18

−0.11 M�, we find that the companion has a mass of M2 = 0.14
± 0.01 M�. Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting planet
but a low-mass EB.

Appendix A.55: KOI-3811.01

The target star KOI-3811 was found to host a giant-planet can-
didate that transits every 290 days (Rowe et al. 2015). We ob-
served it twice with SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation function
revealed a clear SB2 that we fitted with a two-Gaussian func-
tion. The star A (B) is the one with the deepest (shallowest) line
profile. The two stars show anti-correlated RV variations, with
a slope of q = 77.0%. This corresponds to their mass ratio. The
variation of the star A is in anti-phase with Kepler ephemeris,
which means that the transit detected by Kepler is the secondary
eclipse of this eccentric system. We conclude that this candidate
is not a transiting planet but a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.56: KOI-5034.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-5034
with an orbital period of 283 days (Mullally et al. 2015). We ob-
served it twice with SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation function
revealed a clear SB2 that we fitted with a two-Gaussian func-
tion. The RV of both stars are clearly anti-correlated with a slope
close to 1.0, revealing a nearly-equal mass binary. However,
given the different orbital phase observations (0.34 and 0.26),
the two velocities show a relatively small variation for an equal-
mass binary. This requires that the system is eccentric. Without
more spectroscopic observations, we can not constrain the stellar
masses and eccentricity of this system. This candidate is clearly
not a transiting planet but an EB.

Appendix A.57: KOI-5086.01

The candidate KOI-5086.01 was announced by Mullally et al.
(2015) with an orbital period of 22 days. We secured three ob-

servations with SOPHIE HE that revealed a clear RV variation in
anti-phase with the Kepler ephemeris. We concluded this system
is a secondary-only EB. The light curve exhibits clear eclipse
depth variation revealing that this EB is likely in a higher-order
multiple stellar system. Since the RV variation is observed on
the brightest star, we consider it as an EB.

Appendix A.58: KOI-5132.01

A giant-planet candidate was announced by Mullally et al.
(2015) on the target star KOI-5132 with an orbital period of
44 days. We observed it four times with SOPHIE HE. The RV
clearly show a large variation in anti-phase with the Kepler
ephemeris indicating a secondary-only EB. We fitted these data
with a Keplerian orbit fixing the epoch of the secondary eclipse
as the epoch of transit detected by Kepler and fixing the orbital
period to the transit one. We find a best-fit model with an ec-
centricity of e = 0.18 and an amplitude of K = 25.12 km.s−1.
Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.98 M� (Huber et al. 2014), the
companion has a mass of M2 = 0.81 M�, clearly in the stellar
domain. Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting planet but a
secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.59: KOI-5384.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-5384.01 was announced with an
orbital period of almost 8 days (Mullally et al. 2015). We ob-
served it twice with SOPHIE HE and find a wide line profile in
the cross-correlation function. We fitted it with a rotation profile
as described in Santerne et al. (2012a). We found that υ sin i? =
43.6 ± 0.3 km.s−1. The BIS shows a significant variation of about
9 km.s−1. This is a hint for a blended stellar component, but we
don’t have enough data to confirm this. We fitted the derived RV
with a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris. We find an am-
plitude of K5384.01 < 2.43 km.s−1 within a probability of 99%.
Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.05+0.27

−0.12 M� (Huber et al. 2014),
the candidate has a mass constraint of M5384.01 < 27.0 MX, at
the 99% level. We can therefore exclude a massive brown dwarf
or a star eclipsing the target star, but we can not firmly establish
the planetary nature of this candidate. Note that this candidate is
listed in the Kepler EB catalog (Kirk et al, in prep.) with a double
period. It is also listed as a detached EB in Bradley et al. (2015),
but with the nominal period found by (Mullally et al. 2015). We
conclude that this system is likely a CEB.

Appendix A.60: KOI-5436.01

A giant-planet candidate with a period of 28 days was reported
in Mullally et al. (2015). We observed it twice with SOPHIE HE
which reveal a clear SB2. We fitted the cross-correlation func-
tions with a two-Gaussian profile to derive the RV of both stars.
We call star A the one with the deepest line profile and star B
the one with the shallowest line profile. The RV of both stars
are anti-correlated, which indicates a mass ratio of 67.5%. The
variation of star A is in anti-phase with the transit ephemeris, re-
vealing that Kepler observed the secondary eclipse of this binary
system. This candidate is not a transiting planet but a secondary-
only EB.

Appendix A.61: KOI-5529.01

The Kepler space telescope detected a giant-planet candidate
transiting the star KOI-5529 every 70 days (Mullally et al. 2015).
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We observed it twice with SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation
function revealed three different sets of stellar lines that we fit-
ted with a three-Gaussian profile (see Fig. A.6). We identify the
stars A, B, and C as the deepest to the shallowest line profile.
The stars A and B show large and anti-correlated RV variation,
while star C shows a small and marginally significant variation.
We interpreted these data as the signature of a triple system, with
A and B orbiting with a period of 70 days, and C orbiting with a
much longer orbital period.
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Fig. A.6. Cross-correlated function of the target star KOI-5529 reveal-
ing three stellar components. The legend indicates the orbital phase of
the transiting candidate. An arbitrary offset in flux has been set between
the two observations. The red lines are the three-Gaussian fits to the
CCFs.

The slope of the correlation between the variations of A and
B is of 96.9%, with A the most massive star among the two. The
variation of the star A is in anti-phase with the Kepler ephemeris,
which reveals that Kepler observed the secondary eclipse of this
system. It is clear that this candidate is not a transiting planet but
likely a triple system with a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.62: KOI-5708.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-5708
by Mullally et al. (2015) with an orbital period of almost 8 days.
This candidate was not known at the time of the observations
of Santerne et al. (2012b), and thus, was not included in their
sample. We observed it twice with SOPHIE HE. We find a large
RV variation in phase with the Kepler ephemeris. Assuming this
variation is caused by the transiting object, we fitted a circular
orbit and find an amplitude of K = 17.58 ± 0.02 km.s−1. Assum-
ing a host mass of M1 = 1.14+0.26

−0.22 M� (Huber et al. 2014), it gives
a companion mass of M2 = 0.20 ± 0.03 M�. This candidate is
clearly not a transiting planet but a EB.

Appendix A.63: KOI-5745.01

The target star KOI-5745 hosts a giant-planet candidate with
an orbital period of 11 days (Mullally et al. 2015). It was not
included in the giant-candidate sample from Santerne et al.
(2012b) because it was discovered after their observations. We
observed it twice with SOPHIE HE which revealed a clear SB2.
We fitted the cross-correlation functions with a two-Gaussian
profile. Note that the two line profiles are blended at the sec-
ond epoch, so our photon noise uncertainties are likely underes-
timated. We call star A and B the brightest and faintest compo-
nents of the system, identified based on their line-profile depth
(the deepest is the brightest). The RV variations of both stars

are anti-correlated, which allow us to measure their mass ratio
q = MB/MA = 91.1%. The RV of the star A are in anti-phase
with the transit ephemeris which means that Kepler detected the
secondary eclipse of this system. It is not possible to fit this
system using circular orbits, but we don’t have enough point to
measure the eccentricity and masses of the stars in this system.
Therefore, this system is not a transiting planet but a secondary-
only EB.

Appendix A.64: KOI-5976.01

A giant-planet candidate was detected on the target star KOI-
5976 with an orbital period of 2.7 days (Mullally et al. 2015). It
was not included in the sample from Santerne et al. (2012b) be-
cause it was not reported as a candidate in Batalha et al. (2013).
We observed it eight times with SOPHIE HE. The RV, bisector
and FHWM present rms of 40 m.s−1, 48 m.s−1, and 99 m.s−1

(respectively). We detected a hint of RV variation with K = 24+23
−15

m.s−1 assuming a circular orbit, with a large jitter of 41+20
−12 m.s−1.

We did not detect significant correlation between the RV and the
bisector nor FWHM.

We derived the stellar atmospheric parameters that are re-
ported in Table 2. We find that these parameters correspond to
a mass of M = 1.55+0.83

−0.55 M�, a radius of R1 = 7.8+5.2
−3.1 R�, and an

age of 2.7+9.1
−1.9 Gyr. The host is therefore clearly a giant star. As-

suming that the transit occurs on the target star, with a depth of
1.3%, the companion would have a radius of R2 = 0.91+0.61

−0.36 R�.
This is clearly not compatible with the expected radius of an
EGP. Moreover, this large stellar radius corresponds to a circular
orbit at 2.05+1.6

−0.94 days. If the a companion is transiting this host
star every 2.7 days, it is likely orbiting very close to the stellar
surface, or even inside the star.

Since we did not detect a large RV variation on the target
star, we conclude that this candidate is most likely a triple system
with a giant primary star and not a transiting planet.

Appendix A.65: KOI-6066.01

A giant-planet candidate was announced by Mullally et al.
(2015) to transit the target star KOI-6066 every 14 days. It was
not reported by Batalha et al. (2013) and thus not included in
the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). We observed it twice with
SOPHIE HE and find a large RV variation in phase with the Ke-
pler ephemeris. We fitted them with a circular orbit at the transit
ephemeris and find an amplitude of K = 23.00 ± 0.03 km.s−1.
Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.23+0.26

+0.20 M� (Huber et al. 2014),
we find that the companion has a mass of M2 = 0.56 ± 0.04 M�.
Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting planet but an EB.

Appendix A.66: KOI-6114.01

A giant-planet candidate transiting the target star KOI-6114 was
first announced by Mullally et al. (2015) with an orbital period
of 25 days. It was then flagged as a false-positive. Before this
change of disposition in the archive, we secured two spectra with
SOPHIE HE. The cross-correlation function revealed a shallow
and narrow line with a large variation in phase with the Kepler
ephemeris and with K = 6.66 ± 0.14 km.s−1, assuming a circular
orbit. We interpreted these data as a triple system with a very
hot or fast rotating star which does not contribute to the cross-
correlation function besides its continuum flux. This scenario is
compatible with the effective temperature of the host found by
Huber et al. (2014) of Teff = 9128+273

−402 K. Therefore, we confirm
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this candidate is not a transiting planet but a triple system. Since
it is now considered as a false-positive in the latest candidate
release, we did not include it in our sample.

Appendix A.67: KOI-6124.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-6124
(Mullally et al. 2015) with a period of 7 days. It was later on
flagged as a false positive. In the mean time, we secured two
spectra with SOPHIE HE that revealed a wide line profile with
large RV variation. We estimated the υ sin i? of the host star to
be υ sin i? = 51.3 ± 0.8 km.s−1. The RV show variation in anti-
phase with the transit ephemeris, indicating that Kepler detected
the secondary eclipse of this binary. We confirm this candidate
is not a transiting planet but a secondary-only EB.

Appendix A.68: KOI-6132.01

Mullally et al. (2015) reported two candidates transiting the tar-
get star KOI-6132: a giant-planet candidate at 33 days (KOI-
6132.01) and a Neptune-size planet at 8 days (KOI-6132.02).
Another set of transit was also detected with a period of 12 days
(KOI-6132.03) but was rejected as false-positive by the same
authors. We observed it six times with SOPHIE HE. We find
no significant RV variation. The rms are 69 m.s−1, 64m.s−1, and
51m.s−1 for the RV, bisector and FWHM. We fitted two circu-
lar orbits at the ephemeris of the two candidates and found that
K6132.01 < 109 m.s−1 and K6132.02 < 120 m.s−1 at the 99% level.
Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.35+0.25

−0.27 M� (Huber et al. 2014),
it corresponds to companion mass of M6132.01 < 2.25 MX and
M6132.02 < 1.50 MX, at the 99% level. We can thus reject that
these candidates are EB or brown dwarfs but we can not firmly
establish their planetary natures.

Appendix A.69: KOI-6175.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-6175
with a period of 10 days (Mullally et al. 2015). We observed it
twice with SOPHIE HE which revealed a large RV variation. By
fitting this variation with a circular orbit at the Kepler ephemeris,
we find K = 20.13 ± 0.03 km.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1
= 1.38 ± 28 M� (Huber et al. 2014), the companion has a mass
of M2 = 0.29 ± 0.04 M�. Therefore, we conclude that this can-
didate is not a transiting planet but an EB.

Appendix A.70: KOI-6235.01

A giant-planet candidate was found on the target star KOI-6235
with an orbital period of 2.05 days (Mullally et al. 2015). We
observed it six times with SOPHIE HE. The rms of the RV, bi-
sector and FWHM are 67 m.s−1, 94 m.s−1, and 198 m.s−1 (re-
spectively). Those rms are larger than the typical photon noise
uncertainty on these measurements. We find a hint of RV vari-
ation with K = 89 ± 12 m.s−1 assuming a circular orbit at the
transit ephemeris. There is also a hint of correlation between the
bisector and the RV. The FWHM also shows some variations.

Huber et al. (2014) reported that the host is a giant star, with
a radius of R1 = 4.09+2.76

−1.12 R�. Therefore, with a transit depth of
0.5%, the transiting companion would have a radius of R2 = 0.38
± 0.16 R�. If the transit occurs on the target star, it would be too
deep to be compatible with a planet. Moreover, by analysing the
transits of this candidate, we found a significant odd – even depth
difference (see Fig. A.7), revealing that this candidate is clearly

not a transiting planet but most likely a triple system with a giant
primary and a nearly-equal mass EB with a period of 4.1 days.

Fig. A.7. Odd (left) and even (right) transits of the candidate KOI-
6235.01.

Appendix A.71: KOI-6251.01

The giant-planet candidate KOI-6251.01 was found by Mullally
et al. (2015) with an orbital period of 15 days. The first estimate
of its transit depth was of 0.5% (Mullally et al. 2015), but was
later on revised to slightly above 3%. This candidate was ini-
tially in our candidate list and observed twice with SOPHIE HE.
Finally, since its transit depth is now outside our selection crite-
ria, this candidate is no longer in our sample. We find a wide line
profile in the cross-correlation function that we fitted with a ro-
tation profile as in Santerne et al. (2012a) which gives a υ sin i?=
19.1 ± 0.3 km.s−1. The derived RV present a large variation in
phase with the Kepler ephemeris. By fitting a circular orbit at
the transit ephemeris, we find an amplitude of K = 11.68 ± 0.70
km.s−1. Assuming a host mass of M1 = 1.98+0.17

−0.47 M� (Huber et
al. 2014), the companion has a mass of M2 = 0.21 ± 0.03 M�.
Therefore, this candidate is not a transiting planet but an EB.

Appendix A.72: KOI-6460.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-6460 every 1.2 days. This candidate
was not reported in previous KOIs released and thus, was not
included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). The DV sum-
mary shows that this candidate is actually a slightly eccentric
EB at twice the reported orbital period. The true primary eclipse
depth is of about 20%. We conclude this candidate is clearly not
a transiting planet but an EB. For this reason, we did not ob-
served it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.73: KOI-6602.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-6602 every 0.65 days. This candi-
date was not reported in previous KOIs released and thus, was
not included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). The DV
summary shows that this candidate is actually an EB with a pri-
mary eclipse depth is of about 10%. We conclude this candidate
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is clearly not a transiting planet but an EB. For this reason, we
did not observed it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.74: KOI-6800.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-6800 every 2.54 days. This candi-
date was not reported in previous KOIs released and thus, was
not included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). The DV
summary shows that this candidate is actually a slightly eccen-
tric EB at twice the reported orbital period. We conclude this
candidate is clearly not a transiting planet but an EB. For this
reason, we did not observed it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.75: KOI-6877.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-6877 every 281 days. The host star
is actually a red-giant star with a radius of almost R = 9.4 ± 0.1
R� (Beck 2013). With a transit depth of about 0.8%, the com-
panion would have a radius compatible with a K dwarf and not
with the one of an EGP. Moreover, the transit has a box shaped
and could actually be the secondary eclipse of this EB. For this
reason, we did not observed it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.76: KOI-6933.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-6933 every 7.2 days. A visual in-
spection of the DV summary reveal that this target is a clear EB
with an eclipse depth of more than 40%. We conclude this candi-
date is clearly not a transiting planet but an EB. For this reason,
we did not observed it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.77: KOI-7044.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-7044 every 1.3 day. The host star is
actually a red-giant star with a radius of about R = 13 R� (Huber
et al. 2014). With a transit depth of about 0.7%, the companion
would have a radius compatible with a G dwarf and not with the
one of an EGP. Moreover, the DV summary shows a odds – even
transit depth difference indicating that this system is a CEB with
twice the reported period. For this reason, we did not observed it
with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.78: KOI-7054.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-7054 every 0.53 day. This candidate
was not reported in previous KOIs released and thus, was not
included in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). A visual in-
spection of the light-curve showed that this candidate is actually
an EB at twice the reported orbital period with a primary eclipse
depth of about 50%. We conclude this candidate is clearly not a
transiting planet but an EB. For this reason, we did not observed
it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.79: KOI-7065.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-7065 every 0.74 day. A visual in-
spection of the DV summary reveal that this target is a clear EB

with a deep secondary eclipse. We conclude this candidate is
clearly not a transiting planet but an EB. For this reason, we did
not observed it with SOPHIE.

Appendix A.80: KOI-7527.01

A giant-planet candidate was found by Coughlin et al. (in prep.)
to transit the target star KOI-7527 every 1.3 days. This candidate
was not reported in previous KOIs released and thus, was not in-
cluded in the sample of Santerne et al. (2012b). A visual inspec-
tion of the light-curve revealed the presence of a clear secondary
eclipse with a depth of about 0.8%. We conclude this candidate
is clearly not a transiting planet but an EB. For this reason, we
did not observed it with SOPHIE.
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Appendix B: SOPHIE data of the Kepler targets

Appendix B.1: Single stars and SB1

Table B.1. SOPHIE RV of single stars

BJD RV σRV Vspan σVspan FWHM σFWHM Texp S/N Target
UTC [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [s]

2456869.41963 9.546 0.060 -0.454 0.108 27.180 0.150 2346 23.5 KOI-129
2456933.33782 20.963 0.055 -0.421 0.098 27.042 0.137 2400 27.7 KOI-129
2456134.52471 -26.094 0.068 0.627 0.123 30.522 0.171 785 12.0 KOI-138
2456157.52875 6.967 0.058 -0.239 0.104 29.826 0.144 3600 28.8 KOI-138
2456188.45296 -35.737 0.079 -0.054 0.143 31.192 0.198 900 11.5 KOI-138
2456417.55490 -7.411 0.083 0.768 0.150 30.714 0.208 1800 7.4 KOI-138
2456537.56957 -26.456 0.059 0.588 0.107 32.691 0.148 1802 8.4 KOI-138
2456870.58675 -2.369 0.027 -0.017 0.049 9.954 0.068 1388 11.4 KOI-198
2456900.48369 8.525 0.011 -0.090 0.020 9.730 0.028 3600 21.3 KOI-198
2456476.45640 -1.969 0.035 -0.085 0.063 9.854 0.088 2700 8.8 KOI-221
2456484.49020 -2.038 0.019 -0.006 0.035 9.907 0.049 2700 13.3 KOI-221
2456158.45134 -17.330 0.011 -0.004 0.019 10.838 0.027 3600 30.1 KOI-351
2456182.43814 -17.341 0.018 0.044 0.032 10.978 0.045 3600 18.4 KOI-351
2456424.51905 -17.344 0.025 -0.009 0.046 10.880 0.064 3600 14.2 KOI-351
2456475.47465 -17.326 0.011 0.009 0.021 10.803 0.029 3600 28.6 KOI-351
2456726.60705 -17.371 0.018 -0.038 0.032 11.008 0.044 3600 23.5 KOI-351
2455668.65308 3.723 2.418 n/a n/a 137.249 6.046 192 17.8 KOI-368
2455704.49093 3.781 1.950 n/a n/a 123.987 4.876 1200 25.1 KOI-368
2456863.49376 -25.054 0.039 0.139 0.070 14.337 0.097 3600 19.7 KOI-449
2456869.56661 -25.029 0.047 -0.031 0.084 14.324 0.117 1800 14.4 KOI-449
2456934.40165 -24.998 0.032 -0.151 0.058 14.221 0.081 3600 23.2 KOI-449
2456153.51833 -18.346 0.012 -0.026 0.021 10.426 0.029 3600 19.5 KOI-464
2456159.53566 -18.266 0.016 0.000 0.029 10.433 0.040 3600 15.1 KOI-464
2456181.44463 -18.312 0.013 -0.039 0.023 10.343 0.032 3600 17.6 KOI-464
2456188.42269 -18.310 0.011 -0.041 0.019 10.371 0.027 3600 21.0 KOI-464
2456505.55006 -18.332 0.019 -0.002 0.035 10.475 0.049 1502 13.6 KOI-464
2455831.47572 -2.691 0.056 -0.334 0.101 12.610 0.141 900 7.5 KOI-531
2455832.43358 -2.526 0.064 -0.187 0.115 12.031 0.160 900 8.6 KOI-531
2455974.70748 -1.863 0.072 0.502 0.130 12.825 0.181 1649 7.4 KOI-531
2455976.71538 -2.449 0.049 -0.312 0.089 12.141 0.123 2025 10.9 KOI-531
2456037.60473 -2.434 0.064 -0.110 0.115 12.888 0.160 1800 9.5 KOI-531
2456154.56198 -4.522 0.020 0.005 0.037 11.672 0.051 3600 17.2 KOI-620
2456161.58468 -4.479 0.023 0.030 0.041 11.894 0.057 3600 15.1 KOI-620
2456182.48836 -4.521 0.035 0.001 0.063 12.111 0.087 3600 10.9 KOI-620
2456214.31371 -4.516 0.036 0.010 0.064 12.110 0.089 2160 10.6 KOI-620
2456479.54471 -4.507 0.021 0.033 0.039 11.950 0.053 3600 19.1 KOI-620
2456536.49719 -4.535 0.020 0.040 0.036 11.863 0.050 3600 16.6 KOI-620
2456726.65200 -4.523 0.029 -0.035 0.052 12.136 0.072 3600 13.2 KOI-620
2456157.45217 -18.317 0.015 -0.083 0.027 10.156 0.037 3600 20.9 KOI-1089
2456185.43287 -18.312 0.022 -0.009 0.039 10.201 0.054 3600 16.4 KOI-1089
2456480.52957 -18.301 0.017 -0.018 0.031 10.184 0.043 3600 18.4 KOI-1089
2456506.59378 -18.350 0.019 0.019 0.034 10.164 0.048 3600 18.0 KOI-1089
2456510.44357 -18.327 0.021 -0.022 0.038 10.191 0.053 3600 16.1 KOI-1089
2456535.50758 -18.336 0.016 -0.062 0.030 10.190 0.041 3600 16.1 KOI-1089
2456600.35879 -18.362 0.033 0.107 0.059 10.402 0.081 3600 9.7 KOI-1089
2456723.67455 -18.357 0.024 -0.017 0.042 10.563 0.059 3600 15.1 KOI-1089
2456834.53952 9.319 0.039 0.043 0.070 10.177 0.097 900 8.7 KOI-1137
2456932.39544 9.149 0.032 3.563 0.057 10.789 0.080 900 12.7 KOI-1137
2456947.34900 9.031 0.033 0.138 0.059 9.960 0.083 900 10.7 KOI-1137
2456977.36148 8.589 0.049 -4.051 0.089 11.609 0.123 900 10.8 KOI-1137
2456101.45796 -14.466 0.007 -0.017 0.013 10.155 0.018 1400 30.7 KOI-1230
2456132.51877 -10.023 0.007 0.022 0.012 10.164 0.017 1800 30.9 KOI-1230
2456150.49285 -7.961 0.015 0.002 0.026 10.225 0.036 453 16.6 KOI-1230
2456163.60117 -6.533 0.014 0.005 0.026 10.225 0.036 1255 17.2 KOI-1230
2456182.51664 -4.833 0.015 0.055 0.027 10.250 0.037 612 16.2 KOI-1230
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Table B.1. Continued.

BJD RV σRV Vspan σVspan FWHM σFWHM Texp S/N Target
2456191.39438 -4.751 0.015 -0.017 0.028 10.289 0.038 698 15.6 KOI-1230
2456195.41822 -5.288 0.017 -0.036 0.031 10.205 0.043 419 15.9 KOI-1230
2456216.26992 -37.881 0.014 -0.015 0.025 10.165 0.035 2215 18.2 KOI-1230
2456244.24524 -19.663 0.014 0.051 0.025 10.217 0.034 367 16.8 KOI-1230
2456272.27475 -13.609 0.018 0.022 0.032 10.363 0.044 1212 14.8 KOI-1230
2456863.52919 -98.189 0.030 -0.096 0.053 9.606 0.074 1800 10.6 KOI-1232
2456867.45439 -101.198 0.054 0.012 0.098 9.925 0.136 1678 8.3 KOI-1232
2456922.38540 -89.526 0.030 -0.121 0.053 9.535 0.074 1800 13.0 KOI-1232
2456124.54987 6.545 0.035 0.016 0.063 12.796 0.087 2700 15.6 KOI-1271
2456135.50114 6.529 0.021 -0.052 0.037 12.636 0.051 3600 28.4 KOI-1271
2456155.53834 6.658 0.026 -0.049 0.047 12.514 0.066 3600 24.5 KOI-1271
2456160.47975 6.649 0.022 -0.005 0.041 12.486 0.056 3006 26.8 KOI-1271
2456184.52474 6.614 0.035 0.134 0.062 12.497 0.087 3600 15.4 KOI-1271
2456403.60243 6.585 0.027 -0.081 0.048 12.523 0.067 3600 21.1 KOI-1271
2456420.53424 6.620 0.027 -0.022 0.048 12.747 0.067 3600 21.3 KOI-1271
2456450.42845 6.603 0.029 0.064 0.053 12.382 0.074 3600 21.4 KOI-1271
2456515.56271 6.632 0.029 -0.018 0.052 12.627 0.073 2625 22.0 KOI-1271
2456536.44987 6.638 0.019 -0.049 0.035 12.567 0.049 3600 29.0 KOI-1271
2456600.40368 6.575 0.031 0.051 0.055 12.761 0.076 3600 13.7 KOI-1271
2456611.28908 6.720 0.048 0.209 0.086 12.487 0.119 3600 13.2 KOI-1271
2456621.24705 6.589 0.026 -0.020 0.047 12.539 0.066 3600 24.2 KOI-1271
2456724.67043 6.621 0.028 -0.072 0.050 12.531 0.069 3600 22.7 KOI-1271
2456156.56106 -17.160 0.023 -0.021 0.041 11.955 0.056 1806 19.4 KOI-1353
2456185.47720 -17.139 0.022 -0.006 0.039 12.129 0.055 3600 18.0 KOI-1353
2456482.58708 -17.199 0.047 0.045 0.085 11.720 0.118 900 8.4 KOI-1353
2456508.57125 -17.250 0.022 -0.035 0.039 11.988 0.054 3600 18.9 KOI-1353
2456534.53575 -17.102 0.017 0.061 0.031 12.040 0.043 3600 22.0 KOI-1353
2456597.34630 -17.206 0.016 -0.002 0.029 11.921 0.040 3600 23.8 KOI-1353
2456725.66702 -17.190 0.021 0.085 0.037 11.991 0.052 3600 21.6 KOI-1353
2456856.44940 33.215 0.051 -0.025 0.092 11.483 0.128 900 7.7 KOI-1391
2456868.57237 -31.890 0.057 0.034 0.102 11.716 0.141 900 8.7 KOI-1391
2456855.58563 -62.223 0.011 -0.046 0.020 10.280 0.028 3600 24.9 KOI-1411
2456864.51666 -62.181 0.010 0.022 0.018 10.237 0.025 3600 24.1 KOI-1411
2456922.54119 -62.212 0.014 -0.082 0.026 10.418 0.036 3600 18.9 KOI-1411
2456949.35545 -62.199 0.006 -0.012 0.011 10.242 0.015 3600 34.9 KOI-1411
2456979.34400 -62.219 0.009 -0.074 0.016 10.380 0.022 3600 29.7 KOI-1411
2456156.47398 -9.833 0.013 0.032 0.024 9.736 0.033 3600 23.4 KOI-1426
2456163.38845 -9.867 0.030 -0.052 0.054 10.052 0.075 1155 11.1 KOI-1426
2456163.41260 -9.839 0.019 -0.064 0.034 9.869 0.047 2022 15.4 KOI-1426
2456186.36315 -9.832 0.010 -0.040 0.019 9.777 0.026 3600 25.4 KOI-1426
2456483.42594 -9.835 0.017 -0.018 0.031 9.880 0.043 3600 17.4 KOI-1426
2456809.45436 -9.854 0.016 0.002 0.029 9.845 0.041 3600 18.5 KOI-1426
2456154.48603 -36.270 0.006 -0.009 0.011 10.182 0.015 3600 34.4 KOI-1431
2456186.41246 -36.283 0.006 -0.013 0.011 10.175 0.015 3600 35.3 KOI-1431
2456213.39654 -36.277 0.012 -0.014 0.022 10.222 0.030 3600 18.6 KOI-1431
2456423.51604 -36.301 0.013 -0.062 0.023 10.313 0.032 3600 17.8 KOI-1431
2456482.55761 -36.276 0.008 -0.005 0.015 10.215 0.021 3600 26.4 KOI-1431
2456602.37526 -36.254 0.028 -0.008 0.051 10.398 0.070 1539 10.4 KOI-1431
2456808.50580 -36.276 0.010 -0.024 0.019 10.265 0.026 3600 21.3 KOI-1431
2456838.48514 -21.199 0.034 -0.052 0.062 11.324 0.086 1800 9.3 KOI-1465
2456870.43949 8.042 0.031 0.054 0.055 11.303 0.076 1189 12.9 KOI-1465
2456897.56213 -17.240 0.037 -0.183 0.066 11.544 0.092 1800 9.1 KOI-1465
2456898.43855 -7.708 0.022 0.144 0.040 11.094 0.056 1800 13.6 KOI-1465
2456899.45911 4.564 0.023 0.081 0.042 11.009 0.058 1800 15.4 KOI-1465
2456865.42228 -14.055 0.023 0.040 0.042 9.813 0.058 3600 12.6 KOI-1483
2456933.39487 -6.582 0.013 0.015 0.023 9.728 0.031 3600 22.1 KOI-1483
2456838.50655 6.569 0.060 -0.160 0.107 12.114 0.149 900 5.6 KOI-1546
2456855.47396 6.421 0.065 0.085 0.116 11.238 0.162 900 5.4 KOI-1546
2456158.51293 -9.914 0.013 -0.049 0.024 9.915 0.034 3600 18.5 KOI-1574
2456187.44230 -9.933 0.019 0.046 0.035 9.925 0.048 3600 17.3 KOI-1574
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Table B.1. Continued.

BJD RV σRV Vspan σVspan FWHM σFWHM Texp S/N Target
2456483.50440 -9.914 0.018 -0.060 0.033 9.949 0.045 3600 15.1 KOI-1574
2456516.60282 -9.916 0.022 -0.062 0.041 10.023 0.056 2258 12.5 KOI-1574
2456809.49930 -9.895 0.018 0.010 0.033 9.965 0.046 3600 15.0 KOI-1574
2456865.52189 -3.214 0.026 0.017 0.047 10.216 0.066 2700 12.6 KOI-1783
2456933.43434 -3.240 0.016 -0.012 0.029 10.136 0.041 2700 23.9 KOI-1783
2456154.44355 -38.303 0.018 0.053 0.032 11.961 0.044 3003 18.8 KOI-1788
2456162.47691 -38.282 0.016 0.102 0.029 11.878 0.040 3600 16.7 KOI-1788
2456188.35239 -38.290 0.016 0.025 0.028 11.932 0.039 3600 17.5 KOI-1788
2456214.36964 -38.321 0.024 0.034 0.044 12.050 0.060 3600 12.4 KOI-1788
2456510.53549 -38.290 0.026 0.276 0.047 12.070 0.065 3376 11.1 KOI-1788
2456810.50960 -38.284 0.017 -0.080 0.031 11.879 0.043 3600 15.8 KOI-1788
2456868.61340 -18.677 0.743 0.599 1.337 42.512 1.857 900 6.5 KOI-2679
2456932.46522 -19.051 0.179 1.124 0.323 40.438 0.449 900 17.9 KOI-2679
2456857.53490 -18.798 0.015 0.015 0.028 9.938 0.039 1800 19.8 KOI-3663
2456934.47047 -18.774 0.010 0.072 0.018 10.267 0.025 1800 32.0 KOI-3663
2456980.29308 -18.831 0.007 -0.014 0.012 9.975 0.017 1800 37.3 KOI-3663
2457191.48215 -18.803 0.005 -0.023 0.010 9.922 0.014 3600 45.9 KOI-3663
2456865.46706 -1.443 0.015 -0.005 0.026 10.149 0.036 1800 18.9 KOI-3678
2456935.38981 -1.379 0.012 -0.022 0.021 10.107 0.029 1800 23.5 KOI-3678
2457130.58482 -1.402 0.009 -0.041 0.016 10.175 0.023 3600 24.4 KOI-3678
2457133.58852 -1.400 0.006 -0.002 0.010 10.206 0.014 3600 40.0 KOI-3678
2456865.49073 -37.887 0.022 0.014 0.040 16.443 0.055 1800 30.6 KOI-3683
2456922.40948 -37.891 0.016 -0.033 0.030 16.443 0.041 1800 40.4 KOI-3683
2456857.50147 21.536 0.026 -0.029 0.048 10.498 0.066 3600 16.0 KOI-3689
2456864.44217 21.545 0.021 0.021 0.039 10.454 0.053 3600 16.4 KOI-3689
2456866.41591 -9.206 0.058 0.064 0.104 33.933 0.144 2700 24.7 KOI-3720
2456934.34417 -2.585 0.058 0.073 0.105 32.977 0.146 2700 28.7 KOI-3720
2456870.55652 33.461 0.053 0.146 0.096 13.702 0.133 1108 13.4 KOI-3780
2456932.37380 24.053 0.036 -0.041 0.066 13.768 0.091 1800 19.0 KOI-3780
2456866.49813 6.102 0.691 -2.387 1.796 n/a n/a 1434 22.9 KOI-3783
2456932.44512 6.254 0.518 -2.291 1.347 n/a n/a 1800 35.2 KOI-3783
2456949.44692 6.109 0.625 -1.386 1.625 n/a n/a 1800 26.2 KOI-3783
2456978.24916 6.380 0.593 -2.156 1.542 n/a n/a 1800 28.3 KOI-3783
2456866.52239 -26.884 0.017 -0.019 0.031 9.992 0.043 1800 14.9 KOI-3787
2456932.41456 -18.879 0.013 0.018 0.023 10.102 0.032 1800 20.3 KOI-3787
2457134.55966 -119.140 0.007 0.001 0.012 10.209 0.017 600 41.8 KOI-5086
2457154.47952 -118.226 0.009 -0.003 0.015 10.276 0.021 600 34.0 KOI-5086
2457189.49763 -33.039 0.007 -0.014 0.013 9.899 0.018 600 36.2 KOI-5086
2456865.60026 5.746 0.018 -0.098 0.033 10.400 0.045 888 13.6 KOI-5132
2456868.48947 0.762 0.014 -0.010 0.025 10.396 0.035 2276 19.1 KOI-5132
2456899.54274 -21.757 0.019 0.010 0.035 10.613 0.048 900 13.3 KOI-5132
2456900.37832 -17.487 0.010 -0.008 0.018 10.434 0.025 900 20.2 KOI-5132
2456868.52401 -25.871 0.915 6.772 2.378 n/a n/a 3052 10.6 KOI-5384
2456870.49618 -26.059 0.798 -3.717 2.075 n/a n/a 1906 12.7 KOI-5384
2456865.56612 -12.442 0.028 -0.072 0.050 13.076 0.069 900 16.3 KOI-5708
2456870.47243 -43.327 0.019 -0.026 0.034 13.152 0.048 629 19.5 KOI-5708
2456868.58562 -41.027 0.040 -0.125 0.071 10.764 0.099 900 9.8 KOI-5976
2456869.49622 -41.081 0.013 0.017 0.024 10.420 0.033 1800 18.6 KOI-5976
2456870.61406 -41.081 0.017 0.014 0.031 10.514 0.043 1502 16.6 KOI-5976
2456899.51229 -41.122 0.009 0.046 0.016 10.542 0.022 3600 26.5 KOI-5976
2456902.62066 -41.103 0.018 0.013 0.032 10.557 0.044 3600 16.4 KOI-5976
2456921.45274 -41.165 0.007 -0.002 0.013 10.554 0.018 3600 34.9 KOI-5976
2456922.44350 -41.143 0.009 0.012 0.017 10.557 0.023 3600 25.3 KOI-5976
2456923.51791 -41.113 0.017 -0.013 0.030 10.686 0.042 3600 18.3 KOI-5976
2456867.60786 -2.152 0.051 0.326 0.091 12.203 0.127 600 8.9 KOI-6066
2456902.53740 -41.717 0.018 -0.035 0.032 12.293 0.044 1800 25.1 KOI-6066
2456867.59838 -4.487 0.056 -0.229 0.101 13.149 0.140 606 20.8 KOI-6114
2456870.60096 -0.769 0.054 -0.261 0.098 13.192 0.136 415 21.8 KOI-6114
2456865.58185 -76.905 2.789 12.129 7.251 n/a n/a 486 18.7 KOI-6124
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Table B.1. Continued.

BJD RV σRV Vspan σVspan FWHM σFWHM Texp S/N Target
2456870.51200 -9.117 2.648 7.380 6.884 n/a n/a 264 19.9 KOI-6124
2456869.53731 -10.319 0.057 -0.196 0.102 16.797 0.141 2700 14.3 KOI-6132
2456936.38949 -10.178 0.057 -0.352 0.102 15.808 0.141 2700 12.2 KOI-6132
2457189.52745 -10.382 0.041 -0.328 0.073 16.208 0.101 2700 17.1 KOI-6132
2457195.55902 -10.286 0.036 -0.249 0.065 15.169 0.090 2700 14.6 KOI-6132
2457210.50268 -10.349 0.056 -0.183 0.101 15.624 0.141 2700 11.2 KOI-6132
2457219.49274 -10.234 0.051 -0.217 0.093 16.105 0.129 2700 11.4 KOI-6132
2456865.58951 -11.065 0.027 -0.109 0.048 15.447 0.067 400 27.5 KOI-6175
2456870.51898 -38.842 0.024 -0.023 0.042 15.666 0.059 515 30.8 KOI-6175
2456866.59503 -55.630 0.019 -0.031 0.034 10.524 0.048 1496 14.5 KOI-6235
2456869.47279 -55.421 0.016 0.218 0.029 10.407 0.041 1800 14.3 KOI-6235
2456901.54598 -55.598 0.033 -0.055 0.059 10.585 0.082 1800 8.9 KOI-6235
2456902.58699 -55.549 0.039 -0.006 0.071 11.039 0.098 1800 9.3 KOI-6235
2456921.49806 -55.584 0.010 0.043 0.018 10.556 0.025 3600 24.7 KOI-6235
2456922.49410 -55.523 0.016 -0.047 0.028 10.644 0.039 3600 20.3 KOI-6235
2456868.59916 -136.243 0.796 0.678 2.071 n/a n/a 882 9.4 KOI-6251
2456902.56654 -118.178 0.756 -0.769 1.965 n/a n/a 900 10.1 KOI-6251

Appendix B.2: SB2

Table B.2. SOPHIE RV of SB2 stars

BJD RVA σRVA RVB σRVB Texp S/N Target
UTC [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [s]

2456135.53044 -23.822 0.079 -107.521 0.137 900 8.2 KOI-617
2456157.56114 -98.383 0.054 -27.082 0.087 1203 11.2 KOI-617
2456417.53120 -81.286 0.111 -45.061 0.175 1800 7.5 KOI-617
2456505.62902 -88.850 0.137 -37.426 0.216 892 7.2 KOI-617
2457130.55767 -40.401 0.061 16.009 0.061 600 15.2 KOI-969
2457136.58325 20.269 0.046 -44.876 0.046 600 20.0 KOI-969
2456037.62360 -31.872 0.280 33.111 0.301 600 10.9 KOI-1020
2456133.42558 58.992 0.178 -58.133 0.179 600 15.2 KOI-1020
2456403.63126 55.996 0.213 -55.466 0.227 722 12.8 KOI-1020
2456479.59507 -30.103 0.150 31.219 0.151 902 20.7 KOI-1020
2456483.58038 -25.594 0.219 26.726 0.216 600 15.3 KOI-1020
2456505.61405 27.062 0.255 -26.038 0.238 343 11.3 KOI-1020
2456834.52666 -94.857 0.189 42.104 0.198 900 10.3 KOI-1227
2456857.40724 39.618 0.164 -93.650 0.163 900 11.4 KOI-1227
2456835.54707 -81.718 0.036 -133.251 0.104 900 14.9 KOI-1326
2456947.28215 -96.449 0.021 -116.074 0.061 900 22.1 KOI-1326
2456533.54587 -47.112 0.364 96.615 2.373 1800 16.6 KOI-1452
2456536.52783 44.851 0.457 -78.112 2.185 900 13.2 KOI-1452
2456869.44719 -9.091 0.025 15.038 0.074 1800 17.6 KOI-1645
2457136.60002 29.291 0.020 -28.778 0.054 1800 22.2 KOI-1645
2457133.61988 -12.916 0.044 -18.473 0.293 1461 19.3 KOI-1784
2457134.54775 -12.842 0.047 -4.442 0.336 900 15.9 KOI-1784
2456863.55443 28.344 0.310 -27.211 0.525 900 8.3 KOI-3411
2457127.54342 22.934 0.113 -20.163 0.234 900 10.1 KOI-3411
2456866.46628 -37.045 0.103 -39.207 0.198 3600 17.3 KOI-3685
2456921.36820 -26.443 0.069 -39.977 0.132 1800 15.5 KOI-3685
2456865.54705 -6.365 0.137 44.566 1.164 900 7.6 KOI-3721
2456868.54985 -6.324 0.142 -44.978 1.212 900 7.2 KOI-3721
2456899.59701 5.207 0.034 -39.159 0.352 3600 25.8 KOI-3782
2456901.49065 4.177 0.036 -37.586 0.383 3600 18.5 KOI-3782
2457134.58593 -14.474 0.215 -14.842 2.259 900 16.9 KOI-3782
2456870.53307 -11.541 0.058 60.373 0.091 1413 12.2 KOI-3784
2457126.58315 42.270 0.058 3.386 0.090 900 11.6 KOI-3784
2456921.33864 -37.774 0.026 -56.733 0.114 1800 18.8 KOI-3811
2457126.60636 -52.312 0.044 -37.844 0.185 900 12.1 KOI-3811
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Table B.2. Continued.

BJD RVA σRVA RVB σRVB Texp S/N Target
2456866.55215 -14.997 0.058 11.012 0.144 1800 23.2 KOI-5034
2457126.62653 -15.893 0.064 11.879 0.150 900 18.1 KOI-5034
2456870.57093 25.866 0.054 -39.441 0.312 900 18.3 KOI-5436
2457134.57448 11.998 0.051 -18.892 0.299 600 20.4 KOI-5436
2456866.57423 15.505 0.083 -74.291 0.153 1614 11.5 KOI-5745
2456870.45789 -28.519 0.154 -25.960 0.288 1391 11.2 KOI-5745

Appendix B.3: SB3

Table B.3. SOPHIE RV of SB3 stars

BJD RVA σRVA RVB σRVB RVC σRVC Texp S/N Target
UTC [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [km.s−1] [s]

2455831.45089 -25.950 3.499 -38.169 0.704 -15.931 1.115 58 21.4 KOI-976
2456476.48030 -21.515 2.643 -32.396 0.933 5.770 0.846 53 20.3 KOI-976
2456867.61988 0.601 0.039 -86.584 0.040 -46.114 0.136 900 18.1 KOI-5529
2457126.59385 -71.358 0.039 -12.303 0.040 -46.659 0.136 600 30.6 KOI-5529

Appendix C: SOPHIE data of the constant star HD185144

Table C.1. SOPHIE HE RV of the constant star HD185144 observed between
2011 and 2015.

BJD RV σRV
UTC [km.s−1] [km.s−1]

2455751.426130 26.7605 0.0008
2455751.427920 26.7614 0.0009
2455751.429690 26.7594 0.0009

...
...

...
2457109.664570 26.7870 0.0013
2457110.660530 26.7785 0.0012
2457112.642380 26.7730 0.0008
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